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ABSTRACT
A general, systematic and improved numerical formulation 
for the three-dimensional (3-D) groundwater flow and solute 
transport problems was derived, using the finite element 
method. In the numerical formulation, a hidden mistake, which 
has appeared in many textbooks and journal papers dealing with 
the advective term of the general 3-D solute transport 
equation, was found and corrected. Some simpler and practical 
expressions for the leaky boundary condition, surface flux 
condition, and sources and sinks were proposed. To improve the 
conventional formulation for the time derivatives, a 
combination of the Galerkin method and the collocation method 
was developed. A more accurate scheme was derived to solve the 
resulting system of ordinary differential equations using the 
finite integration. Based on the numerical formulations, three 
computer models were developed for modeling (1) 3-D steady
groundwater flow, (2) 3-D unsteady groundwater flow, and (3) 
3-D solute transport. These models are rather general in terms 
of initial conditions, boundary conditions, and fluid and 
aquifer properties. The three models were tested using a 
variety of one-dimensional and two-dimensional analytical 
solutions and numerical models. Computed results showed that 
all these models are relatively simple, stable and accurate, 
and have little chance of experiencing any numerical problems. 
Component and parameter sensitivity analyses were also made.
viii
In general, these models are relatively insensitive to time 
step size, and the new solute transport model yields 
reasonable results even if the peclet number reaches 50.
In order to estimate model parameters, a fast, reliable, 
and derivative-free subroutine was developed by combining the 
quadratic interpolation search, the Golden section search, and 
the side-search algorithms, for finding the minimum of any 
user-defined 1-D function. With this 1-D subroutine, a general 
conjugate gradient search program was then developed to find 
the optimal set of parameters for any type of model. The 
program was tested using a variety of analytical functions and 
found to be accurate, fast and efficient. The program was 
applied to estimate parameters of the 3-D solute transport 
model, using two types of sampling methods and four types of 
data sets.
ix
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Groundwater is an important natural resource. According 
to the EPA's Groundwater Handbook (1987), about 50% of the 
nation's drinking water is from groundwater. In many parts of 
the world, groundwater is the principal source of water supply 
for domestic, industrial and agricultural uses. Since the mid 
1970's, industrial pollution and the accompanying threat to 
groundwater supplies have led to the need for accurate 
prediction of the movement of groundwater flow and hazardous 
contaminants. One way to objectively assess the impact of 
existing or proposed activities that are involved in 
groundwater quantity and quality management is to develop or 
employ an accurate groundwater flow and solute transport 
model.
Groundwater modeling started in the mid 1960's, and 
quickly evolved from an area of research to an area of 
application. Solute transport modeling mainly started in the 
early 1980's and is still one of the hottest topics of today's 
water resources research. According to a recent comprehensive 
literature survey, most of the existing numerical models are 
two dimensional (Konikow and Bredhoeft, 1978; Bedient, et al., 
1983; Hwang, et al. 1984, 1985; Cheng, et al., 1984; Chu and 
Willis, 1984; Taigbenu and Liggett, 1986; Gilliland and
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Nugyen, 1987; Al-laya, et al., 1988; Sherif, et al., 1988; 
Falconer and Liu, 1988; Yan, 1989). Although two-dimensional 
(2-D) models may be sufficiently accurate for cases of 
approximately horizontal groundwater flow, there are many 
cases, however, that the vertical flow component cannot be 
neglected (Wang, et al., 1986; Brainard and Gelhar, 1991). 
Even if the groundwater flow can be considered to be 
horizontal, the fluid and aquifer material properties may 
still dictate the need for the three-dimensional (3-D) 
groundwater modeling. This need is even more apparent for 
modeling solute transport because of the 3-D properties of the 
mechanical dispersion and molecular diffusion.
In late 1970's and early 1980's, several 3-D groundwater 
flow models were developed (Frind and Verge, 1978; Gupta et 
al., 1975; Gupta, et al. 1984). However, three-dimensional 
solute transport models did not emerge until late 1980's. One 
of the major differences between 3-D groundwater flow modeling 
and 3-D solute transport modeling is the existence of the 
advective term in the governing equation of solute transport, 
which makes the final system of equations non-symmetric and 
causes more numerical problems to obtain the solution of the 
governing equation. Huyakorn, et al.(1986) successfully 
developed a 3-D finite element model to simulate multiple 
layered aquifer systems. This model, however, cannot handle 
the advection-dominated boundary conditions. Similarly, Istok 
(1989) developed a 3-D model which cannot handle advection-
dominated boundaries either. In order to overcome the 
difficulties of numerical oscillation and the problem of 
"violation of reality" (Segerlind, 1984), Sun and Yeh (1983) 
proposed a 2-D upstream weight multiple-cell balance model. 
Later, Wang, et al.(1986) extended it to the 3-D flow cases. 
These models showed an improvement over the traditional 
Galerkin finite element method in solving numerical problems 
. However, numerical divergence is still often experienced for 
large Peclet numbers (Yeh, 1986). To further improve the 
model's capability of handling numerical difficulties, Yeh 
(1986) modified Wang et al.'s (1986) model by requiring the 
set of weight functions to be orthogonal to the set of basis 
functions. Consequently, the enhanced model can much better 
handle numerical problems, but is also more complicated to 
program.
Most published Galerkin-type models (Istok, 1989; Wang 
and Anderson, 1982; Huyakorn, et al., 1986; Burnett and Frind, 
1987; Yu, et al., 1989) are incorrectly formulated for the 
advection term in the governing equation of solute transport 
because their numerical integration over element matrices are 
not carried out systematically over both the flow domain and 
the flow boundaries. This study will demonstrate this type of 
implicit or hidden problem.
Currently, there are four major numerical methods used 
for modeling groundwater flow and solute transport: (1) finite 
difference method (FDM); (2) finite element method (FEM); (3)
Method of characteristics (MOC), and (4) boundary element 
method (BEM). The advantages and disadvantages of each method 
have been discussed in detail by Faust and Mercer (1980) and by 
Van Heijde, et al. (1989) . In general, the FDM' is simple in 
concept, easy in programming, and simple in data input. 
However, FDM has the difficulty in handling the problems of 
irregular boundaries, irregular forms of sources and sinks, 
and irregular aquifer materials (Taigbenu and Liggett, 1986). 
It is generally less accurate than the FEM if the same type 
and size of mesh or grids are used. The FEM, on the other 
hand, is difficult in concept, in programming, and in data 
input. Nevertheless, the computer programs, once developed, 
can be easily adopted from one problem to another. Even though 
the governing equation is different from one case to another, 
the evaluation of spatial derivatives does not change (Kim, 
1989) . When new terms are added to the governing equation, one 
only needs to add an additional element matrices for those new 
terms; whereas, this type of change is very difficult to deal 
with when FDM is used. By using FEM, the balance of flux over 
the study domain can be better maintained because each of the 
integration terms is a flux. Furthermore, the three types of 
general boundaries can be more easily incorporated into the 
numerical approximation.
MOC is effective in dealing with hyperbolic type of 
partial differential equations (PDE), especially for those 1-D 
or 2-D advection-dominated flow problems (Konikow and
Bredhoeft, 1978), and BEM is effective in dealing with
elliptic-type of PDE's such as the steady-state flow in a
homogeneous and isotropic aquifer (Liggett, 1977, 1987). Both
MOC and BEM are very difficult, if not impossible, to be 
employed for modeling the general 3-D groundwater flow
systems.
The FEM can be further categorized into two groups: one
is based on the principle of variational calculus and the 
other is based on the principle of weighted residuals. 
Application of the variational method is limited to those 
PDE's that contain no first-order partial derivatives.
By defining different types of weight functions, many 
different FEM methods can be distinguished on the basis of the 
weighted residual principle such as the Galerkin method, the 
collocation method, the least square method, or the subdomain 
method (Segerlind, 1984). Pinder (1973, 1977) and Grove
(1977), amongst others, have demonstrated that the Galerkin 
method is well suited for solving solute transport problems. 
Grove (1977) has shown for some 1-D flow problems that 
numerical dispersion and oscillation can be minimized when 
using higher-order interpolation functions for the Galerkin 
method. However, the use of higher-order interpolation 
functions also increases the computational complexity and 
cost, and more likely leads to other numerical difficulties 
such as the problem of 'violation of reality' (Segerlind, 
1984) .
In application of any numerical method, a set of 
algebraic equations, linear or non-linear, is usually yielded. 
Roughly speaking, two classes of solution procedures are 
normally used. One is the direct procedure and the other is 
the indirect or iterative procedure. The direct procedure has 
the following advantages: (1) no initial estimates of the
unknown variables are needed; (2) no iteration parameters are 
needed; (3) no selections of error tolerance values are 
needed; and (4) matrix operations are performed only once. Two 
disadvantages of the direct procedure are: (1) it can have
serious round-off error when matrix size gets too large; and
(2) it may take more computer storage to run some large matrix 
operations. However, when vector storage is used to store the 
usually banded matrices, the second disadvantage is, at least 
reduced. The iterative procedure has the advantage of saving 
computer storage and increasing computation accuracy for
problems with large number of elements (Yeh, 1985) .
Nevertheless, its solution depends on the initial estimates of 
the unknown variables, the choices of iteration parameters 
such as the relaxation factor, and the choice of the error 
tolerance values. If the resulting matrix of the system of
equations is not well conditioned, the number of iterations
may increase dramatically and the computing time may therefore 
be very long. Sometimes, divergence may occur and the 
computation may even break down. In general, an iteration 
procedure saves computer storage and increases computing
accuracy for large matrix operations (say, larger than 
1000x1000) if its computation converges. For small to moderate 
matrix operations, a direct procedure is better than an 
indirect one.
Five major problems may often be encountered in numerical 
modeling: (1) violation of reality, (2) numerical oscillation,
(3) numerical dispersion, (4) numerical instability, and (5) 
the limitation of computer storage and the cost of computing 
time. There are other problems that may also have significant 
impact on the results of numerical modeling, such as model 
representation error, numerical truncation and round-off 
error, parameter estimation error, data input error, and 
computer programming error. When some computed results do not 
agree well with their observed values, it is usually hard to 
determine where the error occurs.
"Violation-of-reality" occurs when computed values are 
contradictory to reality. For example, computed hydraulic 
heads decrease when approaching a source. Numerical 
oscillation occurs when computed values fluctuate about the 
true solution (Segerlind, 1984). Likewise, numerical 
instability occurs when the difference between the true 
solution and the numerical solution grows extremely large in 
a few time steps (Istok, 1989). Numerical dispersion is 
characterized by smearing out a sharp advancing front of a 
solution. Numerical truncation error is referred to as the 
truncation in the Taylor expansion series, and numerical
round-off error is referred to as the error due to the 
limitation of the finite floating-point precision that a 
computer has.
In the past 2 0 years, various advanced numerical methods 
have been proposed. For instance, Morton (1980) proposed a 
higher-order FDM model; Konikow and Bredhoeft (1978) proposed 
a 2-D MOC model; Heinrich et al. ( 1977) and Payre et al.
(1982), respectively, proposed two FEM models with non- 
symmetric weight functions; O'Neill (1981) proposed a moving 
coordinate FEM model; Frind (1984) proposed a FEM model using 
the principal direction technigue; to name but a few. As 
discussed by Wang et al. (1986) , most of these proposed
techniques are difficult to apply to the 3-D groundwater 
system modeling because of the complexity involved in computer 
programming and/or the expense of computational effort and 
resources.
Parameter estimation for a numerical model, the inverse 
problem, is also one of the hottest research topics in
today's water resources research. Because of the enormous 
number of parameters involved in a numerical groundwater 
model, a trial-and-error method is still the routine
estimation method for calibration of a groundwater model (Wang 
and Anderson, 1982; Sherif et al. 1988; Yan, 1989). Because 
input data such as the boundary conditions are difficult to 
estimate accurately, some of the input data may also be
modified during the model calibration process (Yan, 1989) .
Some aquifer parameters may be estimated by pumping 
tests or by laboratory experiments. However, these estimated 
parameter values can only serve as roughly guessed values of 
the parameters. Because of the complexity of actual field 
conditions, the idealized well-pumping equations and the 
idealized laboratory conditions are far different from 
reality. Although many automatic parameter estimation
techniques or models have been proposed (Yu, et al. 1989; 
Strecker and Chu, 1986; Khan, 1985; Sun and Yeh, 1990) , a 
practical, efficient method for estimating a 3-D groundwater 
system model has not emerged yet.
The objectives of this study are:
1. To obtain a systematic, complete and improved numerical 
derivation for the 3-D groundwater flow and solute 
transport problems using the Galerkin method for handling 
space derivatives and using a mixed formulation 
(combination of the Galerkin method and collocation 
method) for handling the time derivatives. The derivation 
should be rather general such that the aquifer can be 
non-homogeneous and anisotropic , the number and forms of 
sources and sinks are unlimited, the geometry of the 
aquifer can be any shape, and most types of practical 
boundary conditions can be considered.
2. To develop, based on the numerical formulations, three
computer models: (1) a 3-D steady groundwater flow model;
(2) a 3-D unsteady groundwater flow model; and (3) a 3-D 
solute transport model.
To verify the three FEM models using various analytical 
models and some existing numerical models.
To perform certain component and parameter sensitivity 
analyses of these three models.
To develop an efficient, reliable, and derivative-free 
optimization algorithm for finding the minimum of any 
user-defined 1-D function by combining the Golden section 
search, quadratic interpolation search, and the side 
search algorithms.
To test the 1-D optimal search algorithm by five 1-D, 
four 2-D and two 4-D analytical functions.
To develop a general parameter estimation program for 
estimating parameters of any analytical and/or numerical 
models by using the newly developed 1-D optimal search 
algorithm and the conjugate gradient algorithm.
To apply the general parameter estimation program for 
estimating the parameters of a 1-D advection-dispersion 
model with different sampling methods and data sets.
CHAPTER 2 
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
2.1 Governing Equation for 3-D Groundwater Flow
The Governing Equation for a general 3-D groundwater flow 
process can be derived by using the mass balance principle and 
the Darcy law (Bear, 1972, 1979, Freeze and Cherry, 1979; Bear
and Verruijt, 1987) as
d , ,  dh , d n  d h , d ,, dh , d ,, d h , d n  dh , d n  d h ,
~aif'kz,!J i )+'ai{-k^ ) + Tx(k^T z)+iry (k’l,‘Yx)+Tyi'knTy )+Ty{k<“ Tz'
n
d n  d h ,  d , ,  d h ,  d n  d h ,  \ e  dh
i=l
(2.1)
which can be written in a more compact form:
n9
V  . [ K h] V h  +  Q {( t ) S i z - x ^ y - y ^ z - Z i )  =  S s (2.2)
»=i
where Q,(t) is the i-th point source rate, [L3T'l] , negative for 
sink rate; S is the Dirac delta function; (x;, yif z{) are the 
coordinates of the i-th source point; n5 is the number of 
point sources; h is the hydraulic head, [L] ; Ss is the 
specific storage coefficient, [L'1] ; t is the time, [T] ; v is 
the Del operator; and [Kh] is the hydraulic conductivity
11
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tensor, a second-order symmetric tensor, [LT'1], which is 
defined as
Equation (2.1) sometimes is called the diffusion-type equation 
and is derived under the following major assumptions:
(1) The porous medium is saturated, nonhomogeneous, and 
anisotropic.
(2) Darcy's Law is valid for the groundwater flow.
(3) The fluid is slightly compressible such that the 
spatial derivative of the water density is negligible, 
but its time derivatives cannot be neglected.
(4) The porous medium consists of elastic materials which 
are slightly deformable.
(5) Water temperature is under isothermal condition.
(6) The impact of solute concentration of various 
components on water density is negligible.
(7) The hydraulic conductivity tensor is independent of 
pressure change and is unaffected by the change of the 
medium porosity.
(8) The specific storage coefficient is unaffected by the 
change of the porosity.
Clearly, these assumptions can never be completely 
satisfied. Nevertheless, there are many cases where real flow
(2.3)
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conditions can be idealized under such assumptions and their 
solutions are accurate enough for various engineering 
applications. Many simplified versions of equation (2.1) can 
be derived by adding more assumptions about the flow pattern 
and/or medium properties. One example is the 3-D, steady-state 
groundwater flow case. By assuming that the flow pattern is 
not going to change with time, equation (2.2) can be reduced 
to
n
s
v . [ K h] v h  + s (x - x i >y-y i ’ z ~z i) =  0 (2 -4 )
t=i
Since this study deals only with the general 3-D steady- 
state as well as the 3-D unsteady-state groundwater flows, 
other simplified forms of the governing equation will not be 
discussed here.
2.2 Initial and Boundary Conditions for 3-D Groundwater Flow
A complete groundwater flow problem should be 
mathematically described by (1) the governing partial 
differential equation (PDE), (2) initial condition, (3)
boundary conditions, (4) geometry of the study domain, (5) 
material properties of the domain media, and (6) assumptions 
and auxiliary conditions. Let D denote the study domain, and 
S be the domain's boundary surface(s). The initial condition 
for a general 3-D groundwater flow problem is usually given as
14
A =  /ifoiM, o) , (x , y , z ) e D  (2.5)
where fj is a known function at the initial time.
Mathematically, there may exist three types of boundary 
conditions,
(1) Boundary of prescribed head (Dirichlet boundary)
* = /2 (*>?>*>*) > (*>?,*) e S, *^0 (2.6)
where f2 is a known function over the boundary S at time t.
(2) Boundary of prescribed flux (Neumann boundary)
{ q f  . {»°} = -/3(3,y,*,0 , ( x , y , z ) e S  (2.7)
where {q} is the water flux or apparent velocity vector, [LT‘ 
1], and can be expressed as
{?} =  {qx,qy,qz)T =  - [ K A]  V h  (2.8)
f3 is the boundary surface flux on surface S, [L3T'*/L2] , a known
function, and is positive for inflow with respect to the
study domain D, and {n0} is a unit vector normal to the
surface S and is positive for outward direction from the study 
domain D. If a boundary surface can be expressed in the 
following general form,
F ( x , y , z )  =  0 (2.9)
then the unit vector {n0} can be written as
{n° }  = —  --  V F ( z , y , z )
I V F  I K , J’ '
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(2.10)
One special case of this type of boundary is the impervious 
boundary which can be represented by
(3) Mixed type of boundary (Cauchy boundary)
In groundwater flow, one special boundary is the leaky 
boundary, as shown in Figure 2.1. Let there be a water table 
aquifer and a confined aquifer separated by a thin layer of 
aquitard with a thickness B,, the hydraulic head in the water 
table aquifer layer is h0(x,y,z,t), and the piezometric head 
in the confined aquifer is h(x,y,z,t). Neglecting the storage 
of the thin layer of aquitard and assuming that only normal 
flow component to the boundary surface is significant in the 
aquitard with a hydraulic conductivity coefficient k, . The 
water flux through the thin layer of aquitard can be expressed 
by the Darcy's law as
{g}T • { n° }  =  0 (2.11)
{g}r .
d z
or
(2.13)
J L e a k y  B o u n d a r y
I m p e r v i o u s  b o t t o m  l a y e r
Figure 2.1 An Il lustrat ion of a Confined Aquifer  
W ith a Leaky  Boundary at the Top
where c^Jq/Bj is an aquifer parameter. When h>h0, water flows 
out from the confined aquifer to the water table aquifer, and 
vice versa. This type of boundary contains both the field 
variable h and its derivatives and is called a mixed type 
boundary condition. In this study, all the three types of 
boundary conditions given above will be considered.
2.3 Governing Equation for 3-D Solute Transport
The main mechanisms that govern the 3-D solute transport 
in groundwater flow are: (1) advection, (2) mechanical
dispersion, (3) molecular diffusion, (4) chemical and/or 
biochemical reactions, and (5) sorption and desorption between 
fluid and solid phases. The governing equation, derived using 
the mass balance principle (Bear, 1979; Istok, 1989), can be 
written as
where C is the solute concentration, [ML'3] , ns is the number 
of sources in the study domain, nw is the number of pumping 
wells or sinks in the domain, 6 is the medium porosity, A is 
the first-order biochemical reaction coefficient, [T'1], C' is
= V . [ D m ]  V(dC) -V.CCiqV -A $ R C
;= 1
n
(2.14)
the solute concentration at the i-th point source, [ML3] , Q;(t) 
is the source rate at the i-th point source, [L3T_1] , Qj(t) is 
the sink rate, [L3T_1] , negative in value, at the j-th sink
point, pb is the bulk density of the porous media, [ML'3], Kd is
the distribution coefficient, [L3M_1] , {q} is the groundwater 
flux vector defined by equation (2.8), R is the retardation 
factor defined as
R  =  1 + P- ^ ±  (2.15)
e v '
and [Dm] is the combined mechanical and molecular diffusion 
coefficient tensor and can be expressed as
[d j
D x x  D x y  D Xz 
D y X D y y  D y z  
D z x  D Zy D zz.
(2.16)
The dispersion and diffusion coefficient tensor is rather 
complicated to describe (Bear and Verruijt, 1987). Currently, 
most studies use a formula under the assumption that the 
porous medium is isotropic with respect to the mechanical 
dispersion process (Bear, 1979). For a 3-D Cartesian 
coordinate system, the components of the dispersion-diffusion 
tensor can be expressed as
(2.176)
(2.17c)
(2.17(f)
(2.17e)
(2.17/)
(2.17?)
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where aT and aL are the transverse and longitudinal 
dispersivity of the aquifer, respectively, with a unit of 
length [L] . The "longitudinal" here refers to a direction 
along the flow path, and the word "transverse" refers to a 
direction with a right angle to the flow path (Istok, 1989), 
and D* is the molecular diffusion coefficient.
The major assumptions made for deriving the governing 
equation (2.14) are:
(1) The porous medium is isotropic with respect to the 
mechanical dispersion process.
(2) Biochemical reaction within the groundwater flow can 
be represented by the first-order reversible 
kinetics under linear diffusion and linear 
equilibrium isotherm condition.
(3) Fick's law governs the mechanical dispersion and 
molecular diffusion process.
(4) All the assumptions made for deriving the governing 
equation of a general 3-D groundwater flow remain 
the same.
Equation (2.14) is the most general form for the 3-D solute 
transport process. Many simplified versions can be obtained by 
adding more assumptions. This study will deal only with this 
general form of the equation.
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2.3 Initial and Boundary Conditions for 3-D Solute Transport
The initial and boundary conditions for a 3-D solute 
transport problem are similar to those for a 3-D groundwater 
flow problem. The initial condition can be mathematically 
expressed as
where is a known function over the entire study domain D. 
In 1987, Bear and Verruijt presented a most general form of 
the boundary condition equation, which may be verbally stated 
as
"unless sources or sinks exist on boundary, the 
component normal to the boundary of the total flux 
of any extensive quantity, relative to the possibly 
moving boundary, remains unchanged as the boundary 
is crossed".
Because the equation is too general, it is seldom used. Most 
practical solute transport models consider only the most 
frequently encountered boundary conditions in practice, or 
special cases of the general boundary equation. The same 
convention is also followed in this study. The three types of 
practical boundaries may be described as:
(1) Boundary of prescribed concentration (Dirichlet 
boundary)
0  =  9 i ( z , y , z , 0 )  , (x,  y,  z )  e D (2.18)
C  =  02 (*>?>*>*) (z,  y , z )  e S ,  t > 0 (2.19)
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where g2 is a known function over the boundary surface S at 
time t.
(2) Boundary of prescribed flux (Neumann boundary) 
Assuming that the boundary is a material surface such that no 
solid crosses it from one side to the other, no sources and 
sinks exist on the boundary surface, no biochemical reactions 
and sorption-desorption process take place on the boundary 
surface, we then have
C{?} C  - $ 1  D m l V  CO T • {n° } =  - g3 (x,  y ,  z , t )  , (x,  y , z )  e S  (2.20)
where g3 is a known function (positive for inflow into the 
study domain) over the boundary surface S at time t and has 
the unit [MT'VL2] . One special case of equation (2.20) is the 
impervious boundary,
C { g } C - 0 [ D m] V C 0 T «{n°} =  0 , (x,  y ,  z )  e S ,  t >  0 ( 2 . 2 1 )
(3) Mixed type boundary (Cauchy boundary)
To illustrate this type of boundary, let us use the two 
aquifer systems shown in Figure 2.1 again. Let C and C* be 
the solute concentrations at the side of the confined aquifer 
and at the side of the water table aquifer, respectively. 
Again assume that storage in the thin layer of aquitard is 
negligible. The leaky boundary condition (total solute flux
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through the boundary) mainly consists of advection and 
dispersion fluxes crossing the boundary surface. Using Fick's 
dispersion law and Darcy's law, the flow directions of the 
solute flux and fluid flux may be described as follows, where 
the confined aquifer is considered as the study domain,
c < c* i n f l o w  s o l u t e  f l u x
c = c * n o  s o l u t e  f l u x
c > c * o u t f l o w  s o l u t e  f l u x
h < i n f l o w  f l u i d  f l u x
h = K n o  f l u i d  f l u x
h > h 0 o u t f l o w  f l u i d  f l u x
(2.22)
In summarizing all possible flow cases, the boundary condition 
may be simply written in one equation as
8 ( C  -  0  ) 
C { q } C - e [ D m ] V C 0 T .[n°) = D,-1
B 1
h - h
+ [ u ( k  - h 0) C +  u( h0 - h) C * ] (2.23)
Equation (2.23) may be written in a more convenient form as
C { q } C - 8 [ D m ]  V C O T «{ra°} = [c2 + (h - k 0) u ( h - k 0) ]  C
-[ c2 - c 1( h - h Q) u ( k Q - h ) ' ]  C  (2.24)
where 9 is the porosity at the confined aquifer side, 9 X is 
porosity of the aquitard, and Cj and c2 are two aquifer 
parameters defined as
h  £>i 
C2 =  ~~
(2.25)
The function u(.) in equation (2.23) or (2.24) is the unit 
step function defined by
Equations (2.24) has not been used in literature. It could be 
a very useful simplification in dealinq with the leaky 
boundary condition. In the past, the leaky boundary was either 
completely ignored (Istok, 1989; Wang et al., 1986) or only 
the mechanical dispersion mechanism was considered (Huyakorn, 
et al., 1986) . It should be pointed out that the point source 
or sink term given in literature is rather confusing. Some 
workers do not include this term (Yeh, 1985, 1986; Thomson et 
al., 1984); Some have presented it by adding a negative sign 
before the source term (Wang, et al., 1986; MacQuarrie, et 
al., 1990); Some have presented it by adding a positive sign 
before the source term (Mercer and Faust, 1980, Van Heijde, et
£ < 0 
£ > 0
(2.26)
al. , 1989) ; and some have replaced it by a dispersive flux
term (Huyakorn, et al., 1986). Equation (2.14) presents the 
correct general form for point sources and/or sinks. For 
non-point sources and sinks (such as bar or plane sources or 
sinks), one can either transform them into point sources or 
sinks or express them as boundary conditions.
It is important to note that the solute concentration in 
the water pumped from a well is changing with time and is an 
unknown, while the concentration in the water recharged to a 
well is normally a known quantity. Therefore, they must be 
treated separately. This treatment does not seem to have been 
considered before.
CHAPTER 3 
NUMERICAL FORMULATION
3.1 Introduction
The governing equations, together with three types of 
practical initial and boundary conditions, for 3-D groundwater 
flow and solute transport were described in Chapter 2. In this 
chapter, systematic, complete and improved numerical 
formulations for the following three types of 3-D groundwater 
flow processes are derived, (1) 3-D steady-state groundwater 
flow; (2) 3-D unsteady-state groundwater flow; and (3) 3-D
solute transport in a groundwater flow system.
The general procedure of the finite element method (FEM) 
has been discussed in many textbooks (Rao, 1982; Segerlind, 
1984; Istok, 1989). In general, there are six major steps 
involved in the FEM: (1) discretize the study domain, (2)
select the types of interpolation functions, (3) derive the 
element matrices and vectors, (4) assemble the element 
matrices and vectors into a system of equations, (5) solve the 
global system of equations, and (6) compute element 
resultants.
3.2 Discretization of a Problem Domain
To discretize the study domain of a problem is to replace 
the domain with a collection of nodes (nodal points) and
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elements, which is often referred to as the finite element 
mesh. The discretization is essentially an art of engineering 
modelers. The shapes, sizes, numbering nodes and elements, and 
the configurations of the elements have to be designed in such 
a way that the original problem can be simulated as accurately 
as possible without increasing computational efforts (Rao, 
1982). A good discussion on how to prepare a finite mesh was 
given by Istok (1989) and Van Heijde, et al. (1989) . For 
completeness of this study, some of the basic rules are listed 
here:
(1) Rules for choosing the type of element
Element-type selection depends mainly on whether the flow 
is a 1-D, 2-D, or 3-D problem, and whether the boundary 
surface is curved or essentially linear. One should 
select the element type that has the same number of 
dimension (s) as does the flow problem, and fits the 
boundary geometry as closely as possible without 
increasing unnecessary computational effort.
(2) Rules for choosing element size
Element-size selection depends mainly on the groundwater 
flow pattern and aquifer material properties. The steeper 
the gradient of the field variable (hydraulic head, or 
solute concentration), the smaller the element size. The 
medium and fluid properties inside each element should be 
considered as constant values, but they can change from 
one element to another. The ratio of the largest
dimension to the smallest dimension of an element may 
better be chosen as closely to unity as possible.
(3) Rules for choosing location of element node
Certain element nodes should be placed along the domain 
boundaries, at locations of recharge and discharge wells, 
and at any points where values of the field variable are 
desired.
(4) Rules for choosing the number of elements
The number of elements to be chosen is directly related 
to the computation accuracy desired and the choice of 
element sizes. The finer a mesh, the more accurate is the 
computed result, but the greater computational efforts 
(computing time, computer storage, and program input 
etc.) are required. However, there will be certain number 
of elements beyond which the solution accuracy cannot be 
improved significantly. Unfortunately, that number can 
only be determined by repeatedly running the model 
program with finer mesh and comparing the current 
solution with the previous one to see if significant 
change occurs.
(5) Node Numbering Scheme
Application of FEM always results in a set of equations 
in which the corresponding global matrix coefficients are 
banded. The band-width of the global matrix depends 
completely on the node numbering scheme. Reducing the 
global matrix band-width can greatly reduce the required
computer storage and computing time. The semi-band-width 
(SBW), which is a very important characteristic of a 
banded matrix, can be computed by (Istok, 1989),
S B W  =  D n  +  1 (3.1)
where Dn is the maximum difference between any two node 
numbers in a single element in a finite element mesh. To 
minimize the SBW, one may number the nodes across the 
shortest dimension of the study domain.
In this study, the linear hexahedron element type will be 
employed. The following reasons may justify this choice:
(1) As compared with the problems in structural mechanics or
material mechanics, the problem in a natural groundwater 
system normally has a larger domain and its boundaries 
are seldom completely known. Linear hexahedron elements 
can usually fit the guessed boundaries well.
(2) Linear hexahedron element is simple in constructing the
element matrices, easy for model input, and less 
computation effort is required.
(3) Although using curved elements may increase solution 
accuracy, it also increases computing time, computer 
storage, chances of causing numerical problems, and 
chances of input errors.
(4) In places where the gradient of the field variables may
change a great deal, one can choose smaller element size 
to achieve a higher solution accuracy.
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3.3 Selection of Interpolation Functions
The basic idea of FEM is the piece-wise approximation, 
that is, a large complicated problem is solved by dividing the 
problem domain into some smaller subdomains, and over each 
subdomain, some simple, approximate functions are used to 
represent the actual complicated solution functions. By using 
some types of weight functions, the approximate functions are 
first required to satisfy both the governing equation and the 
given initial condition, boundary conditions, and some other 
possible requirements, and then the sum of the weighted 
residuals at each nodal point is forced to be zero. As a 
result, a set of system of equations is obtained, one equation 
for one node, and can be solved to obtain values of the field 
variable at each node.
The approximate function chosen to represent the true 
solution for an element is called the interpolation function 
for that element. Polynomial types of interpolation functions 
are usually used in FEM because, (1) they are easier to be 
integrated and/or differentiated over the element domain, (2) 
in theory, a polynomial of an infinite order (power series) 
can approach any well-defined function, and (3) the exact 
value of an integral can be obtained by using Gauss Quadrature 
with polynomial interpolation functions (Conte and DeBoor, 
1980). For a general 3-D element, the complete linear 
interpolation function can be expressed as
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$ ( x , y , z , t )  =  ax + a2 x  + a3 y  + a 4 z (3.2)
and the complete quadratic interpolation function can be 
written as
where 0 is the interpolation function for a field variable 0 
for specific element e, and a;, i=l,2 ... , are coefficients
of the polynomial. Likewise, one can easily write down the 
complete cubic interpolation function. In FEM, the number of 
coefficients or terms included in an interpolation function 
should be equal to the number of nodal points that the 
selected element type has. For example, a linear hexahedron 
element has eight nodal points, and its interpolation function 
form may be chosen as
Thus, the interpolation function for a hexahedron element is 
a polynomial between the complete quadratic interpolation and 
the complete cubic interpolation function. The eight 
coefficients in equation (3.4) can be determined by using the 
eight nodal values (to be determined) of the field variable 0. 
Once these eight coefficients are expressed in terms of the 
eight nodal coordinates and nodal values, they are substituted
( j > ( x , y , z , t) = + a 2 x  + a ^ y  +a4 z  + a5 x 2 + a6 y 2
+ a 7 z 2 +a8 x y  +a9 y z  + a10 x z (3.3)
(f> (x , y , z , t ) — a 1 + a 2 x  + a 3 y  + a 4 z  
+ a5 r y + a6 y  z  + a 7 x  z  + a 8 x y  z (3.4)
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back into equation (3.4). By rearranging terms, the 
interpolation function of equation (3.4) can be expressed in 
the following form:
n
i { x , y , z , t )  =  N i & V i Z )  H * )  = [ N i> N 2 ••• ^ „]
1=1
where n is the number of nodes in an element, <pir i=l,2,...n, 
are the nodal values of the field variable 0, and N;(x,y,z) is 
a spatial function and is often called the basis function for 
the i-th node of the element e.
Although the procedure discussed above (the direct 
method) for generating the basis functions is simple, it is 
difficult to derive in practice when the number of nodes is 
greater than four for a 3-D element. An alternative method to 
generate the basis functions is to examine the properties of 
those basis functions that can be derived using the direct 
method, and then to require the basis functions to satisfy 
those properties. This can be done by the following steps 
(Segerlind, 1984) . First, assume that the basis function for 
the i-th node of an element e is a product of two polynomials,
N i ( z , y , z )  =  f i ( z , y , z )  9 i ( x , y , z )  (3.6)
where f;(x,y,z) is a function that is zero at every nodal point 
except the i-th node, and g;(x,y,z) is a function containing
Vi  
(f> 2
<}>n
(3.5)
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unknown coefficient(s) that forces the i-th basis function to 
be unity at the i-th node. The n basis functions of an element 
with n nodes should always satisfy the unity requirement,
As a useful example, let us consider a 3-D element under the 
natural coordinate system as shown in Figure 3.1. A natural 
coordinate system is a special case of local coordinate system 
that permits the specification of any point inside the 
element by a set of dimensionless numbers whose magnitude lies 
between zero and unity. Let e, r j, and £ be the natural 
coordinates. To satisfy the aforementioned requirements for 
the f;(x,y,z) and g;(x,y,z), the i-th basis function can be 
expressed as (Istok, 1989),
(3.7)
and its partial derivatives with respect to e, tj and £ are
io
Global
11 I 2
5 1 -
Local
Figure 3.1 Coordinate Systems of an Element
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'd N { €t- 
~ a T  =  i  ^  + r?*r7^ 1 +
< —  =  —  (1 + e-e) (1 + £ •£) (3.9)
dt] 8 1 1
■*<
= j  (i +e,-0(i +
where ( £ i , V n % i ) are the coordinates of the i-th node of the 
element and their values are listed in Table 3.1
Table 3.1 Nodal Coordinates of a 3-D Natural Element
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
-1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1
Vi -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1
-1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1
A local coordinate system is a coordinate system that is used 
to describe the points within a local region such as the 
domain within an element and whose origin normally locates 
inside that local region; whereas a global coordinate system 
is used to describe the entire problem domain with an 
arbitrary origin. A set of basis functions can be defined by 
either local coordinate system or global coordinate system. It 
will be shown later, however, that when the natural coordinate 
system is used, integration over element matrices can be 
easily carried out numerically.
Nevertheless, interpolation function for a generic 
element e, 0(x,y,z), is practically expressed in terms of
global coordinate system. Therefore, coordinate transformation 
are needed to express a global interpolation function in terms 
of the natural coordinate system. To do so, relations between 
the global coordinates and the natural coordinates must be 
established for a generic element e. In groundwater modeling, 
isoparametric transform scheme is usually used (Istok, 1989) . 
By this scheme, the coordinate relations between the two 
coordinate systems can be expressed in the same form as does 
the interpolation function 0,
where (x^y^Z;) is the global coordinates of the i-th nodal 
point in an element e. Equation (3.10), in fact, is an 
interpolation function for the coordinates of a global point 
(x,y,z) in an element. Notice that the global coordinates of 
a point inside an element can be expressed in terms of their 
corresponding natural coordinates. However, the coordinates of 
a point inside a natural element normally cannot be expressed 
in terms of the global coordinate system unless the inverse 
form of equation (3.10) can be derived analytically.
n
(3.10)
n
i=l
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To illustrate the usefulness of equation (3.10), let us 
calculate a generic treble integration under an orthogonal 
coordinate system x, y, and z over a domain D. Using the 
coordinate transform equation (3.10), the integration may be 
carried out more easily under the natural coordinate system 
(Wylie and Barrett, 1982) ,
f ( x , y , z )  d x  d y  d z
g(e, >7, £) I [ J] I de  dr} d£ (3.11)
-l -l -l
where g(e, y , £)=f[x(e,y ,£),y (e,y ,£),z(e,y ,£)], and |[J]| is 
the determinant of the Jacobian matrix which is defined as
[J] =
d x  d y  d z  
d e  d e  d e  
d x  d y  d z  
dr} dr} dr} 
d x  d y  d z  
Lae d $ 3?.
(3.12)
By using the coordinate transform equation (3.10), equation
(3.12) can be more specifically expressed as
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in =
dN1 dNn
de de
dN1 dNn
dr, dr,
dNt dNn
. d £ d £ J
x 1 y 1 z x
%n ]fn zn
(3.13)
Equation (3.10) sets up the coordinate relationship between a 
global element and natural element. In FEM, the relationship 
among derivatives of the basis functions with respect to the 
two coordinate systems have also to be established. By using 
equation (3.10), one can obtain
d N i ( x , y , z )  d N  ^  g x  ^  d N f- Qy d N t- q z
d a  d x  d a  d y  d a  d z  d a
d x  d y  d z  
d a  d a  d a
a = e,rj,£; i=l,2,...,n (3.14)
Writing these relations in a general matrix form, one gets
dNx dNn d x d y d z
de de de de de
dN1 dNn d x d y d z
dr, dr, dr, dr, dr.
dNy dNn d x d y d z
. d £ d£ J d€J
d N 1
d x
d N 1
d y
3 N X
d z
dNn
d x
dNn
d y
dNn
d z
(3.15)
By using the definition of the Jacobian matrix of equation
(3.12) and the definition of an inverse matrix, equation
(3.15) can be written in a more practical form as
(
fe;
i
dNn dNn
d x d x de de
dN1 dNn = [J] -1
dNx dNn
d y d y dr} dr}
dNx dNn d N x dNn
d z d z [ d £ d £ J
Employing the properties of matrix transposition, equation
(3.16) can also be written as
~dN1 d N 1 dNi ~dN1 d N x dNx~
d x d y d z de dr} d£
dNn dNn dNn dNn dNn dNn
d x d y d z  _ de dr} di J
[J1] ’1 (3.17)
where [J]'1 is the inverse Jacobian matrix. Suppose that the 
Jacobian matrix can be computed by equation (3.13) and can be 
expressed in a general form as
[J] =
hi ■?12 -?13
h i  h 2 h z
hi h 2 J33
(3.18)
then, the inverse Jacobian matrix can be computed by
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C J] -1
■-1 .-1 .-1 
J 11 Jl2 JlZ
■-1 - - 1 . - 1  
h i  h 2  h z
.-i .-i .-i
h i  h 2 h z
(3.19a)
where
and
h i
■ -1 
3 32
.-1
h z
I J
-i _ 1 /• • • ■ \
h i  — " i 77 W22 333 ' ^ 23 ^ 32)
• -1
Jl2 ~
I J  I 
1
I J  I
J -113
.-1
321
• -1 
322
J
1
I J  
1
J
(jl3 h 2  ~ 312 hz )  
' (il2 h z  ~ il3 32 2 ) 
(.hz h i  ~ h i  h z )
' ( h i  h z  ~ h z  h i )
h z  | j  | ( h z  h i  i n  hz )
I J  I 
1
I J  I 
1
I J  I
' ( h i  h 2  ~ 322 h i )  
(ii2 J31 - iii h i )  
(ill 322 ~ il2 h i )
(3.196)
(3.19c)
—  ill(i22 i33 ~ h z h 2 ) ~ 3 l 2 (h l  h z  ~hz  h i )  
+  il3(i2li32 ~i22 i3l)
Equations (3.16) and (3.17) are very useful expressions for 
numerical integration using the Gauss quadrature method. To 
illustrate the method of Gauss quadrature, let us compute the
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integral of an element conductance matrix. This integral of an 
element matrix will be derived in the next section of this 
chapter and is given as
d N x d N ±
I K * ]  =
D dN a dNo dN
k x x  kx y  kxz
kyx kyy kyz
kzx k Zy k zz
dNj _
d x
dNj _
d y
d N 1
d z
dNt 
d x
d N 8
d y  
dNj 
d z
d V
(3.20)
By using equations (3.16) and (3.17), equation (3.20) can be 
written as
D
[7-1]
ajVj siVj a N 1
dNo dNo dNo
d N x
drf
d N 1 
L ~di
d lVg 
dr,  
d N s
d£ J
kxx kxy k Xz
kyx hKyy kyz
kzx k Zy kzz
[ J] I de dr,  d£ (3.21)
Equation (3.21) is now expressed in terms of the natural 
coordinate system, and can be easily integrated by the Gauss 
quadrature method (Conte and DeBoor, 1980; Istok, 1989).
The Gauss quadrature numerical integration can described 
as follows. For a generic 3-D function, an integral of a 
function over a domain D can be approximated by computing the 
weighted sum of values of the function at some chosen points 
in the domain. For a 3-D function under the natural coordinate 
system, the Gauss quadrature can be mathematically described 
as
where W;, Wj, and Wk are the weights assigned to the function 
value at the Gauss point (ei,?7j,^ k) ; nf, n,, and n^  are
the numbers of Gauss points selected to achieve the maximum 
accuracy in the e, 77, and £ directions, respectively. If the 
function f is a polynomial, Gauss quadrature can achieve an 
exact solution to the integral. Let n be the highest order of 
an independent variable (e, 17, or £) for a 3-D polynomial,
then the total number of Gauss points, needed to achieve an 
exact solution for the 3-D polynomial, is {INT[(n+1)/2]}3, 
where INT[.] is the integer function that takes the value 
inside the bracket to the next largest integer. For example, 
INT[2]=2, and INT[2.5]=3. Table 3.2 lists the weights, number 
and locations of the Gauss points for 1-D polynomial functions 
having the order between 0 and 7.
i l l n n n
/(e, r), £) de dr] d £  =  W  {{e,) W  f r ] - )  W k( £k) f ( e {, rjp £*)
-1 -1 -1 t — l  j— 1 k— l
0 < W;(c;) < 1 ; 0 < W f a )  < 1, 0 < W k( ( k) < 1 (3.22)
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Table 3.2 Locations of Gauss Points and Values of Weights 
for Exact Integration of a Polynomial Function 
(After Dhatt and Touzot, 1984)
Order of NO. of Location(s)
Polynomial Points of Point(s) Weight
0 or 1 1 0 2
2 or 3 2 I/1/3 1
-I/1/3 1
4 or 5 3 0 8/9
3/3 A/5 5/9
V 3// 5 5/9
6 or 7 4 [ (3—2v/6 /l/5) / 7 ]0 5 0. 5+V5/6/\/6
-[(3-2V6/V5)/7 ]05 0. 5+3/5/6/1/6
[ (3+2l/6/l/5) /7 ]05 0.5-3/5 /6/1/6
-[ (3+2l/6/l/5) / 7 ]0 5 0.5-3/5/6/1/6
Let us take a specific example as follows:
1 l l
e r?3 £2 de  dr\  di• —
-1 -1 -1 
2 2 2
EEE Wi(£i)
i = l  j = l  A:=l
2 2 2
EEEm^) =0-° (3-23)
i = l  j = 1 A = 1
Since the highest order of this polynomial is 3 for the 
independent variable 17, the number of Gauss points needed is 
2 for each direction, and there are total eight points for the 
3-D integration, two points for each direction, these eight 
Gauss points are:
( 1/v/i, 1 /1/3 , 1/1/3); ( l/l/3, l/v/3, -1 /l/3) ;
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( l/v/3, -1/^3, 1/^3); ( 1/^3, -l/\/3, -1/a/3);
(-1/^3, I f V z ,  1 / V 3 )  ; (-1/^3, 1/^3, -1/^3);
( - 1 / V 3 ,  - l f V 3 ,  1/V3); { - 1 / V 3 ,  - I p / 3 ,  - l p / 3 )  ;
The weight assigned to each Gauss point in this case is unity
and the final computed result is zero, which can be proved to 
be correct by theoretical integration.
3.4 The Principle of The Finite Element Method
In applied groundwater flow and solute transport, the 
principle of weighted residuals is most frequently used. The 
idea of the FEM method in this class can be roughly outlined 
as follows. The solution of a governing partial differential 
equation (PDE) subject to some initial and boundary conditions 
is approximated by the sum of all element interpolation 
functions. When this global interpolation function is 
substituted into the PDE and satisfies the initial and 
boundary conditions, an error or residual may occur at each 
point inside the problem domain. Then, the sum of the weighted 
residuals (because a node is normally connected to several 
elements) at each node in the finite element mesh is forced to 
be zero. As a result, p equations will be generated for a 
total of p nodes in the mesh. To be more specific, let us 
assume that the governing PDE has the following general form:
L [<j>(z,y,z,t)'] - F t x , y , z , 0  =  0 (3.24)
where L is a differential operator, 0 is the field variable, 
and F is some known function. Since interpolation function is 
defined over each element, referring to equation (3.5), an 
approximate solution $ (x,y,z,t) over the entire domain can be
expressed by
where 0;(x,y,z,t) is the interpolation function for the i-th 
element, m is the number of elements in the mesh, n is the 
number of nodes jointed to the element e, and 0i is the value 
of the field variable for the j-th node of element e. When the 
approximate solution (3.25) is substituted into the governing 
equation (3.24) and required to satisfy certain initial and 
boundary conditions, the PDE will no longer be satisfied 
completely. Thus, a residue at any point of the problem domain 
may exist:
The magnitude of the residue function R(x,y,z,t) varies from 
point to point over domain D. If the principle of weighted 
residuals is applied, the sum of the weighted residuals at 
each node is forced to be equal to zero:
m m n
A
$ O, y, z, 0 (3.25)
L j=i
R ( x , y , z , t )  =  L  $ ( x , y , z , t )  - F C x :y , z , 0  7^0 (3.26)
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w^x^y^z)  R ( x , y , z , t )  d x  d y  d z
D
Wi{x,y,z)
A
$ ( x , y , z , t ) F  ( x ,y , z , t )^  dx dy dz  =  0 (3.27)
D
where W;(x,y,z) is the weight function for the i-th nodal 
point. In the collocation method, the weight function for the 
i-th node is given as
v>i ( z , y , z ) =  ^  6 {x  -  x {, y  -  y {, z - z {) , * = 1,2, p (3.28)
e=l
where n; is the number of elements that are attached to the 
node i, (x^y^Z;) are the coordinates of the i-th node, and S 
is the Dirac delta function, whereas in the Galerkin method, 
w;(x,y,z) is given as
n
»,<*>»,*) =  ^ N t-(z,T/,z) , * =  l,2,...,p (3.29)
e=l
By application of the Galerkin method, equation (3.27) becomes
where D ; is the subdomain that consists of all the elements 
which are attached to node i, dV=dxdydz, Dc is the domain of 
element e, l(x,y,z,t) is the interpolation function for the 
entire study domain, 0(e) is the interpolation function for 
element e, R;(e) is the weighted residue at node i contributed 
by element e, N j(e) is the basis function for node i of element 
e, and Rj is the sum of the weighted residuals at node i. From 
now on, superscript and subscript will be omitted whenever the 
term is clear. Notice that the weight functions defined by 
equation (3.29) are different from any existing textbooks. It 
is believed that the new expression should be the correct way 
to present the theory. It is clear from equation (3.30) that 
the sum of the weighted residual at each node is forced to 
equal zero. For a finite element mesh with p nodes, a system 
of p equations will , therefore, be produced by applying the
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{ R} global
X 0
R 2 0
•< <■ = 4 > (3.31)
e— 1
By solving this system of equations, one can get the values of 
the field variable at these p nodes.
In actual computation, the residual functions 
R;(e) (x, y , z, t) , i=l,2, ...n, are computed first for each element 
e, e=l,2, . . . , m; where n is the number of nodes in an element, 
and m is the number of elements a mesh has. After computing 
the residual functions for all elements, equation (3.30) is 
applied to force the sum of the weighted residuals at each 
node to be equal to zero. Hence equation (3.31) is generated.
The residual at the i-th node of an element e 
defined implicitly by equation (3.3 0) as
>(«0 _ _
R;(e) I S
(3.32)
where, <£ (x,y,z,t) is the interpolation function for an element
e, and the negative sign in equation (3.32) is arbitrarily 
added for latter convenience. The residuals for the n nodes of 
an element e can be expressed in a vector form by
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{ « < “>}
(•
A • ► 1 1  <f>(x,y,z, t)^ -  F ( x , y , z , t )j- d x d y d z  (3.33)
3.5 Numerical Formulation for Steady-state. Saturated 
Groundwater Flow
When deriving the numerical equations using the Galerkin 
method, many authors have handled the flow within the 
flow-domain and the flow through the boundaries separately 
(Rao, 1982; Segerlind, 1984; Istok, 1989). This would lead to 
some serious hidden error in modeling solute transport 
problems. Further more, most current textbooks do not give a 
clear and detailed derivation of the FEM, and leave to the 
reader an insurmountable task to understand the theory. In 
this study, an effort is made to improve and demonstrate 
clearly the FEM theory.
As compared with terms in equation (3.33), we have the 
corresponding terms for the 3-D steady-state groundwater flow, 
equation (2.4), as 0=h,
(3.34)
and
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8
F( x , y , z , t ) =  - ^  Q {(t) S i x - x ^ y - y ^ z - z J (3.35)
i=i
in which [Kh] is the hydraulic conductivity tensor given by 
equation (2.3), h is the hydraulic head, v is the Del 
operator, Q,(t) is the i-th source rate [L3T"1], Q;(t) is
negative for a sink i, S is the Dirac delta function, ns is 
the number of sources or sinks in an element e, and (x;,yj, Zj) 
are coordinates of the i-th point source. In FEM, all 
parameters within an element are assumed to be constant, but 
each of them can change its value from one element to another.
Let us first recall the divergence theorem (Wylie and 
Barrett, 1982), which can be mathematically expressed for a 
vector {F} as,
V  .{ F )  d V  =  o { F ]  A  n°} ds (3.36)
D
where {n0} is the unit vector normal to surface S of a domain 
D. Let {F}=uw, where u and v are two scalar variables, then
V  .{ F} =  V  . CuVtO = Vtz .Vv + u V 2v (3.37)
By substituting equation (3.37) in equation (3.36) one gets
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V .{ F }  d V  =
D
V «  . V v  d V  +
D D
4> u V v  . { n ° }  d S
u V 2v  d V
(3.38)
By rearranging terms, equation (3.38) can be written as
u V 2v d V  =  o u  V v  .{ n0} ds V u . V v  d V  (3.39)
D D
Equation (3.39) is a more general form of the divergence 
theorem and will be used in the ensuing numerical 
formulations.
Let us now compute equation (3.32) for the case of 3-D 
steady-state groundwater flow. By substituting equations 
(3.34) and (3.35) in equation (3.32), one gets
i #  -  -
where
<• /• /"i*
•/ tJ
De
- t
S
V . | X ]  Vft + I  Q k( t ) 6( x - x k, y - y k, z - z k)
k= 1
d V
N { V 2V  d V -  L  Qk(t)
De
ViS(x-zk,y-yk,z-zk)dv
De
(3.40)
A
h Y  N t ( x ’y>z ) K
i— 1
(3.4i;
V *  =  [ K f J  V k
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(3.42)
and h; is the hydraulic head at the i-th node. Application of 
equation (3.39) to equation (3.40) and employing the 
integration property of the Dirac delta function, equation 
(3.40) reduces to
(e) v N { . [tfj Vfe d V - o N { [ K J  V h  A  ds
S
Y ^ Q k t t )  N l *k >y k >z k) (3.43)
A=1
Substituting the interpolation equation (3.41) into equation 
(3.43), one can get
V N { . [ f f j  v [ N ,  . . . i V j  '(«0
D
d x  d y  d z
+
"  s
°  N i { q }  d s  -  N i ( x k>yfrz k) (3-44)
k=l
where { q } is the approximated apparent velocity vector, and is 
defined as
(?) = - M (3.45)
For a generic element e with n nodes, the element residual 
vector can be expressed, referring to equation (3.33), as
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{>< '>} =
D
V N 1 V
V N n_
M  v[JVj ... JVj d V  < . >
+ CM
n q N l ( x kdJk’z k)
•« .
o
>
Jfc=l
N n { x k , y k , z k )^
(3.46)
For the hexahedron element with 8 nodal points, equation
(3.46) can be written as
{ R {e)}  =
r
as v
► = i K t ]  • >
+
> r ns
< ► {g} . { n°} rfs - >
*8.
Jfc=i
^Y 8 (*k>Vk>z k)^
(3.47)
where [Kc] is called the element conductance matrix and is 
defined by
d N x d N k d N x
C  Kc] =
D d N o  d N o  d N
kxx kxy kxz
kyx kyy kyz
kzx kzy kzz
d N 1 d N  
d x  
d N 1 
d y  
d N ,
8
d x
d N 8
d y
_ ±  ^
d z  d z
d V
(3.48)
Notice that Equation (3.48) is the same as equation (3.20).
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By using coordinate transform relation of equation (3.10), 
equation (3.48) can be expressed in terms of the natural 
coordinates and is given by equation (3.21), where the 
Jacobian matrix and its inverse are given by equations (3.13) 
and (3.19). By application of the Gauss quadrature of equation 
(3.22), equation (3.21) can be numerically integrated as
IK *1 = W t<ei) W f a ) W k( t k)
1=1 j= 1 fc=l
d N  i d N  i d N  j
de  drj  d £
d N 8 d N 8 d N 8 
de  dr\  d £
[j -‘]
T
kxx kxy kxz
kyx kyy kyz
kzx k Zy k zz_
[/” ]
~ d N x d N 8"
■s
de de
d N  l 00
te;
|[J] 1
dr] dr]
d N 1 d N 8
[ d£ d t  \
(3.49)
In equation (3.49), all of the functions inside the treble 
summations should be evaluated at the 8 Gauss points 
(ei/?7j/£k)/ i/j/k=l,2. The weights and the Gauss points are
listed in Table 3.2, and the basis functions and their 
derivatives are given in equations (3.8) and (3.9).
Now we return to equation (3.47) to discuss the surface 
integral over all types of practical boundary conditions. This 
surface integral describes the weighted flux moving through 
the element boundaries. When the flux vector {q} flows from
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one interior element boundary to another interior element 
boundary, these surface integrals for boundaries between 
adjacent elements will cancel each other if the weight 
functions are unity anywhere or the element sizes are 
sufficiently small. In FEM, the total sum of the surface 
integrals over interior element boundaries is always assumed 
to be zero. Hence, we only need to consider the surface 
integral over all boundaries of the problem's domain. Now we 
discuss most of the practical boundary conditions.
(1) Boundary with prescribed hydraulic head
This type of boundary can be directly incorporated into the 
global systems of equations and is not related to the flux 
boundary integral.
(2) Boundary with specified flux
In this case, referring to equation (2.7), the surface 
integral in equation (3.47) becomes
where f3 is a known flux function having the units [L3T''/L2] . 
f3 is positive for inflow and negative for outflow with 
respect to the study domain.
(3) Impervious boundary 
This is a special case of the boundary (2) specified above. 
Since {q}={0}, the surface integral is zero.
{ q) ■ { n°)  ds =  - o < h ( z , y , z , t )  ds (3.50)
s  I N & s  N.8
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(4) Mixed boundary 
For this type of boundary, referring to equation (2.12), the 
surface integral becomes
<• /•
C) « > { ?} . { » ° }  ds =  c) < >
J
s A <ji A .
A
c1 h - Cjl hQ ds
o  Cl h0 -
N s
(3.51)
where [KL] is an element matrix due to leaky boundary and is 
defined as
M  = « i f -
s
► [Nx . . .  JV8]  rfs (3.52)
By substituting equations (3.50) and (3.51) into equation
(3.47), one can obtain the element residual vector,
II ft 1__
1
+ 1 __
_
1
■ V
r
Zr 00
/• ng N i (xk>yk’z k)
c ) [ / 3 +  Cl A 0 ]  <
> 8 .
> ds
k— 1
N&(x k>yk>z k)^
(3.53)
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Now we give some more detailed discussion of the terms in 
equation (3.53).
(1) Handling of source or sink terms 
Notice that the basis functions of the sources and sinks in 
equation (3.53) are given in terms of the global coordinate 
system. In groundwater system modeling, the sources and sinks 
are usually directly computed and added to the final global 
system of equations. In practice, most frequently idealized 
point sources and sinks are those discharge and recharge 
wells. Let us take a discharge well for example to see how a 
pumping well with a discharge rate Q is handled for the FEM. 
Suppose an aquifer with a width B is divided into three 
layers of elements as shown in Figure 3.2. First, we may 
divide the discharge rate Q proportionally along the well line 
and assign the discharge rates for the four nodes as
'ft = f - L  Q( t )
Q 2 = Y l  Q(t)<
ft = Q(t )  
ft = ^  Q( t )
where a,b,c,and L are distances defined in Figure 3.2, and Qi, 
i=l ,2,3,4, are the discharge rates at node n,, n2, n3, and n4 
respectively. Note that Q is positive for sources or inflow
(3.54)
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) d e
X)
no  do  n
0  —   -------------
Figure 3.2 An Example of Handling 
a Point Source or Drink
and negative for sinks or outflows. Mathematically, we may 
represent sources or sinks for an element by a vector
- x >
*=1
N 1 (**>»*>**) ' Q l
- Q2
< ► = - 1 . f
^N &(x b V b z k)^
(3.55)
where Q; is the recharge or discharge rate of water at the i-th 
node of an element. Since a node i normally is connected to 
several elements, only one element connected to this node i 
may specify the source rate Q;, all other elements connected 
to this node i must not specify the value Qj at this node i. 
Which element should be used for specifying the rate at that 
node i is completely arbitrary.
(2) Handling of the surface integral term 
The surface integral in equation (3.53) consists of two parts 
one concerns surface flux f3, and the other is related to 
leaky boundary condition. The surface integral depends on the 
element surface. For a hexahedron element, there are six 
element surfaces. Since the integral will be eventually 
carried out through the 3-D natural element surfaces by means 
of coordinate transform, we need to designate the surface 
numbers for a 3-D natural element. Figure 3.3 shows the 
numbered surfaces for a 3-D natural element. Remember that an 
actual element surface should always correspond to a unique
la
is
Global
Local
Figure 3.3 Numbering Natural Element Surfaces
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natural element surface. In a practical problem, the surface 
flux f3 and the hydraulic head h0 in equation (3.53) may be 
given by an average constant value for a period of time. 
Therefore, the surface integral may practically be written as
X ' 6 X '
o (/3 + C l h0) ' > ds  =  - + « • ► d s ( 3.56)
s J V
1=1 ‘ * s1i
where S; is the i-th element surface, f3 is the average value 
of f3 for a specific element surface, and h0 is the average 
value of h0 for a specific element surface. The surface 
integral can be carried out over a projected plane. Let us 
take surface number 6 for example,
- °(/3 + c l h o ) '  
S
X '
ds  =  -  [  f 3 +  cx h 0]
N 8
1 +
d z
dx.
+ d z
dy.
d x  d y  
de  de  
d x  d y  
dr} dr}
de dr} (3.57)
The derivatives in equation (3.57) can be calculated by using 
equation (3.10)
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' d z ' ~ d N 1 03 00
1
dx ► — d x d x
d z d N 1 d N  8
I d y j
. dy d y  _
< . (3.58)
in which all derivatives of the basis functions with respect 
to coordinate x or y can be obtained using equation (3.16), 
and
8
d x
de
y  dNi
de
»=1
8
d y  =  y
de L-<
*=i
8
d N
de
d N ,
x i
Vi
(3.59)
dx  =  y  aisi
dr} I—* dn
i=l
8
a  = „
d n  L—i dnr}
t=l
r}
Notice that the i-th basis function has the highest order of 
one. By application of the Gauss quadrature, equation (3.57) 
can be integrated numerically as
°  i f 3 +  ci K )
f '  ^
*1
N a
ds  =  - 4 [  / 3 + C! A0]
>i'
* > 1 +
d z
dx.
S' ^ >
+ d z
d y
dx dy_
de de
dx dy
drj dn
(0 ,0 ,1)
(3.60)
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where the subscript (0,0,1) indicates that all the items 
inside the parenthesis are evaluated at the point (0,0,1). 
Similarly, for surface S5 equation (3.57) reduces to
" °(/s + c i h o)
N a
d s  =  4 [ f z  +  c l h o]
4 > 1 + d z
d x
d z
dy.
d x dy_
de de
d x d y
d n dr]
For element surface Sj, equation (3.57) reduces to
°(/3 + c l h o)
N s
ds  =  4 [  / 3 + C! A0]
d x d z
4 ► l + d y
2
+ d y
2 de de
• *> .d x , ~dz . d x d z
00 d t d£
where
d y ~ 8 N 1 d N s ~ 'Vi
d x > “ d x d x - . >
d y d N 1 d N  8 •
dz^ d z d z 78,
(3.61)
(3.62)
(3.63)
and
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d z  _
8y diV,-
de Z-
1=1
de
d z
8y diV,.
de
i=i
de
d z
8y diV-
d i  ~ L
1=1 d^
d z
8
E
i=i
d N {
d £
X;
For element surface S3, equation (3.57) reduces to
> 1'
°  (/3 +  Cl K ) <
N s
rfs = - 4 [ /3 + cx h 0]
^i
« ► 1 + ' d y '
2
+
• .dz.
d y
dz .
dz dz
-«
de de
dz dz
a? de (0 ,1,0 )
For element surface S2, equation (3.57) reduces to
- ° (/3 + C1 M  < d s = - 4 [ /s + ci^o]
>r
< > 1 +
dz
<9 2/
+ dz
.dz.
dy dz
dry dry
dy dz
de <9e
(1,0,0)
(3.64)
(3.65)
(3.66)
where
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and
d z
i d y ► =
d x
J d z„
d N  i d N  a
d y
d N 1
d z
d y
dNf ,
d z
Xc
d y
dr,
v- d N {
2 - dr,  Vi
»=i
S£ ^  w  
d n
V" aiV*- 
L  an z<
az =
a£ Z_ af z*
2—1
8
I
*=i
8
dr,
dN j_
d £
d N ;
Vi
*=i
(3.67)
(3.68)
and for surface S4, equation (3.57) becomes
\Nl
-°(/3 + ci h o ) ' ;
5 iVo
> *  = 4 [ /3 + C! A0]
X ' dy_ d z
—
*i ► 1 +
d x ^ 2+ d x
2 dr , dr ,
• > ^ d y - 3 z . d y d z
d £ d Z
(-1.0,0)
(3.69)
Thus, the element surface integral in equation (3.53) can be 
computed by equations (3.60) through (3.69) depending on which
element surface has specified flux or leaky boundary at the 
surface of the study domain.
(3) Handling the element matrix [KL]
The element matrix {KL] , defined by equation (3.52), can be 
integrated in the same way as the element surface integral in 
equation (3.53) is treated. The only difference between the 
two is the number of Gauss points used. For element surface 1 
the matrix [KL] can be integrated by Gauss quadrature as
(Si)
2 2
EE >
t'=l 2— 1
[iVj ... JV8] 1
d x d z
1 +
dy_ 2+ dy
2 de d e
3 x ^ 3 z ^ d x d z
d £ a i
(3.70)
where all derivatives in equation (3.70) have been defined by 
equations (3.63) and (3.64), and (e^fj), i,j=l,2, are the 
Gauss points, referring to Table (3.2). Notice that the 
weights assigned to the Gauss points in this integration are 
all unity and are omitted. For element surface S2, we have
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where all derivatives in equation (3.71) are defined by 
equations (3.67) and (3.68). For element surface S3/ we have
,(S3)
2 2
-\
*1
I I >
i=l j=1
00
K ... jvJ 1 +
' d y ' 2+ 9|/'
2 <9e de
.d x _ 3a: d z
d x  d z
For element surface S4, we have
- c (S 4)
2 2
i-H
fe:
v
I I •
i=l j=1
K  ••• ATg] ^ 1 +
d x
d y .
+ d x
. d z .
For element surface S5, we have
- c(55)
2 2 
IE
i=i j —i N s
K  . . . 1 +
d z
d x .
+ d z
d y .
(3.72)
d y d z
dr] d n
d y d z
d £ d t
(3.73)
(-1
d x d y
d e d e
d x dy_
d n d n
(3.74)
where all. derivatives in equation (3.74) have been defined by 
equations (3.58) and (3.59). Finally, for surface S6 we have
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,<S 6 >
0 0 N iL £t
IE \.“100fe;•fe;i i l + ' d z. d x
i=i j=i
d z
d y
d x d y
de d e
d x d y
dr] dr]
(3.75)
Thus, all of the matrices and vectors in equation (3.53) 
are defined by using the Gauss quadrature numerical method. 
For generalization purposes, the element surface integral 
given by equation (3.56) can be expressed in a vector form as
<•
o(/3 + C l k 0)<
X '
V1II-A.
f  ''i 
/1
-
s x . J k
(3.76)
If all matrices in equation (3.53) be expanded to their global 
matrix size pxp, where p is the number of nodes in the mesh, 
and all vectors be expanded to their vector size pxl, then we 
can sum up all the element matrices and vectors and obtain the 
global system of equations as
m
I
e— 1
X 'o'
t global -  H
i?p
► =  •< * ► 
A
(<0
/1
8^ /« ^8
(3.77)
expanded
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where m is the number of elements in the mesh. Writing 
equation (3.77) in a compact form, one has
[K] { h }
pxp px1
{ F  }
px 1
(3.78)
where
and
m
cin
pxp Y j s k ^ ‘) +  [ k l \
e=l
(4
expanded
{ F  } =
pxl
>r V 'Qi'
f 2 Q2
<
Jv.
► —
Jp .
"
V+A
>
J^ p .
pxl px 1
(3.79)
(3.80)
Equation (3.78) can be solved by many alternative methods 
which will be discussed in the next chapter. It is important 
to note that the non-zero entries of an expanded element 
matrix. e. g . , k ^ O , are corresponding to the global nodal 
numbers i and j which are numbered for that element. The 
process of expansion and assemblage of element matrices and 
vectors will be discussed in the next chapter.
3.6 Numerical Formulation for Unsteady-state Saturated 
Groundwater Flow
The governing equation for 3-D Unsteady-state groundwater 
flow is given by equation (2.1) or (2.2). In this section, the
numerical formulation will be derived in a similar way as done 
for the 3-D steady-state case. As compared with equation
(3.33), the residual vector for a generic element e with n 
nodes for the 3-D unsteady groundwater flow can be written as
R 1
D N a
A
[ £s] —— d x  d y  d z  
d t
D
v  - [ K k ]  v h  + Y ^ Q k ( t ) 6 ( x - x k>y - y k, z - z k )
k=l
d V
(3.81)
By comparing equation (3.81) with the 3-D steady-state 
groundwater flow equation (3.40), one can easily find that the 
only difference between the steady and unsteady case is the 
addition of the time derivative term. Thus, the element 
residual vector for unsteady-state case can be written as
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where [Kc] is given by equation (3.49) and [KL] has been 
derived for different element surfaces and given in equations
(3.70) through (3.75), and the source or sink vector and the 
flux vector are given by equations (3.55) and (3.76) 
respectively. Therefore, the only extra-work for the unsteady 
case is how to deal with the time derivative term. This time 
derivative term in equation (3.82) can always be written in 
the form
D
A
[ S's] —  dx dy dz  
dt
[C]
a h i
dt
d h
dt
(3.83)
where [C] is called the element capacitance matrix. Currently, 
there are two types of formulations for computing [C]. One is 
the consistent formulation, and the other is the inconsistent 
or lumped formulation. Both types of formulations have been 
given by Istok (1989). The consistent formulation can be 
expressed as
[C]
2 2 2 
TTT
i=lj —1 k= 1 iVc
I S s] I X  . . .  iV8]  It J] (3.84)
The inconsistent formulation can be expressed by
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CC] =  —  
8
1 0 ... 0
0 1 ... 0
dx dy  dz
D
0 0 ... 1
1 0 ... 0
0 1 ... 0
[ J (  0,0,0)] (3.85)
0 0 ... 1
The consistent formulation uses the Galerkin type of basis 
function both to represent the weight function and to 
interpolate the time-derivative term. Computation shows that 
the consistent formulation often leads to various numerical 
problems (Istok, 1989) . The lumped formulation employs the 
subdomain method to express both weight functions and basis 
functions for the time derivative term. Istok (1989) gave an 
incorrect derivation for the lumped formulation, but his final 
result is correct. In the lumped formulation, a 3-D natural 
element domain is equally divided into 8 subdomains, and in 
each subdomain, both the weight function W; and basis function 
N;* (=w;) for time derivative term are defined to be the same 
as follows:
( x , y , z )  e S u b d o m a i n  (i ) 
e l s e w h e r e
(3.86)
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These weight functions have the property
o :
i =  2
(3.87)
By replacing N; by N;* in equation (3.83) and using the property 
of equation (3.87), one can obtain the lumped formulation of 
equation (3.85). The lumped formulation is simpler in 
computation and has less chance of numerical problems. 
Nevertheless, the subdomain-type of weight functions used to 
replace the Galerkin-type weight functions make the overall 
formulation inconsistent and hence appear to be non- 
scientific. In this study, this inconsistent problem is 
removed by using the same Galerkin-type weight functions for 
the entire formulation but interpolating the time derivative 
term using the collocation method. Thus, the element 
conductance matrix under this Galerkin-Collocation, or mixed, 
formulation can be derived by using the properties of the 
basis functions and the integration property of the delta 
function (i.e., the basis function N; is equal to unity at the 
i-th node and zero at all other nodal points, and any function 
f(x), multiplied by £(x-xk), integrated from any point on the 
left side of point xk to any point to the right side of the 
point xk, will equal f(xk)),
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1 C ]
D N a
[ s ^ x - z ^ y - y ^ z - z j  ... Ss ( x - x 8, y - y s , z - z 8) ]  d V
D
S1 0 ... 0 
0 2^ ■** 0
0 0 ... So
d x  d y  d z
=  S s
1 0 ... 0
0 1 ... 0
0 0
17(0,0,0)] (3.88)
No matter what the type of formulation is used for the time 
derivative, the element residual vector in equation (3.82) can 
always be written as
O ' ) }  =[[*„] + M )
d k 1
V
t
rH
O' /1 d t
• ► -  i • ► -  « • ' +CC] < >
h8 Q8 /« d h 8
\J
(3.89)
where [Kc] and [KL] have been defined by equations (3.49), and
(3.70) through (3.75) respectively. Using the same logic of 
assembling the element matrices and vectors into global
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matrices and vectors, one can eventually get the final global 
system of equations:
[ C] {£} + [ K 1 { h] =  { F ] (3.90)
where
w -
dk-^
~dt
d h p
~at
V rT”1o>V. vr; { h ] =< ► ; { F ]  =  <
J ^ p ^
► + < >
j p .
(3.91)
and
C — l
expanded
(3.92)
Equation (3.90) is a system of ordinary differential 
equations, there exist multiple solution schemes to solve it. 
However, the finite difference method is the most frequently 
used. The derivation of the finite difference scheme is, in 
fact, not rigorously well treated in the past. On the other 
hand, one can integrate equation (3.90) from time t to t+At 
and apply the mean-value theorem as follows:
[C] ({ M t) +[ff] {>«,)} A t
=  (Ffe)>At , t < e2 < t  + A t (3.93)
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where and £2 are two unknown variables whose values varied 
within the integration time interval. For convenience, we may 
use two weight factors wt and w2 to replace the roles of these 
two unknown variables, and equation (3.93) can be equivalently 
written as
£ 01 [{ h] t+At - i h } t] +
[ K \  { h]  t+At + (l-wj) { k } J  A t  =
[ w 2 { F ]  t+At  +  ( l - w 2) {  F ]  t )  A t  , 0 < w 1, w 2 < l  (3.94)
By rearranging terms, we can get the finite integration
solution scheme for solving the system of equations as
( LC1  +  ^ A t i K l  ] { h}  t+At - 
[C C l  - ( l - w j A t l K l  ] { h} t +
A t  [ w 2 { F} t+At  + (l-w2){ F ] J  , 0 < w 1,tw2 <l (3.95)
Equation (3.94) is different from any existing finite
difference schemes (Istok, 1989; Segerlind, 1984). In the 
finite difference scheme, only one weight factor w=w!=w2 is 
used. From the derivation of the finite integration scheme, 
one can see that Wj is not necessarily to be equal to w2. 
Hence, the finite integration scheme is better than the finite 
difference scheme.
3.7 Numerical Formulation for Solute Transport
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The governing equation for a 3-D solute transport problem 
in a groundwater flow system has been described in chapter 2 
by equation (2.14). The three types of boundary conditions are 
given by equations (2.19) through (2.24). In this section, the 
numerical formulation for a 3-D solute transport problem is 
derived in a similar way as done for the 3-D steady or 
unsteady groundwater flow problems. Since the FEM deals with 
a problem in a piece-wise fashion, i.e., element by element, 
and the parameters within each element are assumed to be 
constant, for later convenience, equation (2.14) may be 
written as
All variables and parameters in equation (3.96) have been 
defined in chapter 2 for equation (2.14). As compared to the 
general element residual expression given by equation (3.33), 
the terms specifically for the solute transport problem are
R —  =  V * [ D m] V C  - v f  * q-  - 1 - AR C
d t I  6 J
;=i
n
(3.96)
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1 =  1
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L[ 4>\ =  V * [ D m] V C  - V < { «?} c
9
- \ R C  -  R
a c
at
(3.98)
8
F( x , y , z , t )  =  - |  S(x ~xi>9~yi’z ~z i)
1=1
W
“  \  6 ( x - x j ’ y - y j ’ z ~2j)
i=i
(3.99)
where ng is the number of sources in an element, nw is the 
number of sinks in an element, n is number of nodes in an 
element, C;, i=l,2,...n, is the value of the field variable at 
node i. Substitution of equations (3.97), (3.98), and (3.99)
into equation (3.33) produces
R 00
R Z00
D N n
9
\ I] 6 (x - x k ’y - y k >2 ~ z k)
k=i
d V
«• /*• > r r n ^tv1 V 1
4
•
► j ^ Q j C S ( x - z j , y - y j , z - z j )
J  J  J
D L j=i J
D
N i
N n
V » [ D m] V C  - -■ -X R d - R  —
b at
dV(3.100)
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Now we integrate equation (3.100) term by term as follows.
(1) Handling the source and/or sink terms 
By using the integration property of the delta function and 
the properties of the basis functions, one can get
D
D
N ,
N n
N ,
N n
 8
1 *
1 } _ ^  Q k c k s ( x - x k ’y - y k ’z ~z k)
. k = l
n "w
s ( x - x j > y - y j > z - z j)
d V
i=i
d V
8
A=1
N i { x k >yfrz k)
N n ( x k , y k , z k )
- i £>/*>
j=i
t-H
te;
i
0  ... o '
0 n 2 ... 0 c 2
- - * >
0 0  ... N n _
(3.101)
Similarly to handling the source and sink terms for the 3-D 
groundwater flow case, the source terms in equation (3.101) 
can usually be calculated rationally and given in the form of 
nodal solute flow rate [MT"1] ,
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where
D
D
N  i'
N r
N 1
iVn
9
\  Q k c l  $( x - Xk>y-Vk>z - z k)
k=i
d V
w
j Y j t f  S ^ x - x ^ y - y ^ - Z j )
;=1
d V
• t - L d a
C\
Cn
(3.102a)
[A,]
4 X>>i=i
N 1 0 
0 Nr
.. 0
.. 0
0 0 ... Nr
zj )
(3.1026)
is the element matrix contributed by all sink points
(2) Handling the time derivative term 
The time derivative term can be handled in the same way as 
done for the 3-D groundwater flow case. This term can be 
generally be written as
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d C 1
d t
•< > i m  — d x d y d z  =  [ A ]
at
(3.103)
d  \ N n a c n
at
where [A] is often called the element sorption matrix. There 
can be many types of formulations for computing the sorption 
matrix depending on how one defines the weight functions and 
the interpolation function for the time derivative. By using 
the Galerkin method and applying the Gauss quadrature, the 
consistent formulation can be expressed for a hexahedron 
element as
Since the weights for all Gauss points are unity, they are 
omitted in equation (3.104), and all of the terms in equation
(3.104) should be evaluated at the Gauss points (ei,i7j,^ k) , 
which are listed in Table 3.2. | [J] | = | J| is the determinant of 
the Jacobian matrix between global coordinate system (x,y,z) 
and the natural coordinate system (e,rj,£) and can be computed 
by equation (3.13) and (3.19c). Like the 3-D unsteady 
groundwater flow case, the consistent formulation often causes 
numerical problems and the lumped formulation may be used. On
N
2 2 2 ly 1
(3.104)
i =l j = l * = l l  iYg
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the other hand, the Galerkin-collocation or mixed formulation 
can be similarly derived as
[ A] =
D
N
I l f ]
[ S ^ x - z ^ y - y ^ z - z j )  ... S8( z - z s , y - y s , z - z s ) ]  d V  
61 0 ... 0
= R
0 S 2 ... 0
.
R
D • •
1
o o
1 0 ... 0
0 1 ... 0
0 0 ... 1
d x  d y  d z
[.7 (0 ,0 ,0 )] (3.105)
(3) Handling the first-order biochemical reaction term
>i'
D
[ X R ]  C  d x  d y  d z
D N s
[ X R ] [ y x ... Y 8] d x d y d z
•\
. 
Q
>—
J
■« >
C i
=  [DA (3.100)
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where [Df] is a matrix contributed by the first-order 
biochemical reaction, and can be integrated numerically by the 
Gauss quadrature
(4) Handling the advection and the dispersion terms 
Finally, the dispersion and advection terms are handled 
together in order to handle with various boundary conditions 
correctly and clearly. By using the extended divergence 
theorem, equation (3.39), these two terms in equation (3.100) 
can be written as
N2 2 2 iv 1
(3.107)
4=lj=l*=l
► _ v » [ D m] V C  d z d y d z
&
D  1 * 8
V 2 d x d y d z (3.108)
D \ N ,
where
V *  =  { q\  °  -  [ Dm]  V C  
d
(3.109)
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By applying the extended divergence theorem (3.39) to equation 
(3.108) one gets
D
V  v d x d y d z
N ,
o < n ° ]  ds V
D
AT,
V &  d x d y d z
AT,
iVs
1
L(9J [{ ?} C  - 9 { D m1 V C ]  •{ rfs
r r N,
v  • • *■ •
J
D 00
{ q)  C
[ D m.] V C d x d y d z (3.110)
By using the interpolation function (3.97), the treble 
integration over the element domain D in equation (3.110) can 
be further expressed as
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v i
{ q} C ~ C  Dm] V C d x d y d z
D N t
~ d N 1 d N 1 d N x T—l
fe;
I
d N 8
d x d y d z d x d x
%
• • -
d N l
d y
d N s
d y
d V
D d N s 00 d N s d N 1 CO
fe;
d x d y d z d z d z  _
O  i
C  c
~ d N x d N x d N x Qx
/•
d x d y d z e
• • • A
<h
e
■ [>, ... JV8] d V •< >
D d N s 00
£
d N s qz M
d x d y d z J
=  C M  - c w ] (3.111)
where [Dm] is the dispersion and diffusion coefficient tensor 
and has been defined by equation (2.16) and (2.17), [Dd] and 
[ Da] are the element dispersion and advection matrices, 
respectively, and are defined as
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L>
~ d N x d N i d N i ' d N i d N &
d x d y d z d x d x
•
[D m ]
d N i d N  8
• d y d y
d N  8 00
fe; 00
te;<0 d N i d N &
d x d y d z d z d z _
dV(3.112)
I  Da ]  =
D
d N 1 9AT1 d N 1 
d x  d y  d z
d N 8 diVg 3iVg 
3a: 9?/ d z
'Qx"
9
- h
9
<h
J  ^
I X  ... N s] d V  (3.113)
By using coordinate transform, referring to equations (3.16) 
and (3.17), the matrices [Dd] and [Da] can be numerically 
calculated by
d N { d N i d N 1
2 2 2
i=i j = i a=i
D x x  D x y  D x z
D y x  D y y  D y Z
D z x  D z y  D  ZZ
[a-1]
de  dr] d£
d N & diVg 3iVg 
de  drj  d £
[j-1]T
i
CD d N  8 ~
■s
d e de
d N i d N  8
l[J] 1
d n d n
d N i CD 00
[ d £ d z  J
(3.114)
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[£J =
d N 1 d N x d N 1 
d e  dr] dl~
3iVg d N 8 d N g 
de  dr] dl~
[j-1]11 T
(3.115)
where the Jacobian matrix, its inverse and determinant can be 
computed by equations (3.13) and (3.19). By substituting all 
the numerical integrations into equation (3.100), one can get 
a more detailed expression for the element residual vector:
= ([Dj - [ D a ]  + [ D f ] -[D q] ] + I A 1
' d C i Q i C *
d t 8
< ► - < >
a c 8 Q t f i l
I d t J I e J
+ o
iV,
N s
[{ ?} C  -0 [ D m ] V C  ] • { n °} ds (3.116)
The last surface integral concerns the advection and 
dispersion through the element boundary surfaces. As discussed
in 3-D groundwater flow problems, this sum of element surface 
integrals for all interior element surfaces are normally 
assumed to be zero. Therefore, this integral needs only to be 
considered for those element surfaces which coincide with the 
problem boundaries. It is important to note that equation 
(3.116) is formulated differently from many textbooks and 
currently published journal papers (Wang and Anderson, 1984; 
Huyakorn, et al., 1986; Yu, et al., 1989; Istok, 1989). The 
key problem with previous study is that they integrated the 
advection term directly without using the divergence theorem. 
As a result, the boundary surface integral is left with only 
the dispersion term. Because most of the aforementioned 
authors treated the volume integral and surface integral 
separately, the hidden error has not been revealed so far. It 
is probably because of this incorrect formulation, any attempt 
to deal with advection boundary conditions may result in 
failure. Huyakorn, et al.(1986) successfully developed an 
multiple-layer solute transport model using Galerkin finite 
element method. However, their model can only handle the 
dispersion-dominated boundary condition, and the 
advection-dominated or advection-dispersion type boundary 
conditions were left for future studies. In order to clearly 
show the difference of the new formulation and all those 
previous Galerkin-type finite element formulation, the 
traditional Galerkin-type formulation may be written in the
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following complete form as compared with the current 
formulation,
{*">} = [[£>„]+ [ D J  + [ D ;]]
C,
> +1 A] <
a c 1 QiC'i
at
v .
e
I at j L 9 J
[[ An] V C  ] • { n ° )  ds (3.117)
It is clear by comparing the new formulation (3.116) and the 
traditional formulation (3.117) that the traditional 
formulation handles the boundary conditions not systematically 
and the element matrix due to sinks is either not considered 
or incorrectly handled. In fact, when someone tries to study 
the advection-type boundary, its complete formulation (3.117) 
would dictate its failure.
Now we discuss how to compute the surface integral in 
equation (3.116). This surface integral can be carried out by 
exactly the same way as done for the 3-D groundwater flow 
cases.
(1) Boundary of prescribed concentration 
In this type of boundary, the known concentration values at 
the boundary will be directly assigned to its corresponding
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nodal values of the field variable at the boundary nodes, and 
this type of boundary is not related to the surface integral.
(2) Impervious boundary
As shown in equation (2.21), the surface integral for this 
case is zero.
(3) Boundary with prescribed flux
By substituting equation (2.20) into the surface integral 
given in the equation (3.116), one can get
1
L0J
[{ q] C - e l  Dm]  V C  ]  . { n 0> ds
=  -<>■(
"03" 
. 0 .
ds (3.118)
N s
This surface integral will be carried out with another similar 
integral from a leaky boundary condition.
(4) Leaky boundary condition 
The mathematical equation for this type of boundary is given 
by equation (2.24). The element surface integral for this type 
of boundary becomes
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O <
N s
1
0J
[{ q]  C  -  0 \ _Dm1 V C  ] • { n ° ]  ds
— o <
N<
1
16.
[c2 +  c 1 (h -  h o) u{ h  -  h 0)] C  ds
O «
- "l"
.
►
.6.
s f 00 V
[ c 2 -  c ^ h  -  h 0 ) u ( h 0 -  h. )]  C  ds (3.119)
where h is the averaged value of h over an element surface S;, 
and h0 is the averaged value of h0 and is normally specified as 
model input. All other variables and parameters in eguation 
(3.119) have been defined in Chapter 2 for equation (2.24) . By 
using the element interpolation function (3.96), the first 
integral term on the right side of equation (3.119) can be 
written for a hexahedron element as
o
c2 + c ^ k  -  h Q) u( h - h Q)
I X  -  w8] ds
-
w c2 + c ^ h  - k 0) u ( h  -  k 0)
<Sf.)
(
/• > r
► [iVj ... N s ]  ds 4 V
9
J
4 =  1
■Si*
00J
X > J (5,)
.t=l
Cl
(3.120)
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where
(S{) c2 + Ci(A -h0) u(h -k0) (S{)
N o
[ X  ... JV8]  is , * =  1,2, . ..6
Let us define an element surface constant as
(3.121)
c2 + c ^ h  -  h 0) u ( k  -  h g) 
6
(3.122)
By comparing with the definition of element matrix [KL], 
(3.52), due to leaky boundary condition, the .integration of 
equation (3.121) can be calculated numerically in the same way 
as done for [KL] except the difference of the constant surface 
coefficient. Referring to equations (3.70) through (3.75), the 
integral defined by equation (3.121) for element surface St 
can be calculated as
[ D j Si = - L i S J
2 2
XX >1—
1!!
HII
•t*
J
K  . . .  JV8]
d x d z
i +
2
+ ' d f
2 d e d e
_d x „ ^ d z ^ d x d z
a £
(3.123)
(t
where all derivatives in equation (3.123) have been defined by 
equations (3.63) and (3.64). For element surface S2, we have
[ X L  =  i(»j)
2 2
EL >
i=l ;=1
X  ... JV8]
dy d z
1 +
' d x ' 2+ dz
2 dr\ d n
N ..d y . .dz. d y d z
d £ d i
where all derivatives have been defined by equations 
and (3.68). For element surface S3/ we have
X ] „  = L ( s *)
2 2
EE •
i=i j=i
00
X  X I ,
dz d z
i +
' d y ' 2
+ dt/
2 de d e
N .dz. .dz. dz d z
ai ai
For element surface S4, we have
X ] L(S4)
2 2 > r
M M >i“1IIII*«*
j * 8.
X •• X 1 + dzd y +
dy d z
-v
dz 2 d»7 d n
.dz. dy d z
d i J i _
For element surface S5/ we have
[ P j s  = - I ( S 6)
9 9 X 'a zL
EE ► [ > i  . . .  iV8]  ^ i + S'd z.dz
i=i j = i
.^8.
+ d z
d y .
dz dy
de de
dz dy
d^ d^
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(3.124) 
(3.67)
(3.125)
(ei>L£j)
(3.126)
(3.127)
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where all derivatives have been defined by equations (3.58) 
and (3.59). Finally, for element surface S6, we have
[ D j  a = £(S6)
9 9£t £*
EE ■ O i  ••• jv8] , 1 + ' d £
i=i j =i 00
fe;J
dz_
dy .
d x d y
•N
de de
d x d y
d n dt7
(3.128)
(*,■)»/j>-i)
Let us define another surface constant a(Sj) as
.*-> (S )
a(5.) =
+ [c2 - c1 [ h -h 0) u ( h 0 - fc)] ] c '
8
, i=l,2,...6(3.129)
where any variable with a bar on its top indicates the 
averaged value of that variable over the corresponding element 
surface or element domain. The second surface integral on the 
right hand side of equation (3.119) can be combined with 
equation (3.118) into one type of surface integral:
* N i N 1
O 1 ►"03" d s  -  <■) - ►"l"
• . 8 . • . 8_
s f 00 s
0 2 - c ^ h - h 0) u ( h 0 - h)] C  ds
6 /1
E 4(s .-)
«
• k ds = - • >
1=1 &\X J * .
(3.130)
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By comparing the surface integral in equation (3.130) with the 
surface integral given by equation (3.56), one can easily 
obtain the numerical integration for the six element surface 
integrals in equation (3.130). For element surface slf one can 
directly write down the numerical expression for the surface 
integral by referring to equation (3.62),
- o a ^ )
iVs
ds  — 4 a(5I)
! dx dz
« ► 1 +
' d f 2
+
d f 2 de de
• *> . d x _ _ d z „ dx dz
X d£
(3.131)
(o.-i, o)
where all the derivatives in equation (3.131) are defined by 
equations (3.63) and (3.64). Similarly, for surface S2 one can 
get
IX
- c) a ( S 2) " •  ^ds  =  - 4  a ( S 2)
N s
' X
<
X
1 + d x
dy.
+ d x
. dz
d y d z
d n dr]
d y d z
d t d i
(3.132)
( 1 ,0 ,0 )
where all derivatives in equation (3.132) have been defined by 
equations (3.67) and (3.68). For element surface S3, one can 
get
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o a ( S 3)
N i
N c
ds  — - 4 a((S3)
r ^
d x d z
- ► 1 + d y
2
+ ' d y '
2 de de
• *> . d x „ . d z „ d x d z
-
00
fe;
d $ d i -
For element surface s4, one can get
(0,1,0)
- » a(54)
5 4
< ► 1  +
-
f 0
0
<
N i
- ds  — 4 a ( S 4)
d x
d y .
+
d y  d z
' d x ' 2 dr} dr}
^ d z „ d y  d z
d £  d t
( 1,0 ,0 )
For element surface S5, one can get
N i
° a(^ s)
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where all derivatives in equation (3.135) have been 
equation (3.58) and (3.59). For element surface S6,
(3.133)
(3.134)
(3.135).
defined by 
one gets
Thus all element integrals have been expressed in numerical 
integration forms. By substituting all of the numerical 
expressions for various boundary surface integrals into the 
element residual vector equation (3.116), one can get
• 0 (c>} = [[£>J -[D J  + [Df] -[D ,] + [Dt] )
+  I A 1
"dCi
dt
QiO[
9
r
/1
<
. dt „
► _ ,
Qsc s
I o i
► _ . > (3.137)
where
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All of the six element surface integrals have been carried out 
by the Gauss quadrature and given by equations (3.131) through
(3.136), respectively. Care should be taken about the negative 
sign set before the six numerical integrations. The element 
surface integral matrix due to leaky boundary in equation
(3.137) is defined as
in which all of the six element matrix due to specified leaky 
boundaries can be computed by equations (3.123) through 
(3.128), respectively. Thus, equation (3.137) represents the 
element residual vector expressed in the form of numerical 
summations. Once the element residual vectors are computed, 
all the element matrices and vectors can then be expanded into 
the global matrices and vectors. By forcing the weighted 
residuals at each global node to be zero, one can obtain the 
global system of ordinary equations as
(3.139)
m
f ^  global — expanded
>
e=l
(3.140)
where
m
ID1 - [ D J  + [fl,] - [ D f ]  +  [ D M  (3.141)
expanded
A compact form of the system of ordinary equations given by 
equation (3.140) can be written as
By comparing with the system of ordinary differential 
equations obtained for the 3-D unsteady groundwater flow 
problem, equation (3.90), one can easily write down the finite 
integration scheme for solving the system of ordinary 
differential equations, referring to equation (3.95),
(144)
[[ A]  + u/j A t  L D] ] { C } t+At  
=  { I A 1  - { 1 - w J A t L D l  ) { C ]  t 
+ A t  [ w 2 { F }  t + A t + (l-w2){ F ]  t ]
t+At
CHAPTER 4 
SOLUTION METHODS AND ERROR ANALYSIS
4.1 Assemblage of the Global Vectors and Matrices
In Chapter 3, all of the element matrices and vectors are 
derived and expressed in the form of numerical summations 
using the Gauss quadrature. These element matrices and vectors 
must be expanded and assembled into global matrices and 
vectors so that the system of equations can then be 
established and solved. To show the idea of how the element 
matrices and vectors are expanded and assembled, let us take 
a generic element e for example. As shown in Figure 3.1, a 
hexahedron element has eight nodes. Let the eight node numbers 
(global node numbers) be numbered as i lr i2, ..., and i8
respectively. The corresponding 3-D natural element node 
numbers are always numbered as 1, 2, ..., and 8, respectively. 
It is vitally important to remember that the global element 
numbers must have exactly one-to-one correspondence to the 
natural element numbers. For simplicity, let us take the 
general element residual vector of a steady-state groundwater 
flow problem to illustrate the expanding and assembling 
process. Referring to equation (3.77), the element residual 
vector can be written as
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{ j j w }  = [  [ K - J (e) +  I X ] («>'
V 'fl V< ► _ 4 • - + ' ►
Qs^
& n ^12 . . .  fclg V Fi
^21 ^22 . . .  &2g
-
k2
► «. -
f2
. f
A * ^82 . . . hs
(4.1)
To expand the element matrices and vectors, the one-to-one 
relationship between a local (natural) node number and the 
corresponding global node number must be established. This can 
be done through element input and is recorded with an array. 
With the recorded relationships, a natural element matrix 
entry k(i,j)local can be changed to the global entry k(i;, ij)global, 
local vector h(i)local is changed to h(ii)globlll, and F(i)local is 
changed to F(i;)global, and so on. Hence, the element residual 
vector in equation (4.1) can be expanded into global element 
residual vector with zero values for any other undefined 
entries for both element vectors and matrices as
expanded
k n k 12 ... k lp
r >
K
f "V
A k 22 —  k 2p
*
h 2
* - <
F 2
>
A i k p2 —  kpp J A
(4.2)
where p is the number of nodes in a mesh. With the expanded 
element matrices and vectors, one can sum up these expanded
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matrices and vectors over all elements. Then, according to the 
principle of weighted residuals, we force the sum of the 
weighted residuals at each node to be zero, and thus we can 
obtain the system of equations. The above described process of 
expanding and assembling of the element matrices and vectors 
is the direct method to accomplish the task. It helps the 
modeler to visualize the assembling process. In practice, this 
direct method is rarely used. The practical computation 
process will be discussed in the following sections.
4.2 Modification of the System of Equations for Incorporation 
of the Dirichlet Boundary Conditions.
Suppose that the field variable (h or C) is specified at 
L boundary nodes (i1#i2, ..., iL) with the corresponding values 
x(ij) , x(i2), ..., and x(iL). Let us first define the two
computational indices (Istok, 1989)
1 i f  t h e  f i e l d  v a r i a b l e  i s  
I C H ( i )  —  < s p e c i f i e d  a t  t h e  i - t h  n o d e .
J) o t h e r w i s e .
i
L C H ( i )  =  J ^ I C H ( k )
k=1
ICH(i) is used to indicate if the field variable is specified 
at the i-th global node, and LCH(i) is used to record how many 
nodes are specified up to the i-th node. Let the system of 
equations be written as
(4.3)
(4.4)
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1^1*^ 1 ~^12’*'2 *** 1^ p*^P — ^l
“21*1 + “22*2 + — + a2»*P “ -^ 2
(4.5)
^ p X ^ l  ^p2^ 2 "* Q'PP'^p — ^ p
The system of equations must be modified because the 
values x(ix) , x(i2) , ..., and x(iL) are already known. This can 
be done by first deleting the equations ilf i2/ and iL.
For the remaining p-L equations, move all the product terms 
with specified nodal values from the left hand side to the 
right hand side of each equation in the system. This 
modification can be done automatically by using the defined 
indices ICH(i) and LCH(i). Once the p-L equations are solved 
with p-L nodal values x’(l) , x'(2), ..., x’(p-L), it is also
easy to restore the original variable values by the two
indicators. A simple scheme may be like this
FOR 1=1 to p DO
IF Ich(i)=l then x(i)=x(i)
ELSE x(i) = x (i-LCH(i))
end DO-loop
Thus, ICH(i) and LCH(i) are two important indices for managing 
the specified nodal values in the system of equations.
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4.3 Vector Storage
When the System of equations has been modified in 
incorporation with the Dirichlet nodes, the remaining p-L 
unknown equations must be solved to obtain the solution of the 
p-L unknowns. The number of degrees of freedom (NDOF) for the 
remaining p-L equations should be
N D O F  — P - L  (4.6)
where p is the number of nodes in the mesh, and L is the 
number of specified Dirichlet nodes in the mesh. The modified 
system of equations can be written in a compact and general 
form as
[ M ]  { X ]  =  { B ] (4.7)
where [M] is the coefficient matrix for the modified system of 
linear equations and normally is a banded sparse matrix. {X} 
is the vector of unknown nodal values for the modified system 
of equations, and {B} is the vector of known values. The 
matrix [M] may take too many bytes of computer memory (main 
storage) to run a program. However, large savings of computer 
storage can be achieved by assembling and solving the system 
of equations using the vector storage (Istok 1989). In the 
vector storage, only the entries within the matrix bandwidth 
will be stored and all other zero entries outside the 
bandwidth will be discarded. There exists a one-to-one 
relationship between an entry m^ in the modified matrix [M]
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and an entry vk,in the storative vector {V}. For example, mu 
will be stored in vt, m21 will be stored in vSBW+1, and so on. 
The total number of entries within the band-width of a 
nonsymmetric matrix can be computed by (Istok, 1989),
I J S I Z E  =  CN D O F ' } 2 - CN D O F - S B W ' )  C l + N D O F - S B W D (4.8) 
In an actual computation, matrix [M] is not stored physically 
in a program. The entries within the bandwidth of the matrix 
[M] is directly obtained from the corresponding element matrix 
and stored in the vector {V} by using the unique relationship 
between an element matrix and its corresponding expanded 
matrix, and the unique relationship between an entry of the 
modified matrix [M] and an entry of the storative vector {V}. 
To store a generic entry m^ in [M] at the vector entry v(IJ), 
where IJ is an index of the vector {V}, the following FORTRAN 
program can determine the value of IJ for a given (i,j) in [M]
IJ = j
IF (i .GT. 1) then
IF (SBW .LT. NDOF) THEN 
IF (i .GT. SBW) THEN 
IJ = IJ + SBW -i 
END IF
IJ = IJ + (i-1)*(2*SBW - 1)
L = MIN(SBW, i) - 1
IJ = IJ - (L*((SBW-1) + (SBW-L)))/2 
L = i - NDOF + SBW - 2 
IF ( L .GT. 0) THEN 
IJ = IJ - L*(L+l)/2 
END IF 
ELSE
IJ = IJ + NDOF*(i-1)
END IF 
ENDIF
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If the modified matrix [M] is symmetric, then only the 
entries on the main diagonal line and entries that locate at 
the upper triangle of the matrix [M] and within the bandwidth 
need to be stored. The total number of entries that need to be 
stored for a symmetric matrix is
I J S I Z E  =  S B W  CN D O F  -  S B W  + 1 }  + (4.9)
For a generic entry m^ within the band of the a symmetric 
matrix [M] , the entry can be stored at the vector entry 
position v(IJ) by using the following FORTRAN program,
IJ = j -i + 1 
IF (i .GT. 1) THEN
IF (SBW .LT. NDOF) THEN 
IJ = IJ + (i-l)*SBW 
L = i - NDOF + SBW - 2 
IF (L .GT. 0) THEN
IJ = IJ - L*(L+l)/2 
END IF 
ELSE
IJ = IJ + (i-1)*(NDOF + (NDOF-i+2))/2 
END IF 
END IF
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Notice that the two fragments of FORTRAN programs given above 
for storing entries in a symmetric or a nonsymmetric matrix to 
vector serve as bidirection determination of the unique 
relation between banded matrix entries and vectorial entries.
4.4 Methods of Solution
There are numerous methods that can be used to solve a 
system of linear equations. Rao (1982) discussed a variety of 
these solution methods, direct or indirect, and provided 
corresponding FORTRAN CODE's for them. A survey of recent 
literature shows that there are still many mathematicians and 
researchers who are attempting to find some superior solution 
methods (Yeh, 1985) . The advantages and disadvantages of the 
direct and indirect solution methods have been discussed in 
Chapter one. Since this study does not focus on seeking a 
better solution method, the Choleski direct solution method is 
used to solve the system of equations (Cook, 1981).
The Choleski method has been discussed in many textbooks 
(Rao, 1980; Cook, 1981; Istok, 1989). In this method, any 
nonsinglar square matrix [M] can be decomposed into a product 
of two matrices, one is the upper triangular matrix [U], and 
the other is the low triangular matrix [L],
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m n m 12 ... m ln  
m 21 m 22 —  m 2n
m nl m n2 Winn
L n  0 
^ 21  ^ 2 2
0
0
0
0
r^al -^ n2 ^n3 nn
1 U 12 W 13 —  u ln
0 1 u 23 -  «2n
0 0 1 -  «3n
i
(4.10a)
0 0 0 .. 
or it can be written in a compact form
I M l  = [ £ ] [ £ / ]  (4,106)
The entries of the two triangular matrices can be computed by
m
0
j-i
k=1
* -J
(4.11)
i-1
m < r E £ -'ik u kj
k=l
I L ii v i <  J
i  =  ]
i >  j
(4.12)
One important property of the matrices [L] , [U] and [M] is
that if [M] is a banded matrix, then [L] and [U] will also be 
banded matrices in terms of the lower or upper triangular 
entries with the same size of SBW as that of the matrix [M]. 
Therefore, only -the entries within the SBW of the
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corresponding triangular entries in the matrix [L] or [U] need 
to be computed and stored.
For a symmetric matrix [M], the decomposition is even 
simpler,
c m i  =  c m  1 c m (4.13)
where the entries of the upper triangular matrix [U] can be 
computed by
u
i-l
m . r E “
2
ki i = j
k = 1 
i-1
(4.14)
A:=l
Uu
o
Again matrix [U] has the same SBW as that of matrix [M]. Thus, 
for both the symmetric and nonsymmetric matrices, the 
decomposition will not increase the vector storage size. Once 
the matrix [M] is decomposed, the modified system of equations 
(4.7) can be expressed, for a nonsymmetric matrix, as
I LI  [ Z7] { X ]  =  { B]
and for a symmetric matrix [M],
(4.15)
[ £ / ]  ' [ I T]  { X )  =  { B] (4.16)
Let us define
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i m  { X }  =  { Z \  (4.17)
for a nonsymmetric matrix [M] . Equation (4.15) can the be 
written as
or equivalently
[£] { Z ]  =  { B ] (4.18a)
L n z 1 —b1
L 2 1 z l +  ^ 2 2 z 2 ~ ~  ^2
^ n l z l +  ^ n 2 z 2 +  "• ^  ^nnZ-n —  bn
(4.186)
By solving equation (4.18) for {Z}, one can get the general 
solution expression as
z * =
i-1 
k~l
L i{XX
ikzk
i = l,2, n (4.19)
When vector {Z} becomes a known vector from equation (4.19), 
the unknown vector {X} in equation (4.17) can then be solved. 
Equation (4.17) can be expressed in the scalar form as
x x + u 12x 2 + «13x3 + ... u lnx n =  Zj
x 2 **■ U 2ZX 3 **• u 2nX n  ~  z2
XZ + •” + u Znx n = (4.20)
General solution to equation (4.20) can be expressed as
Ill
i-1
*n-i+l ^n-i+1 - ^  “ n-i+l,n-fc+l *ra-fc+1 
*= 1
* =  1,2, ... n (4.21)
For a symmetric matrix [M] , equation (4.16) can be written as
C m T { Z ]  =  { B ] (4.22a)
where vector {Z} is defined by equation (4.17). equation 
(4.22a) may be written in scalar form
u n z x =  bx
U 12Z1 + “22^2 =  ^2
(4.226)
U lnZ 1 +  ^2 n z 2 4  ■■■ 4" UnnZn bn
Solution to equation (4.22) can easily be obtained and 
expressed in a general form
i-1
K  -
z,- = --- ^ ---- ,i=1,2, ... n (4.23)
“ it
Once the vector {Z} is known, equation (4.17), which can be 
written as
“11*1 + M12*2 +«13a:3 + - “ln*« =  Z1 
“ 2 2 * 2 "4 ^ 2 3 * 3 "4 4 1 2^n%n =  Zn
, u 33x 3 + ... + u 3nx n =  z 3 (4-24)
U n n % n  =  Z n
can easily be solved by using the back-substitution scheme,
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*-1
'n-i+1 ~ } wra-t+l,n-£+1 ^ n-k+1
Xn-i+1 =  ----------- 1 7 “ -------:----------------- , 1 =  1,2, . .n  (4.25)
*=i_
*71-1+1, n-i+1
The Choleski method sometimes is called the LU decomposition. 
For small to moderate sizes of the matrix [M], this method is 
the preferred one.
4.5 Numerical Error Analysis
In solving the unsteady groundwater flow and solute 
transport problems, three major numerical problems are 
frequently encountered. That is, (1) instability, (2) 
violation of reality, and (3) numerical oscillation. The 
numerical instability can be prevented if the weight factors, 
Wj and w2, of the finite integration equation (3.95) or 
(3.145), are restricted to be greater than or equal to 0.5 
(Lapidus and Pinder, 1982, Huyakorn and Pinder, 1983). For the 
other two major numerical problems, Segerlind (1984) provided 
a good analysis. Let us take the 3-D unsteady groundwater flow 
problem for example. Equation (3.95) can be written as
where
CM] { h]  t+At = [ P I { h]  t + { F *} (4.26)
[ M] =  [ C] + w x A t  C K1 (4.27)
CP] =[C] - (1-Wl) A t  I K ]  (4.28)
{>*} = A t  [w 2 { F} t+At + (l-w2) A t  { F} t] (4.29)
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Multiplying both sides of equation (4.26) by the inverse 
matrix [M]'1, one can get
{ h } t+At =  [ M l  _1[ P ]  { k ]  t + [ M ] -1 { F * }  (4.30)
'Reality' is violated if one adds inflow rate at some nodes 
through the vector {F*} at time t, and the computed hydraulic 
heads {h} at these nodes at time t+At appear to be less than 
their values at time t. Since values of the vector [M]'l[P]{h}t 
are fixed at time t, the violation, if it exists, must be 
caused by the second term on the right hand side of equation 
(4.30). Therefore, to prevent the second type of violation, 
proper values of wx, w2, and At must be carefully selected such 
that the matrix entries ay must satisfy
[ M3 _1 { > * }  =  [ [  C ] +  w x A t l  ]  _1 
[ A t w 2 { F ]  t+At  +  ( l - w 2) A t {  F ]  t ] = [octi] , > 0 (4.31)
A general formula of how to select the values of w(, w2, and At 
is very difficult to obtain. Maadooliat (1983) has shown, 
however, that if all entries on the main diagonal of matrix 
[M] are positive and off-diagonal entries are negative, the 
violation of 'reality' problem can be avoided. Segerlind 
(1984) showed, through examples for some simple 1-D and 2-D 
problems, the requirements for the three factors. For 3-D
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problems, it is hard to derive any expression for the
restrictions to the three factors, namely, wlf w2, and At.
Similarly, numerical oscillation is related to the 
eigenvalues of the matrix product [M]_1[P] (myers, 1971). Three 
types of possible solutions of the eigenvalues can be
classified:
(1) If all eigenvalues are positive, then the solution is
stable and oscillation-free.
(2) If some eigenvalues are negative and greater than -1, then
the solution is stable but oscillating.
(3) If one or more eigenvalues are less than -1, then the
calculation is unstable.
The criterion for preventing numerical oscillation requires 
all of the eigenvalues Xir i=l,2,...n, to be positive, where 
n is the size of the matrix [M] . The eigenvalues can be
obtained by solving the following polynomial equation
|[ M l  P I - AC II | = 0  (4.32)
where [I] is an identity matrix. Since
I i m i G l  I =  I [ i n  I I [G] I (4.3 3)
one can multiply equation (4.32) by matrix |[M]|
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1CM] I [ M l  _1[ P] - AC/ ]
[ M l  [CM] _1CP] - AC/ ]  ]  | =  I CP] - ACM]  I (4.34)
Hildebrand (1965) showed that if both [M] and [P] are positive 
definite, equation (4.34) will have all positive eigenvalues. 
Since both matrices [C] and [K] are positive definite, matrix 
[M] , defined by equation (4.27), must be positive definite. 
However, matrix [P] , defined by equation (4.28), is not 
necessary to be always positive definite, though both [C] and 
[K] are. Frind (1979) has shown that the minimum eigenvalue of 
any global matrix is greater than the minimum eigenvalue for 
any of its element matrices. With this finding, we can develop 
a criterion for selecting the values of wt and At using the 
element matrix [P](e), instead of global matrix [P] . By 
requiring the minimum eigenvalue of any element matrix [P] to 
be greater or equal to zero, all eigenvalues of the global 
matrix [P] are then guaranteed to be greater or equal to zero 
(Frind, 1979) . This can be done by solving the polynomial 
equation
C P] (e) - A(e)C / ] 0 (4.35)
Since we can select the minimum eigenvalue Xmin=0, equation 
(4.35) then reduces to
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I P I («) [ C l  (e) - (1 -w x) A t  [ K 1 (e) =  0 (4.36)
Let a=(l-wx)At. Since we select the smallest eigenvalue Xmin=0, 
then the problem changes to finding the smallest a for
equation (4.36) for any element in the mesh. Once that
smallest a value is found, the criterion for preventing
numerical oscillation is to choose the time step as
A t  < , ti/j < 1 (4.37)
where amin satisfies
1 - w 1
•'mm
=  0 (4.38)
smallest element
This is clear that when At is so chosen that (l-W[)At in 
equation (4.37) is less than amin, the left side of equation 
(4.38) is always greater than zero. In turn, [P] in equation 
(4.3 6) is positive definite. Previous studies have shown that 
the smallest a value always occurs at the smallest element in 
a mesh (Segerlind, 1984).
To implement the above criterion for preventing numerical 
oscillation is still somewhat time-consuming. Some simple 
criteria are often used to eliminate or reduce the chance of 
any numerical problems. One way is to restrict the Peclet 
number Pe and the Courant number Cr to satisfy
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Pe
U ; l  I I { A L }  11 w 
l[Dm] I .
e =  l,2, ... m (4.39)
(4.40)
where
I { q) I =  -J qZ +  qy +  qz2 (4.41)
I { A L }  I = J A x 2 + A y 2 +  A z 2 (4.42)
and | [Dm] | is the determinant of the dispersion tensor, and 
Ax,Ay, and Az are the maximum length, height and width of an 
element e respectively. The Courant number can be used to 
control the time step size, and the Peclet number can be used 
to control the element size. Because these expressions are 
simple, some modelers have used them as an overall control of 
the element size and time step size (Wang and Anderson , 
1982;, Van Hijde, et al., 1989).
4.6 Computation of Required Element Resultants
There are many cases in practice where not only the nodal 
values of the field variable are needed but also some 
additional information may be of interests. For example, the 
average velocity for an element and the average hydraulic head 
over an element surface are required for studying the solute 
transport problem with leaky boundaries. All information other 
than the computed nodal values are collectively called the
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element resultants. Three types of frequently required element 
resultants are
(1) value of the field variable at any specified point of the
study domain,
(2) average value of the field variable within an element, and
(3) values of derivatives of the field variable at any point
with in an element.
In a 3-D groundwater flow system, the basis functions are 
usually defined by using local (natural) coordinate system. If 
a point of interest is given by the local coordinate system, 
for example, the value of hydraulic head or solute 
concentration at a point (e0,^ o'?o)/ one can easily calculate 
the value by using the element interpolation function
On the other hand, if the coordinates of a point of interest 
are given in terms of the global coordinate system, the 
calculation is rather complicated. Some practical methods to 
find the value of the field variable (h or C) at any point 
(x,y,z) within the study domain are:
8
(4.43)
and
8
(4.44)
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(1) if possible, set the point of interest to be part of 
the nodes in the mesh; and
(2) use the computed values of the field variable at all 
nodes to draw contour lines so that the value of the 
point of interest can be interpolated based that contour 
map.
The average value of the field variable for a given time and 
element can be calculated as
and
V to
• t o
D„
rto
O
—  E
7 (e)
o
— E
v <«> h i
h  ^\ z , y , z , t )  d z d y d z
De
8
^ ^ N i C.€,r] ,0 h { dedr jdZ
*=i
N { dedr}d£
De
N i Ce,r},£3 dedr/d£
De
C i
(4.45)
(4.46)
where V(e) is the volume of the element e. The integrals of 
equations (4.45) and (4.46) are normally evaluated by using 
Gauss quadrature as was done in Chapter 3. However, this 
evaluation through all elements in a mesh is time consuming. 
A reasonable estimation can be obtained using the arithmetic 
average value of the eight nodal.points,
1 —  1
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(4.47)
and
o
i  y Ci
8 L. '
1 = 1
(4.48)
where h; and C; are the i-th nodal values of the field variable 
h and C, respectively.
The third type of the element resultant is to compute the 
derivative of the field variable at a point of interest within 
an element. For example, the components of the apparent 
groundwater velocity are needed by both the computation of 
solute transport problems and the drawing of streamlines. 
These apparent velocity components can be computed by using 
Darcy's law
qx =  
q-a —
qz =
, d h  , d h
K Xx ~  “ rCXy ~
d x  d y
*xz d h
d z
d hk  —  -  b —  _ b __
k y x d z  d y  k y 2 d z
, d h  , d h  , d h
-  k z x —  ~ k z y —  -  h zz —
d x  d y  d z
(4.49)
The derivatives of the hydraulic head with respect to 
coordinate x, y, and z can be obtained for any local point of 
interest (e0,rj0,^0) using the interpolation function given by 
equation (3.41)
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9 h ( e 0irt0^ 0) ’ajVj d N s ~
d x d x d x
d h ( e 0,rj0,£0) • ft! d N 1 d N  8
d y d y d y
d N x d N s
d z d z
d z
K
/in
(eQ)^0>^o/
(4.50)
The computation of the matrix in equation (4.50) has been 
given through equation (3.16) in Chapter 3 .
CHAPTER 5
MODEL IMPLEMENTATION AND VERIFICATION
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, detailed numerical formulations for 3-D 
steady groundwater flow, 3-D unsteady groundwater flow, and 
3-D solute transport were derived. In Chapter 4, the Choleski 
numerical solution method and numerical problems were 
discussed. In this chapter, these numerical formulations and 
the Choleski solution method are coded using FORTRAN-77 
computer language on the mainframe computer at Louisiana State 
University. Three separate computer models are developed. The 
first model, named "STEADY.GW", simulates the 3-D steady 
groundwater flow problems; the second model, named 
"UNSTEADY.GW", simulates the 3-D unsteady groundwater flow 
problems; and the third model, named "TRANPORT.ST", simulates 
the 3-D solute transport problems in a groundwater flow 
system.
For all the three models, the data input format was 
designed to be similar to the one developed by Istok (1989). 
However, many modifications were made to incorporate more 
versatile boundary conditions, aquifer medium properties, and 
sources and sinks specifications, etc. Guidelines for the 
formatted input files were provided to indicate what variables 
and/or parameters are expected in each section so that the
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user can easily type in the required values. These guidelines 
will be automatically skipped by corresponding computer 
programs. Most variables and parameters in the three models 
were originally designated by Istok (1989) and are explained 
in Table 5.1. In the computer program coding, the framework 
of the computer program developed by Istok (1989) is closely 
followed, however, most of his subroutines are almost 
completely rewritten because of the following reasons:
(1) Istok's program incorrectly computed the inverse Jacobian
matrices and the determinants of the Jacobian matrices in 
all of his 3-D element matrix computations for all types 
of problems.
(2) Istok's program can only deal with three types of simple
boundary conditions, namely, the impervious boundary, the 
Dirichlet boundary (boundary with specified head or 
solute concentration), and the boundary with specified 
flux (to be computed manually and then inputted as nodal 
flux values) . Therefore, his model cannot be used for any 
other practical boundary conditions, such as a leaky 
boundary or boundary with specified surface flux rate.
(3) Istok's program cannot deal with the boundary condition
that changes with time.
(4) Istok's program assumed that the principal components of
the hydraulic conductivity tensor are collinear with the 
Cartesian coordinate system. Hence, all of the 
off-diagonal components of the hydraulic conductivity
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tensor are zero. This assumption, in general, is too 
restrictive for studying a 3-D groundwater flow problem. 
The new models have removed this assumption.
(5) Istok's program did not have any control of the time-step
size during computation to prevent or reduce chances of 
the occurrence of various numerical problems. The new 
models control time step size automatically to reduce the 
chances of numerical problems.
(6) Istok's program solved the system of linear ordinary 
differential equations using one weight factor w. 
However, the new models use two weight factors for 
solving the system of ordinary differential equations.
(7) Like many other modelers, Istok incorrectly formulated the
advection term for the solute transport problem. As a 
result, his model cannot accurately simulate the solute 
transport flow problems for advection-dominated flow.
(8) Istok's program used the consistent formulation for 
handling the time-derivative term, which has been shown 
to be likely prone to various numerical problems. The new 
model combined the Galerkin method and the collocation 
method to enhance the inconsistent formulation.
(9) The concentration of the pumped water from an aquifer
varies with time and is an unknown variable. Istok's 
model cannot handle this common problem. The new model 
can easily handle this problem.
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Table 5.1 Definitions of Model Variables and Parameters
INF Unit specification for input file
OUTF Unit specification for output file
INFB unit specification for boundary input 
file
TITLE Title for describincr the study problem
MAXI Maximum number of possible nodes
MAX 2 Maximum number of possible elements
MAX 3 Maximum number of nodes per element
MAX4 Maximum number of material sets
MAX 5 Maximum number of parameters per 
material set
MAX 6 Maximum possible value of the SBW
MAX7 Maximum number of time steps
MAX 8 Maximum number of entries of the vector 
storacre
MAX 9 Maximum number of surfaces specified 
with leakv boundary or surface flux rate
X(I) I-th nodal value of the field variable
XX (I) I-th nodal value of field variable in 
the modified eauations
FLUX( I) = Specified nodal source or sink rate
B (I) Right hand side vector of the modified 
eauations
FC (I) Specified field variable value 
multiplying its coefficient in a 
equation and moved to the right hand 
side fin the modified system equations)
ICH(I) = 1 
= 0
If field variable is specified 
otherwise
LCH(I) = ICH f1)+ICH(2)+ ... + ICHfl)
IN(E,J) = Global node number for the j-th node of 
a local element e
x i m X coordinate of the i-th qlobal node
X2 ( I) V coordinate of the i-th qlobal node
X3 Cl) z coordinate of the i-th qlobal node
NUMNOD = Number of nodes in a mesh
NUMELM = Number of elements in a mesh
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Table 5.1 Definitions of Model Variables and Parameters
(Continued)
SBW Semi-band width of the modified matrix
IJSIZE Record lencrth of the vector storage
M[IJ] Modified global matrix in vector storage 
at time t+At(LHS of the svstem eauations)
Bl(IJ) Modified global matrix in vector storage 
at time t (RHS of the svstem eauations)
LABELI Character string to label column heading 
of specified value of the field variable
LABEL2 Character string to label column heading 
of specified value of flux
NDN Number of Dirichlet nodes
NNN Number of Neumann nodes
NDOF Number degrees of freedom
NNPE Number of node per element
NSURF Number of specified element surfaces
INC Node number increment between two input 
nodes(used for generating missing nodes)
SYMM .TRUE, if global matrix is symmetric 
.FALSE, if global matrix is nonsvmmetric
MATSET(I1 = Material set number for element i
NUMMAT Total number of material sets
NUMPRO Number material properties per element
PROP(I, J) = Material propertv i in material set i
IES(E)
= n
Index of specified element surfaces 
if n surfaces of element e are specified
SURFAC(I, J)=1 
=0
if surface j is specified with leaky 
boundary or surface flux rate recorded at 
the i-th position of a vector storage 
otherwise
PARSUR(1,1)= f3, specified surface flux value at i-th 
recorded position of a vector storage
PARSUR(I,2)= Cl, parameter of a leaky boundary at i-th 
recorded position of a vector storage
PARSUR(I,3)= hO, specified hydraulic head at the out- 
laver of a leakv boundary
IBC =1 
=0
If boundary condition has been changed 
from the previous time step 
otherwise
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Table 5.1 Definitions of Model Variables and Parameters
(Continued)
ICODE =1 
=2 
=3 
=4 
=5 
=6 
=7
Print out nodes number and node 
coordinates to a separate file 
Print out element number and element 
node numbers to a separate file 
Print out element number, material set, 
and material properties.
Print out node number, specified nodal 
value of field variable and nodal flux. 
Print out weight factors, time steps, 
and initial conditions
Print out all computed values of field 
variable
Print out element number and apparent 
velocitv for each element
E Index of element number
T Cumulative time from the beginning
IDT Index of time to signal when to switch 
to a new time step size DELTAT(IDT)
DELTAT(IDT) = The IDT-th time-step size
DTSTEP(IDT) = ending time step number for using the 
time-step size DELTAT(IDT)
MXSTEP Total number of different time-step 
sizes
OMEGA1 Weight factor for Matrix operation
0MEGA2 Weight factor for flux vector operation
TOTALT cumulative time for current computation
vi(i) Apparent velocity in x-direction for 
element i
V2 (I) Apparent velocity in y-direction for 
element i
V3 (I) Apparent velocity in z-direction for 
element i
AE(I.J) Entrv of element sorption matrix
DE(I, J) Entry of element advection-dispersion 
matrix
CE(I.J) Entrv of element capacitance matrix
KE(I,J) . = Entrv of element conductance matrix
QS(I) Pumping or sink rate at i-th nodal point
EPS Smallest value used to replace possible 
zero-denominator
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(10) Many program checks are added to prevent possible 
incorrect input, zero-denominator, and to generate many 
appropriate diagnostic messages. In addition, more 
program comments are added to make program easier to 
maintain.
Nevertheless, the top-down and modularity design of 
Istok's program structure are valuable to help develop the 
three models in this study. Because all of the computer 
programs are well commented and referenced according to the 
formulation and solution method given in Chapters 3 and 4, and 
because the limited length of this dissertation, in each of 
the following three sections, a general and detailed example 
for running each model is illustrated first, then followed by 
several examples of model verification. Interested readers are 
suggested to refer to Istok's book (Istok, 1989) for detailed 
model input.
5.2 Running and Verification of the 3-D Steady Groundwater 
Flow Model
5.2.1. A General Example of Running the 11 STEADY.GW" Model
Figure 5.1 shows a general example problem of a 3-D 
steady groundwater flow in a confined aquifer. On the left 
side of the aquifer is a river with constant hydraulic head 
h=125(m). To the right side of the aquifer is a water table 
aquifer with a constant hydraulic head h0=80(m). The boundary
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Figure 5.1 Example of a Confined Aquifer
of the right side of the aquifer is a leaky boundary with the 
leaky boundary parameter Cj=0.001(1/day), all other boundaries 
are impervious. The study domain is divided into six elements 
with 24 nodes. The node numbering of the mesh is not a good 
one because it gives a large semi-band width of the global 
matrix. The problem domain was originally given by Istok 
(1989) for a 2-D groundwater flow problem. For purposes of 
comparison, the depth of the aquifer is assumed to be unity. 
The aquifer consists of two types of materials, sandy gravel 
(elements 1 and 4) and silty sand (elements 2, 3, 5 and 6). 
For elements 1 and 4, the components of the hydraulic 
conductivity tensor are given as k^ky^l.O (m/day), and all 
other components are zero, for elements 2, 3, 5, 6, the 
components of the hydraulic conductivity tensor are given as 
kxx=kyy=0.1 (m/day), and all other components are zero. A 
pumping well penetrates through node 7 and node 19, and the 
pumping rate is Q7=Q19=-2.5 (m3/day) . The boundary shape 
consists of plane surfaces and the coordinates of the corner 
points (nodes) of the study domain can be found in the input 
file shown in Table 5.2 and in Figure 5.3. The computed 
results for nodal hydraulic head and element velocity are 
given in Table 5.3. Notice that the guidelines in the input 
file will be skipped by the computer program. These guidelines 
only serve as indicators of what contents are expected to be 
inputted. The -1 values serve as indicators of the end of 
those types of input (trailer signal). All the input formats,
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Table 5.2 Input File for Running the "STEADY.GW" Model
Example Problem for Running the Steady Groundwater flow Model
NODE# INC X Y Z (Input for "NODES")
1 1 3000 5000 1
4 1 18000 5000 1
5 1 5000 10000 1
8 1 20000 10000 1
9 1 2000 17000 1
12 1 21000 15000 1
13 1 3000 5000 0
16 1 18000 5000 0
17 1 5000 10000 0
20 1 20000 10000 0
21 1 2000 17000 0
24 1 21000 15000 0
-1 -1 -1 -1 0
ELM# INC 8 ELEMENT NODE NUMBERS (Input for "ELEMENT")
1 1 17 18 22 21 5 6 10 9
3 1 19 20 24 23 7 8 12 11
4 1 13 14 18 17 1 2 6 5
6 1 15 16 20 19 3 4 8 7
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
ELEMENT# MATER-SET# (Input for "MATERIAL")
1 1
2 2
4 1
5 2
6 2
-1 -1
MATER-SET# kxx kxy kxz kyy kyz
1 1 0 0 1 0
2 0.1 0 0 0.1 0
NODE#
1
5 
9
13
17
21
-1
NODE#
7
19
-1
ELEMENT#
3
6
ELEMENT# 
3 
6 
•1
SPECIFIED-HEAD 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
-1
SOURCE/SINK RATE 
-2.5 
-2 . 5 
-1
#-OF-SURFACE-SPECIFIED
1
kzz (for "MATERIAL") 
0 
0
(Input for "BOUND")
(Input for "BOUND")
SURFACE# f3
2 0
2 0 0
-1 -1
CODE# FOR REQUESTED OUTPUT 
1 
2 
6 
7
Cl 
0. 001 
.001 
-1
h0
80
80
-1
(Input for "BOUND")
(Input for "BOUND")
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Table 5.3 Computed Results for the Example of Running
the "STEADY.GW' Model
Computed Values of Hydraulic Head;
Node Number Computed Hydraulic Head (m)
1 125.0000*
2 123.1188
3 102.5167
4 80.1496
5 125.0000*
6 121.0634
7 79.5331
8 80.2517
9 125.0000
10 123.0891
11 98.6624
12 79.9799
13 125.0000
14 123.1190
15 102.5168
16 80.1496
17 125.0000
18 121.0635
19 79.5335
20 80.2516
21 125.0000
22 123.0892
23 98.6624
24 79.9800
Computed Values of Apparent Velocity for Each Element:
Element No. qx qy qz
1 0.00052 0.00003 0.00000
2 0.00058 -0.00008 0.00000
3 0.00015 -0.00019 0.00000
4 0.00058 -0.00003 0.00000
5 0.00062 0.00000 0.00000
6 0.00022 0.00014 0.00000
except' the leaky boundary condition and the boundary with 
specified surface flux rate, are explained in detail by Istok 
(1989) .
5.2.2 Verification for the "STEADY.GW" Model 
Verification Example 5.1
Let us first consider a one-dimensional groundwater flow 
through a confined aquifer. The hydraulic head on the left 
side of the aquifer is ht/ and on the right side is h2, both 
are constant. The hydraulic conductivity in the flow direction 
is kx. The governing equation and boundary condition for this 
simple 1-D flow problem is
Let h^lOO (m) , h2=80 (m) , kx=l (m/day) and L=100 (m) , where L 
is the length of aquifer. The finite element mesh is drawn in 
Figure 5.2 with 5 elements and 2 4 nodes. The aquifer depth and 
width are assumed to be unity respectively. Computed results 
from the analytical equation (5.2) and from the 3-D steady
fe(0) = h1 
h ( L ) =  h 2
(5.1)
solution to this simple problem is
x (5.2)
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Figure 5.2 Finite Element Mesh for 1-D Problem
groundwater flow model are shown in Table (5.4). It is seen 
from table (5.4) that the numerical solution is almost exactly 
equal to the theoretical solution.
Table 5.4 Computed Results for the Verification Example 5.1
Distance
(m)
Computed Hydraulic Head (m)
Analytical Numerical
0 100* 100.0000*
20 96 95.9999
40 92 92.0002
60 88 88.0002
80 84 84 . 0003
100 80* 80.0000*
Verification Example 5.2
To test the model with a surface flux boundary condition, 
let there be an one-dimensional flow through a confined 
aquifer. Let all boundary and geometry conditions are the same 
as those in the verification example 5.1 except that at the 
top of the confined aquifer, there exists an average surface 
flux w=—0.001 (m3/day/m2) . The finite element mesh is also the 
same, as shown in Figure 5.2. The governing equation and 
boundary conditions for the problem can be stated as
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Solution to this problem can be obtained as
*(*) =  *i * ' f i t { L ~x ) (5-4)
Computed results from the analytical solution (5.4) of 
equation and from the 3-D steady groundwater flow model 
"STEADY.GW" are shown in Table 5.5. Because of the upward 
outflow, the computed hydraulic heads by the finite element 
model at any vertical line is not the same. However, their 
average values agree with the analytical solution very well.
Table 5.5 Computed Results for the Verification Example 5.2
Distance
(m)
Computed Hydraulic Head (m)
Analytical
Numerical
Top Layer Low Layer Average
0 100 100.0000 100.0000 100.0000
20 95.2 92.7996 97.6000 95.1998
40 90.8 87.1997 94.4002 90.7999
60 86.8 83.1998 90.4001 86.7999
80 63.2 80.7999 85.6001 83 .2000
100 80.0 80.0000 80.0000 80.0000
Verification Example 5.3
To test the model for a leaky boundary, let there be a 
one-dimensional groundwater flow through a confined aquifer. 
Above the confined aquifer is a water table aquifers with a 
constant hydraulic head h0=60 (m) , Between the two aquifer is 
a very thin layer of aquitard. Let the vertical hydraulic
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conductivity coefficient in the aquitard be k^O. 00001 
(m/day) , and the width of thin layer is B^l (m) , so the leaky 
boundary parameter c^kj/B^O.00001 (1/day). All other boundary 
and geometry conditions are kept the same as those in the 
verification example 5.1. The governing equation and boundary 
conditions for the problem can be written as
d 2h h-hr =0
d x 2 B 1
k(0) =  h1 
h(L)  =  h2
The solution to equation (5.5) can be obtained as
(5.5)
ci
a ^ x p -- X
hx
+  a2 e x p ---  X
K x .
C1 —
d J = - /iQ — dr
a2 —
h2 - hO - ( hl ~ho) e x P
* r^ikx
exp !I L
kx
- exp
r 
\
|
<
r
U
M
+ hQ
(5.6)
Again, because of the existence of vertical flow component, 
the hydraulic heads along a vertical line varies, but their 
average value should be the same as that of the 
one-dimensional flow solution. Table 5.6 shows the computed 
values from both the analytical solution of equation (5.6) and 
from the 3-D steady groundwater flow model.
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Table 5.6 Computed Results for the Verification Example 5.3
Distance
(m)
Computed Hydraulic Head (m)
Analytical
Numerical
Low Layer Top Layer Average
0 100.000 100.0000 100.0000 100.0000
20 95.746 96.4942 95.0110 95.7526
40 91.636 92.7080 90.5839 91.6459
60 87.652 88.6764 86.6472 87.6618
80 83.778 84.4310 83.1379 83.7844
100 80.000 80.0000 80.0000 80.0000
Verification Example 5.4
A numerical example of two-dimensional steady groundwater 
flow in a confined aquifer was given by Istok(1989). Figure
5.3 shows the plane view and finite mesh used by Istok. The 
aquifer consists of two types of materials, one is the sandy 
gravel (elements 1 and 4) , and the other is silty sand 
(elements 2, 3, 5 and 6). The hydraulic conductivity
components for the sandy gravel material are kxx=kyy=l (m/day, 
and zero for all others. The hydraulic conductivity components 
for the silty sand material are kxx=kyy=0.1 (m/day), and zero 
for all other components. A pumping well is located at node 7 
with the pumping rate Q=-5 (m3/day) . On the left side of the 
aquifer is a river with constant head h=125 (m), and all other 
boundaries are impervious. For the purposes of comparison, the 
depth of the aquifer for a 3-D model is assumed to be unity. 
The finite element mesh is shown in Figure 5.1. Computed
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results from the 2-D finite element model given by Istok(1989) 
and from the newly developed 3-D finite element model are 
shown in Table 5.7. Since no vertical flow component exists 
(kz=0), hydraulic heads along any vertical line have the same 
value. It is seen from Table 5.7 that the two numerical models 
yield almost the same results.
In summary, the 3-D steady groundwater flow model 
"STEADY.GW" is rather accurate when compared with a variety of 
analytical and numerical solutions. Even though the element 
size ratio reached 7600:1, no numerical problem was 
encountered for the steady groundwater flow model.
Table 5.7 Computed Results by Two Numerical Models
Node
Number
Node
Coordinates
(km)
Computed Hydraulic Head 
(m)
Istok's 
Model
New 3-D 
Model
1 (3.5) 125.0000 125.0000
2 (8,5) 123.5652 123.5649
3 (13.5) 108.8910 108.8905
4 (18,5) 94.8066 94.8058
5 (5,10) 125.0000 125.0000
6 (10,10) 122.0316 122.0314
7 (15,10) 88.5567 88.5560
8 (20.10) 97.6736 97.6729
9 (2,17) 125.0000 125.0000
10 (8.3333,16.333) 123.5305 123.5304
11 (14.666.15.666) 106.4210 106.4205
12 (21,15) 94.3300 94.3294
Ri ver\
(5,10)
1120,1 0)
(18,5)
Nodal Coordinates Are in Ki lometer
F ig ure  5 .3  E x a m p l e  of  a 2 - D  C o n f i n e d  A qu i fe r  
(After Istok, 1989)
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5.3 Running and Verification of the 3-D Unsteady Groundwater 
Flow Model
5.3.1. A General Example of Running the "UNSTEADY.GW" Model 
As shown in Figure 5.3, the confined aquifer has the same 
physical shape as given for the verification example 5.4. In 
order to run the 3-D unsteady groundwater model, the depth of 
the aquifer is assumed to be unity, and the aquifer is divided 
into 6 elements with 24 nodes as shown in Figure 5.1. The 
boundary and initial conditions are given as follows; 
initially, the hydraulic head is 12 5 meters for the entire 
domain; the pumping rate at both node 7 and node 19 is Q=-1000 
(m3/day); On the left hand side of the aquifer is a river with 
a constant head h=12 5 (m) , on the right hand side of the
aquifer lies a reservoir with constant head h=100 (m); between 
the aquifer and the reservoir is a thin layer of aquitard that 
can be considered as a leaky boundary to the aquifer with the 
leaky boundary parameter c1=0.0001 (1/day). The aquifer
consists of two types of material, For elements 1 and 4, the 
hydraulic conductivity for components ^ = ^ = 1 0  (m/day) , and 
zero for all other components. For elements 2, 3, 5, 6, the 
components ^=0^=5 (m/day) , and zero for all other components. 
The specific storage coefficient for both types of materials 
is assumed to be S3=0.0001 (1/m). The weight factors are
chosen as w1=w2=0.5. The time steps are chosen as
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Time step # Cumulative time
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11 
12
13
14
15
0.01 
0 . 11 
0.21 
0.71 
1.21
1.71 
2.21
2.71
3.71
4.71
5.71
6.71
9.71 
12 .71
15.71
The input to the model consists of two files, one stores the 
time independent conditions, the other stores the possible 
time dependent conditions. Table 5.8 shows the input for the 
stable-condition file, and Table 5.9 shows the input for 
unstable-condition file for this example problem, where IBC is 
the indicator of boundary changes. If any boundary condition 
is changed as compared with the previous time step, IBC=1, 
otherwise IBC=0. All input can easily be typed in by following 
each guideline for the input at that section. Input is 
terminated by typing in the -1 value for each section as shown 
in the input files. Table 5.10 shows part of the computed 
hydraulic heads for the time t=0.11, 1.21, 5.71, and 15.71
days. The results is based on the Galerkin-Collocation 
formulation for the time derivative term.
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Table 5.8 Example of Input for the Time-invariant File
Example Problem for Running Model "UNSTEADY.GW"
Nodel# INC X Y Z (Input for "NODES")
1 1 3000 5000 1
4 1 18000 5000 1
5 1 5000 10000 1
8 1 20000 10000 1
9 1 2000 17000 1
12 1 21000 15000 1
13 1 3000 5000 0
16 1 18000 5000 0
17 1 5000 10000 0
20 1 20000 10000 0
21 1 2000 17000 0
24 1 21000 15000 0
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1
ELM# INC 8 ELEMENT NODE NUMBERS (Input For "ELEMENT
1 1 17 18 22 21 5 6 10 9
3 1 19 20 24 23 7 8 12 11
4 1 13 14 18 17 1 2 6 5
6 1 15 16 20 19 3 4 8 7
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
ELM# MATERIAL-SET# (Input for subroutine "MATERL")
1 1
2 2
4 1
5 2
6 2
-1 -1
MAT-SET# KXX: KXY KXZ KYY KYZ KZZ Ss
1 10 0 0 10 0 0 0.0001
2 5 0 0 5 0 0 0.0001
OMEGA1 0MEGA2 (Input for Subroutine "INITIAL")
0.5 0. 5
DTSTEP(i)
1
3
8
12
15
-1
NODE#
1
24
-1
DELTAT(i) (Input for "INITIAL") 
0 . 01
(Input for "INITIAL")
0.1 
0.5 
1.0 
3 . 0 
-1
INITIAL H(i)
125 
125 
-1
ICODE (For special output) (Input for "DUMP") 
1 
3 
7 
-1
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Table 5.9 Example of Input for the Time-variant File
IBC (at time step 1) (Input for subroutine "BOUND") 
1
NODE# SPECIFIED-HEAD (Input for "BOUND")
1 125
5 125
9 125
13 125
17 125
21 125
-1 -1 
NODE# SOURCE/SINK RATE (Input for "BOUND")
7 -1000
19 -1000
-1 -1
ELM# #-SURFACES-SPECIFIED (input for "BOUND")
cl h0 (Input for "BOUND") 
0.0001 100 
0.0001 100 
-1 -1
3 1
6 1
-1 -1
ELM# SURFACE# f 3
3 2 0.0
6 2 0.0
-1 -1 -1
IBC (at time step 2)
0
IBC (at time step 3)
0 
• • •
• • • 
• • •
IBC (at time step 15)
0
(Input for "BOUND")
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Table 5.10 Computed Results for the Example of Running
the "UNSTEADY.GW" Model
Computed Values of Hydraulic Head:
Node Computed Hydraulic Head (m)
Number 0.11(days) 1.21(days) 5.71(days) 15.71(days)
1 125.0000 125.0000 125.0000 125.0000
2 125.0000 124.9997 124.9928 124.9476
3 125.0000 124.9994 124.9871 124.9035
4 124.9989 124.9857 124.8939 124.4860
5 125.0000 125.0000 125.0000 125.0000
6 125.0000 124.9996 124.9913 124 . 9358
7 124.9228 124.1533 121.0471 114.3780
8 124.9990 124.9883 124.9326 124.7405
9 125.0000 125.0000 125.0000 125.0000
10 125.0000 124.9997 124.9926 124.9459
11 125.0000 124.9995 124.9881 124.9119
12 124.9991 124.9889 124.9287 124.6920
13 125.0000 125.0000 125.0000 125.0000
14 125.0000 124.9997 124.9928 124.9476
15 125.0000 124.9994 124 . 9871 124.9035
16 124.9989 124.9857 124.8939 124.4860
17 125.0000 125.0000 125.0000 125.0000
18 125.0000 124.9996 124.9913 124 . 9358
19 124.9228 124.1533 121.0474 114.3780
20 124.9990 124.9883 124.9326 124.7405
21 125.0000 125.0000 125.0000 125.0000
22 125.0000 124.9997 124.9926 124 . 9459
23 125.0000 124.9995 124.9881 124.9119
24 129.9991 124.9889 124.9287 124 . 6920
Computed Values of Apparent Velocity for Each Element:
Element No.
at Time t=15.7l Davs:
qy qz
1 0.00011 0.00003 0.00000
2 0.00446 -0.00365 0.00000
3 -0.00475 -0.00462 0.00000
4 0.00012 -0.00003 0.00000
5 0.00530 0.00315 0.00000
6 -0.00497 0.00712 0.00000
5.3.2 V e r i f i c a t i o n  of the " U N S T E A D Y .G W 11 Mo d e l
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Verification Example 5.5
When Ss=0, w1=w2=0.5, and {F}=constant vector, equation 
(3.95) reduces to the 3-D steady-state groundwater flow 
problem. The problems given for the verification examples 5.1 
through 5.4 have been used to test the 3-D unsteady 
groundwater flow model under the above restriction. Computed 
results are almost exactly the same as those obtained directly 
from the 3-D steady groundwater flow model.
Verification Example 5.6
Another special case of equation (3.95) is that when 
[K]=[0], {F}={0}, then equation (3.95) has to satisfy
{h}t+4t={h>t. The 3-D unsteady Groundwater flow model has been 
tested for several flow cases and yield the exact values for 
the special cases.
Verification Example 5.7
A pumping well, having a constant discharge rate Q, 
located at the middle of an arealy extensive confined aquifer 
where the piezometric surface is initially horizontal and 
equal to h0. The aquifer is homogenous and isotropic. The 
theoretical solution was first obtained by Theis (1935). The 
drawdown at a radius r from the well can be computed by
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(5.7)
where W(u) is often called the well function and is defined as
The value of W(u) can be found from many textbooks of well 
hydraulics (Freeze and Cherry, 1979, for example), for a 
given value u. The value u is defined as
where S is the aquifer storage coefficient (dimensionless). 
For a constant aquifer depth B, S=BSs, T is the aquifer 
transmissivity T=KB if the aquifer is homogenous and 
isotropic, where K=kx=ky. Let T=300 (m2/day) , S=0.0001, Q=-800 
(m3/day), h0=10 (m), assume the aquifer consists of an area of 
4000X4000 (m2) . The study domain is divided into 400 elements 
with 21X21X2=882 nodes. To run the 3-D unsteady groundwater 
model, the depth of the aquifer is assumed to be 1 meter so 
that S3=S/B=0 . 0001 (1/m), kxx=kyy=T / B=3 0 0 (m/day). Using the
symmetric property, the study domain can be reduced to 
2000X2000X1 (m3). The boundary condition becomes qx(0,y,z)=0, 
qy(x,0,z)=0, h(2000,y, z)=h0, and h(x, 2000, z) =h0. Computed
results showed that the accuracy of the model depends on a 
number of factors such as (1) the location of a point of 
interest, (2) the cumulative time from the beginning of
OO
W { u )  =  — d x3s (5.8)
u
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pumping, (3) the type of formulation for the time derivative 
term, and (4) the choice of the weight factors. Table 5.11 and 
Figure 5.4 show the spacial variation of the model accuracy 
for different types of formulations at time t=0.1 days, where 
the weight factors wx=2/3 and w2=0.5, and the time step size is 
At=0.01 (day). It is seen from Table 5.11 that the farther 
the location, the more accurate the solution. This implies 
that the gentler the hydraulic gradient, the more accurate the 
solution. Since the computation is based on the assumption of 
two-dimensional flow (kz=0), the result could be expected 
because the flow near the well is actually three-dimensional 
for a 3-D flow model. However, the error is generally small 
for both types of formulations unless the distance from the 
well is very small (less than 100 meters) . There is no 
significant difference in solution between the two 
formulations for the example.
Table 5.12 and Figure 5.5 showed the temporal variation 
of the solution accuracy at the distance r=3 00 meters from the 
well, where wt=2/3, w2=0.5, and At=0.01 days. A similar
conclusion may be drawn: the longer the time elapses, the more 
accurate the solution. In other words, the gentler the 
hydraulic gradient, the more accurate the solution. Because 
the model is three-dimensional, the flow at the beginning of 
the pumping cannot be assumed to be two-dimensional. However, 
the error is generally small, and there is no significant
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difference between the two types of formulations for the 
example.
Table 5.13 and Figure 5.6 show the effect of the weight 
factor W! in equation (3.95) on solution accuracy. In general, 
as Wj approaches 0.5 from 1.0, the solution gets more 
accurate. However, the consistent formulation may often incur 
numerical oscillations especially when Wj<(2/3). On the other 
hand, the mixed (Galerkin-collocation) formulation has no 
oscillation problem even though Wj=0.5. Solution is 
considerably accurate for the mixed formulation at W[=0.5.
From the point of view of finite difference scheme, it is 
more reasonable to choose w^O.5 rather than w,=1.0. However, 
because Wj=1.0 is oscillation-free in theory, many 
investigators have tended to use w^l.O (Istok, 1989). This 
may not be necessarily a good choice.
In summary, the mixed formulation is simple in 
calculation, considerably accurate when w, is chosen as 0.5, 
and oscillation free.
5.4 Running and Verification of the 3-D Solute Transport Model
5.4.1. A General Example of Running the "TRANPORT.ST" Model
Let the study domain be the same as that in Figures 5.1 
and 5.3. For simplicity, let the unit of the domain 
coordinates be in meter instead of kilometer. On the left side
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Table 5.11 Spacial Variation of the Solution Accuracy
Distance 
from the 
well (m)
Drawdown (m)
Consistent
Formulation
Mixed
Formulation
Theis
Solution
0 1.8092 1.8081 ----
100 0.8431 0.8418 0.8952
200 0.5959 0.5948 0.6063
300 0.4357 0.4347 0.4428
400 0.3275 0.3266 0.3326
500 0.2486 0.2478 0.2524
600 0.1892 0.1886 0.1922
700 0.1438 0.1433 0.1461
800 0.1088 0.1085 0.1106
900 0.0819 0.0817 0.0832
1000 0.0611 0.0611 0.0621
D
ra
w
d
o
w
n
 
(m
)
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Table 5.12 Temporal Variation of the Solution Accuracy
Time from 
the pumping 
(day)
Drawdown (m)
Consistent
Formulation
Mixed
Formulation
Theis
Solution
0.01 0.0550 0.0572 0.0722
0.02 0.1459 0.1433 0.1584
0. 03 0.2120 0.2029 0.2216
0. 04 0.2607 0.2589 0.2708
0. 05 0.3019 0.3000 0.3108
0. 06 0.3360 0.3345 0.3447
0.07 0.3656 0.3642 0.3738
0. 08 0.3916 0.3904 0.3978
0. 09 0.4148 0.4137 0.4221
0. 10 0.4357 0.4347 0.4428
0. 11 0.4548 0.4538 0.4616
0.12 0.4723 0.4714 0.4789
0. 13 0.4884 0.4876 0.4949
0.14 0.5034 0.5027 0.5098
0. 15 0.5157 0.5167 0.5237
D
ra
w
d
o
w
n
 
(m
)
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Table 5.13 Effect of Weight Factor wx on Solution Accuracy
Time
Drawdown (m)
Consistent Formulation Mixed Theis
(day)
wl=l/2 wl=2/3 Wl=l.0 wl=l/2 ----
0. 01 0.0460 0.0545 0.0620 0.0507 0.0722
0. 02 0.1586 0.1468 0.1357 0.1523 0.1584
0. 03 0.2240 0.2130 0.1985 0.2185 0.2216
0. 04 0.2607 0.2612 0.2495 0.2628 0.2708
0. 05 0.3165 0.3026 0.2915 0.3068 0.3108
0. 06 0.3354 0.3365 0.3270 0.3382 0.3447
0. 07 0.3743 0.3661 0.3575 0.3688 0.3738
0. 08 0.3934 0.3920 0.3843 0.3939 0.3978
0. 09 0.4192 0.4152 0.4082 0.4171 0.4221
0. 10 0.4401 0.4361 0.4297 0.4378 0.4428
0. 11 0.4555 0.4551 0.4492 0.4566 0.4616
0. 12 0.4788 0.4726 0.4671 0.4741 0.4789
0. 13 0.4864 0.4887 0.4836 0.4900 0.4949
0. 14 0.5117 0.5037 0.4990 0.5050 0.5098
0. 15 0.5133 0.5177 0.5133 0.5189 0.5237
D
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of the domain is a river with constant head h=125 (m) . A
pumping well penetrates the confined aquifer through nodes 7 
and 19 with pumping rate Q=-2.5 (m3/day) . The domain is 
divided into 6 elements with 24 nodes, as shown in Figure 5.1. 
The depth of the aquifer is still assumed to be unity. 
Initially, the solute concentration is zero. When the pumping 
process reaches a steady state at time t=0, the river is 
suddenly polluted with a constant boundary condition as 
C (0,y ,z,t)=100 (g/m3) . The aquifer comprises two types of 
media, one is sandy gravel (elements 1 and 4), and the other 
is silty sand (elements 2, 3, 5, and 6). The hydraulic
conductivity for the sandy gravel is kxx=3 0 (m/day) , kyy=10 
(m/day), and all other components are zero. Dispersivity 
coefficients for longitudinal and transverse directions are 
aL=aT=10 (m); other medium and fluid parameters for elements 
1 and 4 are A=0.001 (1/day) , pb=1100 (kg/m3), kd=0.00001
(m3/kg) , 6 =0.3, and D *=0.0001 (m2/day) . The hydraulic
conductivity for the silty sand is kxx=10 (m/day) , kyy=5 
(m/day), and all other components are zero. Dispersivity 
coefficients for longitudinal and transverse directions are 
aL=aT=5 (m) , other parameters for the silty sand medium are 
A=0.001 (1/day), pb=1200 (kg/m3), kd=0.00001 (m3/kg) , 0 = 0 . 3 ,  and 
D*=0.0001 (m2/day). All other boundaries are impervious with 
respect to both the water and solute. Time step size is chosen 
as At=0.5 (day). The first step of the computation is to run 
the 3-D steady-state groundwater model to obtain hydraulic
heads at every node and apparent velocity components for every 
element. Computed results are shown in Table 5.14. With these 
results, the solute concentration at each node is computed by 
the 3-D solute transport model. The input to the solute 
transport model "TRANPORT.ST" consists of two parts. The first 
part consists of the time-invariant parameters or variables of 
the fluid and medium conditions, and the second input file 
consists of all other possible time-variant parameters and 
conditions. Tables 5.15 and 5.16 show the input contents for 
the example problem. Table 5.17 lists the computed nodal 
concentration at time t=0.5, 2.5 and 5 days.
5.4.2 Verification of the "TRANPORT.ST" Model 
Verification Example 5.8
Analytical solution to the one-dimensional advection- 
dispersion process has been extensively employed to verify 
numerical models (Sun and Yeh, 1983; Wang, et al, 1986; Istok, 
1989). The governing equation along with the boundary and 
initial conditions is given as
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Table 5.14 Computed Heads and Velocities from the
"STEADY.GW" Model
Node
Number
Hydraulic 
Head (m)
Node
Number
Hydraulic 
Head (m)
1 125.000 13 125.000
2 124.947 14 124.947
3 124.819 15 124.819
4 124.655 16 124.655
5 125.000 17 125.000
6 124.900 18 124.900
7 124.530 19 124.530
8 124.651 20 124.650
9 125.000 21 125.000
10 124.951 22 124.951
11 124.808 23 124.808
12 124.650 24 124.650
Element qx qy qz
1 0.3938 0.0077 0.0000
2 0.4418 -0.1004 0.0000
3 0.0172 -0.1307 0.0000
4 0.4581 -0.0145 0.0000
5 0.4987 0.0682 0.0000
6 0.0430 0.1381 0.0000
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Table 5.15 Example of Input File l for Running
the "TRANPORT.ST" Model
General Example of Running Model "TRANPORT.ST" (Title)
Node# INC X Y Z (Input: for "
1 1 3 5 1
4 1 18 5 1
5 1 5 1 0 1
8 1 2 0 1 0 1
9 1 2 17 1
1 2 1 2 1 15 1
13 1 3 5 0
16 1 18 5 0
17 1 5 1 0 0
2 0 1 2 0 1 0 0
2 1 1 2 17 0
24 1 2 1 15 0
- 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1
ELM# INC 8 Element node numbers (Input
1 1 17 18 2 2 2 1 5 6 10 9
3 1 19 20 24 23 7 8 1 2  1 1
4 1 13 14 18 17 1  2 6 5
6 1 15 16 2 0 19 3 4 8- 7
- 1 - 1 - 1 - 1  - 1 - 1 - 1  - 1 - 1  - 1
ELM# MATERIAL-SET# (Input for Subrou
"ELEMENT")
"MATERL")
1
2
3
4
5
6 
-1
MAT-SET#
1
2
wl W2
0.5 0.5
DTSTEP(I)
40
-1
NODE# C
1 0
24 0
-1 -1
ICODE
1
2
2
1
2
2
-1
AL
10
5
AT
10
5
LAMDA p b 
0.001 1100
Kd 6 D* 
0.00001 0 .
(for "MATERL") 
3 0.0001
0.001 1200 0.00001 0.3 0.0001
(Input for Subroutine "INITIAL") 
(Input for "INITIAL")DELTAT(I) 
0.5 
-1
(Input for "INITIAL")
-1
Table 5.16 Example of Input File 2 for Running
the "TRANPORT.ST" Model
IBC (at time step 1) (Input Guideline 1 for "BOUND") 
1
NODE# Specified Concentration (Input 2 for "BOUND")
1 100
5 100
9 100
13 100
17 100
21 100
-1 -1
Node# Solute-Source-Rate(divided by d)
-1 -1
NODE# PUMP-RATE(only) (Input for "BOUND"
7 -2 . 5
19 -2.5
-1 -1
ELM# #-Surface-Specified (Input for
-1 -1
ELM# Surface# f3 cl hO c2 c*
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 ■ -1 -1
IBC (time step 2) 
0
IBC (time step 3)
IBC (time step 40) 
0
Table 5.17 Computed Nodal Concentrations
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Node
Number
Computed Solute Concentration (g/m**3)
t=0.5 days t=2.5 days t=5 days
1 100.000 100.000 100.000
2 32.719 79.958 91.504
3 6. 210 46.144 83.563
4 0. 378 6. 500 18.734
5 100.000 100.000 100.000
6 20.219 65.529 87.953
7 3 . 538 27.056 50.591
8 0.405 8.462 30.370
9 100.000 100.000 100.000
10 26.187 75.273 90.938
11 3.916 34.641 71.959
12 0. 131 2 . 579 8.725
13 100.000 100.000 100.000
14 32.719 79.958 91.504
15 6.210 46.145 83.563
16 0. 378 6.500 18.734
17 100.000 100.000 100.000
18 20.219 65.529 87.953
19 3 . 538 27.056 50.591
20 0.405 8.462 30.370
21 100.000 100.000 100.000
22 26.187 75.273 90.938
23 3 .916 34.641 71.959
24 0. 131 2 . 579 8 . 725
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Solution to this set of equations can be obtained by Laplace 
transform method and can be written (Van Genuchten and Alves, 
1982, Yu, et al., 1991) as
C r
exp
- 0 
2
qx z ~
[ D 8 ]
e r f c
e r f c
R  x -  qxt / d  
.J 4D R t
R x  +  qx t / 0  
J 4 D R t
+
(5.11)
where qx is the apparent velocity in the x-direction, 9 is the 
effective porosity of the media, R is a retardation factor and 
is defined by equation (2.15), C0 is solute concentration at 
the left side boundary (a constant) , D is the mechanical 
dispersion coefficient, exp[.] is the natural exponential 
function, and erfc(.) is the complementary error function. The 
Peclet number is defined as
P e =
Vx Ax (qx/ 8 ) A x  A x
D a L {qx/ 8)
(5.12)
where vx is the average pore velocity, aL is the longitudinal 
dispersion coefficient. In this verification example, we first 
demonstrate the model solution accuracy, then examine the 
sensitivity of the model to various variations of model 
parameters and components. Let there be a one-dimensional 
groundwater flow with a length L=100 (m) , the average pore
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velocity vx=1.0 (m/day), other pertinent parameters are aL=10 
(m) , aT=0.0, D=aLvx=10 (m2/day) , kd=0.0, 0=0.30, qx=0.3 (m/day),
X=0.0, pb=1.0, R=1.0, Pe=0.5, C0=10.0 (g/m3) . Initially,
C(x,0)=0.0. The finite mesh is made similar to Figure 5.2 but 
with 2 0 elements and 84 nodes, where ax=5 (m) , and Ay=Az=l 
(m). Mixed formulation for the time derivative term is used 
with weight factor wx=0.5. Computed results for t=5, 10, and 
2 0 days are shown in Table 5.18 and Figure 5.7. It is seen 
from Figure 5.7 and Table 5.18 that the model is rather 
accurate for this example case.
In order to examine the capability of the model in 
dealing with various numerical problems, let all conditions 
given for the verification example 5.8 be kept the same except 
for changing the value of D to 5, 0.5, and 0.1, respectively, 
so as to make the Peclet number change to Pe=l, 10, and 50 
respectively. The computed results for t=5 days for the first 
case, t=10 days for the second case, and t=2 0 days for the 
third case are shown in Table 5.19 and Figure 5.8. In 
general, The model yields reasonable result even if the Peclet 
number reaches 50.
To examine the model's stability, let At change from 0.1, 
0.5, 1.0 to 5.0 days, respectively, and Pe=0.5. All other
conditions in the verification example 5.8 are kept unchanged. 
The computed results for t=10 days are shown in Table 5.20 and
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Table 5.18 Computed Concentrations from Analytical and
Numerical Models
Dist­ Concentration (gram/cubic meter)
ance
t=5 days t=10 days t=2 0 days
(m) ANALYT NUMERI ANALYT NUMERI ANALYT NUMERI
0 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000
5 7. 616 7. 563 8.763 8.741 9.476 9.470
10 4 . 901 4.861 7. 138 7.095 8.731 8.716
15 2 . 606 2 . 650 5.346 5.305 7.782 7 .756
20 1. 127 1. 237 3 . 650 3 . 638 6. 681 6 . 648
25 0.392 0. 501 2 . 256 2 .286 5 . 502 5 .469
30 0. 109 0. 179 1. 256 1. 317 4 .333 4 .309
35 0. 024 0. 057 0. 628 0. 698 3 . 253 3 . 246
40 0. 004 0. 017 0.281 0. 342 2 .324 2 .336
45 0. 001 0. 004 0.112 0. 155 1. 576 1. 605
50 0. 000 0. 001 0. 040 0. 065 1. 013 1. 053
55 0. 000 0. 000 0.013 0. 026 0. 617 0. 660
60 0. 000 0. 000 0. 004 0. 010 0. 355 0. 395
65 0.000 0. 000 0. 001 0. 003 0. 193 0.226
70 0. 000 0. 000 0. 000 0. 001 0. 099 0. 124
75 0. 000 0. 000 0. 000 0. 000 0. 048 0. 065
80 0. 000 0. 000 0. 000 0. 000 0. 022 0. 033
85 0. 000 0. 000 0. 000 0. 000 0. 010 0. 016
90 0.000 0. 000 0. 000 0. 000 0. 004 0. 008
95 0. 000 0. 000 0.000 0. 000 0. 002 0. 004
100 0. 000 0. 000 0. 000 0. 000 0. 001 0 . 002
ANALYT= Analytical Solution; NUMERI=Numerical Solution
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Figure 5.7 Computed C(x,t) from Analytical 
and Numerical Models
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Table 5.19 Effect of Peclet Number on Model Solution
Dist­ Concentration (gram/cubic meter)
ance
Pe=l Pe==10 Pe=50
t=5 days t=10 days t=2 0 days
(m) ANALYT NUMERI ANALYT NUMERI ANALYT NUMERI
0 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000
5 7. 138 6.974 9.662 8.590 10.000 10.851
10 3 . 650 3 . 659 5. 616 4.761 10.000 10.281
15 1.256 1.492 0.712 1.860 9.948 7 .296
20 0.281 0.492 0.011 0. 555 5. 000 3.947
25 0.040 0.136 0. 000 0.134 0. 621 1.702
30 0. 004 0. 032 0.000 0. 027 0. 000 0. 607
35 0. 000 0. 007 0. 000 0.005 0. 000 0. 185
40 0. 000 0. 001 0.000 0. 001 0. 000 0. 049
45 0. 000 0. 000 0. 000 0.000 0. 000 0.012
50 0. 000 0. 000 0.000 0. 000 0. 000 0. 002
55 0. 000 0. 000 0. 000 0.000 0.000 0.000
ANALYT = Analytical Solution; NUMERI = Numerical Solution
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Figure 5.9. It is seen from these results that the model is 
relatively insensitive to the time step size, which implies 
that the model has less chance of incurring numerical 
instability problems.
Table 5.2 0 Effect of Time Step Size on Model Solution
Dist­
ance
(m)
Concentration (crram/cubic meter)
Analy­
tical
Solu­
tion
At=0.1 
days
At=0.5 
davs
At=l
davs
At=5
davs
NUMERI NUMERI NUMERI NUMERI
0 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000
5 8 .763 8.741 8.741 8 . 745 8 . 248
10 7 .138 7 . 094 7. 095 7 . 101 7 . 794
15 5.346 5. 304 5.305 5 . 309 5. 524
20 3 . 650 3 . 638 3 . 638 3 . 638 3 . 480
25 2 .256 2 . 287 2 .286 2 . 282 2 . 055
30 1.256 1. 319 1. 317 1. 313 1.165
35 0. 628 0. 699 0. 698 0. 695 0. 642
40 0.281 0. 342 0.342 0. 341 0. 347
45 0. 112 0. 155 0. 155 0. 155 0. 184
50 0. 040 0. 065 0. 065 0. 066 0. 097
55 0. 013 0. 026 0.026 0.027 0. 050
60 0.004 0. 009 0. 010 0. 010 0. 026
65 0. 001 0. 003 0. 003 0. 004 0. 013
70 0.000 0. 001 0. 001 0. 001 0. 007
75 0. 000 0. 000 0. 000 0. 000 0. 003
80 0.000 0. 000 0. 000 0 . 000 0 . 002
85 0. 000 0. 000 0. 000 0. 000 0. 001
NUMERI^Numerical Solution
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To examine the effect of the weight factor on the model 
solution, let the value of vary from 0.5, 2/3, to 1.0
respectively. Computed results using the consistent
formulation, at time t-10 days are shown in Table 5.21. In 
general, as wt approaches 0.5 the solution gets more accurate, 
though no significant difference in solution is observed for 
this example case. Experience has shown that the consistent 
formulation often incurs numerical problems when W ] < 2 / 3 .
Table 5.21 Effect of Weight Factor w, on Model Solution
Dist­ Concentration (cjram/cubic meter)
ance
Consistent Formulation Mixed ANALYT
(m)
wl=l/2 wl=2/3 wl=l.0 wl=l/2 ----
0 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000
5 8.807 8.790 8.755 8.741 8.763
10 7.242 7.210 7. 144 7. 095 7 . 138
15 5. 501 5.463 5.390 5. 305 5. 346
20 3 . 822 3.794 3 . 741 3 . 638 3 . 650
25 2.407 2 . 398 2 . 382 2 . 286 2 .256
30 1.361 1.371 1.390 1. 317 1. 256
35 0. 684 0.705 0. 744 0. 698 0. 628
40 0. 302 0.324 0. 366 0.342 0.281
45 0. 115 0. 133 0. 165 0. 155 0. 112
50 0. 037 0. 048 0. 069 0. 065 0.040
55 0. 010 0.015 0. 027 0. 026 0. 013
60 0. 002 0. 004 0. 010 0. 010 0. 004
65 0. 000 0.001 0. 003 0. 003 0 . 001
70 0. 000 0. 000 0. 001 0. 001 0. 000
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On the other hand, when w^O.5, the mixed formulation always 
yields considerably more accurate solution without causing any 
numerical problems.
Finally, the original formulation given by Istok (1989) 
for computing the advection term in the PDE of the solute 
transport problem is compared with the new formulation 
proposed in this study. Application of the mixed formulation 
for the time derivative term with Pe=0.5 and w^O.5, the 
computed results under the same conditions given for the 
verification example 5.8 are shown in Table 5.22 and Figure 
5.10. Clearly, Istok's formulation (in fact, all others who 
used the Galerkin method have the same problem) is incorrect!
In summary, the model with mixed formulation for the time 
derivative, w^O.5, and w2=0.5, is relatively simple in 
concept and computation, accurate in results, stable in 
solution, and having little chance of incurring any numerical 
problems. The model yields acceptable results even if the 
Peclet number reaches 50. Compared with other newly developed 
formulations such as the upstream-weighted multiple-cell 
balanced model (wang et al. , 1986), the model may be preferred 
due to its simplicity in concept, computation, and 
programming.
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Table 5.22 Comparison of Two Types of Formulations for the
Advection Term
Dist­ Concentration (aram/cubic meter)
ance
t=5 days t=2 0 days
(m) ANALYT 1st ok NEW ANALYT Istok New
0 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000
5 7.616 4.538 7.563 9.476 5. 682 9.470
10 4.901 1. 750 4.861 8.731 3 .138 8.716
15 2 . 606 0.572 2 . 650 7.782 1. 675 7.756
20 1. 127 0. 160 1.237 6. 681 0.862 6. 648
25 0.392 0. 039 0. 501 5.502 0.425 5.469
30 0. 109 0. 008 0. 179 4.333 0.201 4 . 309
35 0. 024 0. 002 0. 057 3.253 0.091 3 . 246
40 0. 004 0. 000 0. 017 2 . 324 0. 039 2 .336
45 0. 001 0. 000 0.004 1. 576 0.016 1. 605
50 • 0.000 0. 000 0. 001 1. 013 0. 006 1. 053
55 0. 000 0. 000 0. 000 0. 617 0. 002 0. 660
60 0 0 0 0. 355 0.001 0.395
65 0 0 0 0. 193 0. 000 0.226
70 0 0 0 0. 099 0 0. 124
75 0 0 0 0. 048 0 0. 065
80 0 0 0 0. 022 0 0. 033
85 0 0 0 0. 010 0 0. 016
90 • 0 0 0 0. 004 0 0. 008
95 0 0 0 0. 002 0 0 . 004
100 0. 000 0. 000 0. 000 0. 001 0. 000 0. 002
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t=20  days  
Analyt ical  Solut ion 
New Model  Solut ion
Istok's Model  Solut ion
0 10 2 0  3 0  4 0  5 0  6 0  7 0  8 0  9 0  100
D i s t a n c e  x (m)
F i g o r e  5.10 Compa r is on  of So lu t ions  of Two Formu lat ions
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V e r i f i c a t i o n  Example 5.9
To further test the model's capability of dealing with 
the biochemical reaction process and the sorption-desorption 
process, a more general one-dimensional advection-dispersion 
flow model is used here. The Governing equation along with 
initial and boundary conditions can be written (Bear, 1972, 
Yu, et al., 1991) as
R®£ =  D —  
d t  g x 2
C(X, 0) =  C,
<7(0,i) =  C 0
d C ( o o , t )  =  Q 
d x
q x d C  
$ d x
X R C
(5.13)
Analytical solution for the problem was given by Bear (1972) :
c(x , t ) =  C 1 e x p C-AO *
1 - - e r f c
R x - q xt / 6 1- - e x p
' qxx '
e r f c
R  x +  qxt fO
2 4D R t  _ 2 I V O J  ^4 D R t
+ —  e x p
+  —  e x p
(qx/& - u ) x
e r f c R  x  - u t
2 D  J ■J 4 D R t
(iqx/ 6  +  u) x
e r f c R  x + u t
L 2 D  \ -j 4D R t
(5.14)
where Ct is a constant solute concentration value at t=0 and
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Or 473X7?
1/2
(5.15)
Let there be a one-dimensional groundwater flow with an 
aquifer length L=100 (m) , the average pore velocity vx=1.0
(m/day), aL=10 (m) , aT=0.0, D=aLvx=10 (m2/day) , 0=0.30, qx=0.3
(m/day), kd=0.0001 (m3/kg) , X=0.0075 (1/day) , pb=1100.0 (kg/m3), 
Pe=0.5, C0=lO. 0 (g/m3) . Initially, C(x,0)=0.0. The finite mesh 
is made similar to Figure 5.2 but with 2 0 elements and 84 
nodes where a x = 5  (m), and A y = A z = l  (m). Mixed formulation for 
the time derivative term is used with weight factor W j = 0 . 5. 
Computed results for t=5, and 10 days are shown in Table 5.2 3 
and Figure 5.11. From Table 5.23 and Figure 5.11, it is seen 
that the 3-D solute transport model simulates the mass- 
transport process considerably accurately.
It is worth noting that a more general solution to the 
1-D advection-dispersion partial differential equation (5.13) 
with virtually any type of Dirichlet boundary conditions 
(time-continuous or discrete) was derived by Yu, et al.(1991). 
Because of the limited length of the dissertation, only the 
basic equations and the final solution are shown here. The 
governing equation and its initial and boundary conditions for 
the problem can be stated as
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A n a l y t i c a l  S o lu t i o n
N u m e r i c a l  S o l u t i o n
o-
0 10 20 3 0 4 0 5 0
D i s t a n c e  x (m)
Figure 5.11 Model Verification for a General 
1-D Flow Process
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a c  a c  n  a2c  „  „—  + u —  =  D   - K i  G
d t  d x  Qx2
C { x , 0) =  Ci
n
C ( 0 , t ) =  { C ( 0 , i  AT) - C [ 0 ,  ( i - 1 )  A T ] }  H  ( t  -  i A T )
*'=o (5.16)
C(oo,£) = 0
w h e r e: 
(7(0,-AT) -  0
ffw = ( 0 ’ t < 0
U  > * ^  o
Table 5.23 Numerical and Analytical Solutions for 
the Verification Example 5.9
Distance Concentration (gram/cubic meter)
t-5 days t=10 days
(m) Analytical Numerical Analytical Numerical
0 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000
5 7. 001 6.846 8 . 343 8 . 152
10 3.879 3.800 6.271 6. 021
15 1. 651 1.725 4 .185 3 . 991
20 0. 528 0. 653 2 . 451 2 . 367
25 0. 126 0. 211 1. 250 1. 259
30 0. 022 0. 060 0. 552 0. 603
35 0. 003 0. 014 0.210 0. 262
40 0. 000 0. 003 0. 069 0. 104
45 0. 000 0. 001 0. 019 0 . 038
50 0. 000 0. 000 0. 005 0.013
55 0. 000 0. 000 0. 001 0. 004
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where AT is the time interval of the readings at an 
observation station at the upstream boundary, referring to 
Figure 5.12, n is the number of observations, u=qx/0, the 
retardation factor R=l, Kj here is the first-order biochemical 
decay coefficient, and all other variables and parameters are 
explained before. Let \=u2/(4D)+Klr solution to equation (5.16) 
was obtained by using the superposition method and the unit 
step function as
C(XJ) =  2 exv
u x 
1 2 D
zj A c i H ( t -  i AT)
t '= 0
e r f c
1
2
x
e r f c
J 4 D ( t - i A T )
u x ,
9 --- + r r  i — x
12 D D J
X
- J A ( i - i A T )
zj ^ A c t- H ( t - i A T )  
1= 0
(5.17)
+
4 D ( t - i A T )
1 - - e r f c  
2 J
x - u t
e x p
ux
D
e r f c
+  C 1 e x p
x +  u t  
]  4 Dt _
For detailed derivation and applications, reference is made to 
Yu et al. (1991).
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CHAPTER 6 
PARAMETER ESTIMATION
6.1 Introduction
In a 3-D unsteady groundwater flow model,there are at 
least eight parameters that must be estimated before 
performing any model predictions, that is, the hydraulic 
conductivity tensor, [Kh] , which has six independent 
parameters, the specific storage coefficient S3, and the leaky 
boundary parameter Cj. In a 3-D solute transport model, there 
are at least nine parameters that must be estimated before 
doing any model applications. That is, the longitudinal 
dispersivity and transverse dispersivity coefficients a L and 
aT, the molecular diffusion coefficient D*, the media porosity 
0, the first-order biochemical decay constant X, the 
equilibrium distribution coefficient Kd, the bulk density of 
the media, pb, the leaky boundary parameters ct and c2. In 
fact, when one applies any theoretical or numerical models, he 
normally has to calibrate his model using some observed data. 
In other words, he has to estimate the parameters in his 
model. Model parameter estimation problem is often referred to 
as the inverse problem or identification problem. Currently, 
many parameter estimation methods have been developed to 
estimate parameters of both groundwater flow models and solute 
transport models. Most of these estimation methods employ some
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existing optimization algorithms to estimate parameters of the 
groundwater flow and solute transport models. For example, 
Wang and Yeh (1987) applied the Gauss-Newton method to 
estimate parameters of some advection-dispersion numerical 
models; Strecker and Chu (1986) applied the Quadratic 
programming algorithm for estimating parameters of some solute 
transport models; Yu, et al. (1989) used the Carman filter 
algorithm to optimize parameters of a solute transport model; 
and Khan (1985) used the modified version of Newton's second- 
order derivative method to estimate parameters of a 
groundwater flow model. Most of these parameter estimation 
methods used a nonlinear least square error function as the 
objective function to optimize parameters of a model, though 
the solution algorithms may be different. In fact, when a 
parameter estimation program is well developed using the least 
square objective function, the program can be used to estimate 
parameters of any type of model.
Many multiple-parameter optimization algorithms, for 
instance, the Gauss-Newton algorithm and the conjugate 
gradient algorithm, eventually reduce a multiple parameter 
search to a one-dimensional optimal search. Therefore, it is 
very important to develop an algorithm for a one-dimensional 
optimal search that is efficient in computation, accurate in 
result, fast in finding solution, and derivative-free for 
function evaluation. Currently, there are several 1-D 
optimization algorithms available, some of which were
developed especially for multi-dimensional search (Box, et 
al„, 1969; Fletcher and Reeves, 1964; Powell, 1964; Kowalik 
and Osborne, 1968; Press, et al., 1986). Two of the most 
popular 1-D search algorithms are the Golden-section search 
(Bellman, 1957; Wilde, 1964) and the Brent algorithm (Brent, 
1973) . The Golden search, although it is a slow algorithm, 
has been applied in many fields (Press, et al., 1986; Singh 
and Yu, 1987; Yu, 1988). The advantage of using the Golden 
search is that for almost any type of function, it can find 
the optimal solution accurately. Jarratt (1967) proposed a 
successive parabolic interpolation algorithm which is, 
perhaps, one of the fastest, derivative-free 1-D search 
algorithms. However, Jarratt's method does not always yield 
an accurate solution. Brent (1973) combined the Golden 
section search and the quadratic interpolation search 
algorithms into a unified 1-D optimal search algorithm which 
is relatively fast and reliable in locating a minimum (Brent, 
1973). During its search process, the Brent algorithm keeps 
track of and updates six points in a current search interval. 
Because a flow chart of this algorithm was not given, it is 
not easy to follow some of the programming tricks developed in 
Brent's actual program (Brent, 1973; Press, et al., 1986). 
The original subroutine, developed by Brent (Brent, 1973; 
Press, et al., 1986), sometimes yields unacceptable solutions.
In this study, such a desired 1-D optimization algorithm 
discussed as above will be developed. The algorithm was built
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on Brent's work by combining the quadratic interpolation 
search, the Golden section search, and an additional side 
search into a unified optimal search algorithm which takes the 
advantages of each individual algorithm and hence makes the 
resulting algorithm more efficient and more reliable. With 
this developed 1-D search method, a general multiple-parameter 
optimization program is developed by using the conjugate 
gradient search algorithm. This general multiple-parameter 
estimation program is then verified by using a variety of 
analytical functions, and applied to estimate the parameters 
of the 1-D advection-dispersion model using different sampling 
methods and data sets.
6.2 Proposed Algorithm
One of the fundamental limitations in using a digital 
computer for finding the minimum of a function is caused by 
the machine rounding and truncation errors. Let e be the 
computer floating-point precision, and x be a value near the 
optimal solution point x*. From the Taylor series expansion 
of a function f(x),
f (x) = f (x*) + 1  t "  (x*) (x - x*)2 + . . . (6.1)
When an absolute (or a relative) error criterion is used for 
the independent variable x, then |x - x*j or jx - x*j/x* has to 
satisfy [i.e., letting |f(x) - f(x*)| > e in equation (6.1)
and neglecting the third- and higher-order terms],
where a = (2/f " (x*) )05. Therefore, it is futile to try to find 
an interval smaller than aVe. As a rule of thumb (Press, et 
al., 1986), one should choose the termination criterion |x - 
x*] > 10-4 for single precision, and jx - x*j > 10'8 for double 
precision. When an interpolated point has a distance less 
than aVe from any recorded point in the current search 
interval, the function-value based comparison between these 
two points may lead to pre-termination problems. On the other 
hand, if a search process is based on the comparison of 
function values and a new search point is determined by some 
appropriate line-segment division, such as the Golden-section 
search, much more reliable and accurate results can be 
obtained. Therefore, it is desirable to use a quadratic 
interpolation search, whenever possible, for an approximate 
location of the optimal point. When the search interval is 
sufficiently small, the Golden section search should be used 
for more accurate solution.
The proposed algorithm assumes that a subroutine exists 
for finding an interval that contains a minimum point within 
[xa,xc] and an additional point xb e [xa,xc], where f(xb) < f(xa), 
and f(xb) < f(xc). Press, et al. (1986, p. 281) developed one 
such subroutine. The new algorithm first uses the quadratic 
interpolation search to find a new, improved point u by
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U =  xb +
1 (gt -gg)2 [ / M - / ( g e ) ]  - ( g 6 - g c)2 [ / ( a ? j ) - / ( g fl)]
2 (**“*<•) [ / W ' / W ]  - ( * 6 - * e ) [ / ( * i ) - / ( * a ) ]
(6.3)
where xa and xc are the end points of the current interval, xb 
is the current smallest point within [xa,xc], and f(xa), f(xb), 
and f(xc) are the corresponding function values of xa, xb and 
xc. To prevent a possible zero-denominator situation, the 
denominator in equation (6.3) will be tested first, i.e., if 
its absolute value is smaller than a given sufficiently small 
value, say 10'10, then use that value to replace the actual 
value of the denominator. In application of equation (6.3), 
6 possible failure cases may occur: (1) |u-xaj < 8 ,
(2) |u-xb| < 8 , (3) !u-xcj < 8 , (4) u < xa, (5) u > xc, and (6)
the denominator of the quadratic interpolation equation is 
zero, where 8 is the square root of the machine floating-point 
precision.
For the first three cases, the quadratic interpolation 
may fail to identify a correct minimum point from a wrong one 
because the distance between the two points is less than 8 = 
Ve. If any of these cases occurs, the two points are forced 
to be greater than or equal to 8 . It is possible that when 
one forces, J xb - u{ = 8 , and then the new point u, is again 
too close to one of the end points of the search interval, 
say, | xc - u, | < 8 .  In such a case, one may choose a new point
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u 2 by u s i n g  the G o l d e n  s ection search w i t h i n  the larger
subinterval max[ (xb - xa) , (xc - xb) ] . For the other three 
failure cases indicated above, one may apply the Golden 
section search for the current iteration within the larger 
subinterval max[(xb - xa) , (xc - xb) ] . In doing so, the 
advantages of both the quadratic interpolation search and
Golden section search are fully exploited, and their
disadvantages are prevented. Only three points xa, xb and xc, 
instead of six, are needed in the search process.
Once the new search point u is determined and its 
function value is calculated, one or two subintervals can be 
eliminated by comparing their function values for the current 
four points (xa, xb, u, xc) . As a result, a new search
interval (xa, xc) with a current minimal point xb e (xa, xc) is 
formed. However, it is likely that the current smallest point 
xb is not located near the median of the interval. 
Computation from a variety of functions showed xb to be often 
much closer to one end of the interval than to the other. 
Therefore, it may be advantageous to further search the larger 
subinterval, max(xb-xa,xc-xb) for the current updated interval, 
and to eliminate some subintervals (most likely the larger 
one). This idea is illustrated by Figure 6.1. Many tests 
were carried out as to how to determine the new search point 
x near one side of the point xb. Results showed that
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x = x b ± 0.2 m a x  (xb- x a, xc- x b) (6.4)
is a good choice. The sign in equation (6.4) is determined 
such that the new point x is located in the larger subinterval 
max(xb-xa,xc-xb) . This side search normally can help to get rid 
of more than 50% of the current search interval. Therefore, 
even when the search interval becomes so small that the 
quadratic interpolation is no longer usable, the side search 
can still be used in any iteration. After the side search 
point x and its function f(x) value are determined, certain 
subinterval will be eliminated based on the information of the 
current points (xa, xb, x, xc) . The three-point interval is 
then updated and the current iteration is completed. This 
process is repeated until the termination criteria are 
satisfied. Figure 6.2 shows the flow chart of the new 
algorithm. It is a combination of the quadratic interpolation 
search, the Golden section search, and the side search (QGS in 
short) . The termination criterion for the algorithm was set as
|xc - Xai < 2TOLX
or (6.5)
MAX {! f (xb) - f (xc) | , | f (xb) - f (x.) j } < TOLF
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where TOLX and TOLF are user-defined tolerance criteria for x 
and f(x), respectively. It is suggested that TOLF should be 
much smaller than TOLX (at least two orders of magnitude 
smaller). Figure 6.3 shows how to determine a new point u in 
the current search interval as indicated in the flow chart of 
Figure 6.2, and how to prevent various possibilities of 
interpolation failures. A subroutine, based on the flow 
charts shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3 and named QGS, is given in 
Appendix B.
The QGS subroutine, given in Appendix B, requires that an 
interval [xa, xc] be specified which contains a local minimum, 
a point xb, where f(xb) < f(xa), f(xb) < f(xc), and xb e [xa, xc] 
should also be given. The values of xa, xb, xc, fa=f(xa), 
fb=f(xb), and fc=f(xc) can be quickly found for any given 
starting interval by the subroutine NMBRAK given by Press, et 
al. (1986, p. 281). Then, the error tolerance of x (TOLX) and 
error tolerance of f(x) (TOLF) should be specified. TOLF 
should always be smaller than or equal to TOLX. For practical 
problems, TOLX = ICC4 and TOLF = 10"6 or smaller would be
appropriate. The subroutine can be called by
Value = QGS(XA, XB, XC, FA, FB, FC, F, TOLX, TOLF, XMIN)
where XMIN returns the minimum point and QGS returns the 
minimum value of the objective function, and F is the user- 
defined external function. For example, function F(x) may be
INPUT: AX, DX, CX, FA, FD, FC, TOLX, TOLF
DEFINE: D-0.2, COLD-O.302, E-O.OOOl, Tlny-lO'16
Xmln-DX I CX-Axl 5 2 TOLX 
.OH.
MAX(| FD-FA1 , I FU-F<4 ) i T O L F
Yes
F(U)AX”U , FA-FU 
CX-UX, FC-FD
FD U >  DX
<0
11 >  MX
FA-1 » 
F I ) - !  U
-b~
AX-UX, FA-FD 
DX - (AX ICX)12
Yes
F(ltX)
Ycr;
(CX-DX)>- (DX-AX)DX - U(DX-AX)
FX
AX DXCX - DX
N oNo FC FA FDFX FD
DX DX' Yes
AX
FA
Figure 6.2 The Quadratic-Golden-Side Search (QGS)
Find U
( I ) X - J V X ) ( F D - F C )  
(nx-cx)( F D - F A )
[ ( D X - C X ) * Q - ( B X - A K ) * W ]
UX
[ 2 * o i g i i ( M A X ( l  Q-Hl , T i n y )  , Q - H )  J
Y e s
. O R .
Mo Y e s M«( l ) X - A X )  ; >  ( C X - D X ) U - A X
Y e s
DX -  COLD *  ( D X - A X )
DX I- COLD *  ( C X - D X )
CX
Mo
U - B X
Y e s
( C X - D X )  >  2 F.( C X - D X )  >  ( D X - A X ) . A M D .
Mo
UX -Y e s
Mo
( C X - D X )  > •  ( D X - A X )
Y e s
Mo
DX +  C O L D  » ( C X - D X )DX -  C O L D  *  ( D X - A X )
Figure 6.3 Example of Determining 
a New Search Point
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specified using FORTRAN as
FUNCTION F(X)
F = EXP(X) - 5.0 * X
RETURN
END
The value EPS in the first line of the program was set for 
single precision case. If double precision is used, EPS 
should be set at 10'8 or Ve, where e is the machine floating­
point precision. For multidimensional search problems, Press, 
et al. (1986, p. 300-301) provided two subroutines to 
implement a given direction search using a 1-D search 
subroutine.
The new algorithm fully utilizes the advantages of the 
quadratic interpolation search and automatically switches to 
the Golden section search whenever the interpolation search 
may fail or the search interval is too small. The side-search 
utilizes the advantage of the asymmetry of the current three- 
point search interval and makes the algorithm more efficient.
The Golden section search programmed by Press, et al. 
(1986, p. 282), the Brent algorithm given by Press, et al. 
(1986, p. 284) , and the new QGS algorithm (whose subroutine is 
given in Appendix B) were tested and compared, using five 1-D 
functions, four 2-D functions and two 4-D functions. Table 
6.1 shows all of the functions used for testing. In order to 
make a meaningful comparison, a 1-D master program was 
developed first and each of the three subroutines was, in 
turn, inserted into the master program. The termination
criterion was set at 10"* for TOLX and 10'6 for TOLF. For the 
same starting interval and the same function, performances of 
the three methods were calculated and compared. The 
comparisons were made based on the number of times that each 
subroutine called the user-defined function. This is rational 
because in many practical problems such as optimizing 
parameters in a numerical model, the most time-consuming part 
is evaluation of the objective function, such as the sum of 
the squares of the deviations between computed and observed 
values. Table 6.2 shows the computed results for the five 1-D 
functions for nine different starting intervals. All of the 
solutions yielded by different subroutines had similar 
accuracy. The golden section search was the slowest, and the 
proposed 1-D subroutine was the fastest. The new subroutine 
was always as good as or faster than the Brent subroutine. On 
the average, the new 1-D subroutine was 24% faster than the 
Brent subroutine per solution per function, and 50% faster 
than the Golden search.
6.3 Finding the Minimum Points of Some Analytical 
Multi-dimensional Functions
It is important to note that in unconstrained, 
multidimensional optimization, many algorithms involve
Table 6.1 List of T e s t i n g  Functions
Number Sources Function
I New f (x) = 100(1 - x3)2 + (1 - x2) + 2(1 - x)2
II New f (x) = 5 + (x -2) 6
III Cai, 1982, p. 196 f (x) = 8x3 - 2x2 - 7x + 3
IV Cai, 1982, p. 200 f (x) = x5 - 5x3 - 2 Ox + 5
V Cai, 1982, p. 196 f(x) = ex - 5x
A New f(x,,x2) = 5 + 3x,4 + 2x22
B Himmelblau, 1972, p. 196 f (x,, x2) = 100(x2 - X,2)2 + (1 - Xj)2
C Himmelblau, 1972, p. 195 f (Xj , x3) = 100(x2 - X,3)2 + (1 - X,)2
D New f(x,,x3) = 1 + (x, - 2)2 + (x2 + 3)2
E Himmelblau, 1972, p. 195
f (x,,x2,x3,x4) = (X, + 10x2)2 +
5 (x3 - x4)2 + (x2 - 2x3)4 + 10 (Xj - x4) 4
F
Himmelblau, 1972, p.
19 5;
modified for unique 
solution
f (x,,x2,x3,x4) = 100(x2 - X,2)2 +
( 1 - x3 ) 2 + 90 (x4 - x32 ) 2 +
(1 - X,)2 + (x4 - l)2 + 10.1 (x2 - l)2
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Ta b l e  6.2 Com p a r i s o n  of Three 1-D Search Subroutines
Function
Number
Initial 
Interval 
(a, b)
Exact 
Solution 
[x*, f (x*)]
Method
Golden 
[x, f(x), 
calls]
Brent 
[x, f(x), 
calls]
QGS 
[X, f(x), 
calls]
I [0, 2] (1/ 0] [1.00111, - 
0.00111, 27]
[1.00111, - 
0.00111, 16]
[1.00110, - 
0.00111, 15]
I (5, 10) [1, 0] [1.00112, - 
0.00111, 28]
[1.00110, - 
0.00111, 18]
[1.00110, - 
0.00111, 18]
II (0, 1) [2, 5] [1.90097, 
5.00000, 24]
[1.97446, 
5.00000, 19]
[1.99917, 
5.00000, 8]
II (10, 15) [2,5] [2.09908, 
5.00000, 30]
[1.91002, 
5.00000, 25]
[1.96241, 
5.00000, 11]
III (0.1) [0.62977, - 
0.20342]
[0.62972, - 
0.20343, 26]
[0.62983, - 
0.20343, 15]
[0.62971, - 
0.20342, 11]
IV (0, 1) [2, -43] [1.99944, - 
42.99998, 
24]
[2.00020, - 
43.00000, 
13]
[1.99975, - 
42.99998, 13]
IV (2, 5) [2, -43] [2.00000, - 
43.00000, 
26]
[2.00058, - 
43.00000, 
13]
[2.00005, - 
43.00000, 13]
V (0, 1) [1.60944, 
3.04719]
[1.60917, - 
3.04719, 24]
[1.60972, - 
3.04719, 15]
[1.60943, - 
3.04719, 13]
V (5, 10) [1.60944, 
3.04719]
[1.60978, - 
3.04719, 27]
[1.60979, - 
3.04719, 17]
[1.60938, - 
3.04719, 14]
Average Number of Calls per 
Function 26 17 13
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minimizing an objective function along a selected direction 
and have the form:
minimize z (X) = F (X0 + X S0) (6.6)
where X is a 1-D variable to be determined, X0 and S0 is the 
current starting point and search direction, respectively. In 
this study, the conjugate gradient optimization program (CGO) 
was used to illustrate this type of application. The CGO 
algorithm has been described in many optimization textbooks 
(Press, et al., 1986; Himmelblau, 1972). Appendix A gives a 
detailed description of the CGO algorithm.
Six multi-dimensional functions were used for testing, as 
given in Table 6.1. Again, the termination criterion was set 
at 10-4 for TOLX and 10'6 for TOLX. Each time, the 1-D
subroutine of each algorithm was simply inserted into a master 
optimization program using one of the test functions as well 
as one of the starting points. The computed optimal point, 
the objective-function value, and the number of function calls 
are shown in Table 6.3 for both the Brent subroutine and the 
QGS subroutine. In one case, Brent's subroutine failed to
yield the correct solution for function B listed in Table 6.1
with a starting point (xt = - 1.2, x2 = 1.0; given by
Himmelblau, 1972). The QGS subroutine yielded the correct 
solution in all cases. In general, the QGS algorithm was much 
faster than the Brent algorithm, based on the six functions at
Table 6.3 Comparison of Two 1-D Subroutines Embedded in the Same Master Program
F(x)
No.
Starting
Point
[xlf *2,
• • • ,
Exact 
Solution 
[x, f(x)]
Method
Brent 
Tx. f (x l , calls!
QGS
Tx. f(x). calls!
A [1, 2] [0, 0, 5] [-0.03482, 0.00150, 
5.00001. 1301
[-0.03082, 0.00130, 
5.00000. 521
A [5, 10] [0, 0, 5] [-0.02144, 0.00064, 
5.00000, 691
[-0.01692, -0.00019, 
5.00000. 351
B [-1.2,
1.0]
[1, 1, 0] [1.44108, 2.07750, 
0.19462. 401*
[0.99805, 0.99508, 
0.00001. 2021
B [-2.547,
1.4891
[1, 1, 0] [1.00054, 1.00067, 
0.00002. 1411
[0.98310, 0.96679, 
0.00029. 1291
C [-1.2,
1.01
[1, 1, 0] [0.99729, 0.99154, 
0.00002. 1901
[0.99831, 0.99473, 
0.00001. 1711
C [0.248, - 
3.0821
[1, 1, 0] [0.99588, 0.98827, 
0.00005. 3031
[0.99021, 0.97079, 
0.00009. 1691
D [1, 2] [2, -3,
11
[2.00086, -3.00042, 
1.00000, 401
[2.00000, -3.00000, 
1.00000. 71
D [20, 25] [2, -3,
11
[2.00000, -3.00000, 
1.00000. 81
[2.00000, -3.00000, 
1.000000. 71
E (3' Zh 0 , 1) [0, 0 , 0 , 0 , 0]
[0.11093, -0.01061, 
0.05156, 0.05158, 0.00031, 
3421
[0.09623, -0.00956, 
0.05214, 0.05431, 
0.00022, 2131
E
*
(1, 1, 1, 
1)
[0, 0 , 0 ,
0 , 0]
[0.02233, -0.00239, - 
0.04044, -0.04222, 
0.00023. 2211
[0.03865, -0.00382, - 
0.02192, -0.02367, 
0.00017. 1371
F (3, -1, 0 , 1) •
[1, 1, 1, 
1 , 0]
[1.00020, 1.00076,
0.98705, 0.97405, 0.00086, 
5721
[1.00131, 1.00297, 
0.98365, 0.96752, 
0.00143, 3731
F (0, 0 , 0 , 0)
[1, 1, 1, 
1 , 0]
[1.00221, 1.00435,
0.98216, 0.96508, 0.00175, 
5191
[0.99985, 0.99955, 
0.98214, 0.96449, 
0.00159, 3131
Average Number of Calls 
oer Function
230
(* wronq solution!
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11 starting points. On the average, the new algorithm was 3 7% 
faster than Brent's algorithm per solution per one multi­
dimensional function.
6.4 Parameter Estimation for the Solute Transport Model
For simplicity and clearance, the general parameter 
estimation model is applied to estimate the parameter of 
dispersion coefficient D for a one-dimensional advection- 
dispersion flow process. The corresponding analytical solution 
to the problem is given by equation (5.11). The purposes of 
the investigation is to examine how the estimation accuracy is 
affected by different sampling methods, sample size, and the 
accuracy of a sample. The objective function for the 
parameter optimization model is the sum of the relative root 
mean square error and the absolute value of the relative bias,
Let there be a one-dimensional groundwater flow in a 
homogeneous soil column. The average pore velocity v=qx/0=l 
m/day, the exact parameter value is assumed to be D=10 m2/day, 
the aquifer length L=150 m, and the solute concentration at 
the upstream end is C0=10 mg/liter. Two simple sampling 
methods are used. In the first sampling method, 'observations' 
are obtained only at a fixed point x=10 m, while in the second 
sampling method, 'observations' are obtained only at a fixed
M I N (6.7)
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time t=l day. Four types of 'observed' data sets are generated 
in this part of the study.
Data Set 1: Thirty-one solute concentration values are 
calculated from the analytical model of equation (5.11) with 
x is fixed at x=10 m, and t=0,l,2, . .., 30 days. With these 31 
exact 'observations', the parameter of dispersion coefficient 
D is estimated by the parameter estimation model for given 
different initial guessed value of the parameter. Table 6.13 
shows the estimated values of D and the number of times to 
call the solute transport model in order to evaluate the 
objective function value of equation (6.7).
Table 6.4 Estimated Values of D for Data Set 1
Guessed
Initial
Value of D
Estimated 
Value of D
Number of Times 
to call ST Model
9 . 5 10.00000 23
9.0 10.00000 21
o•00 10.00000 24
7 . 0 10.00000 23
6.0 10.00001 25
5.0 10.00000 24
2 . 0 10.00001 26
0.5 10.00000 27
0.01 -- --
ST = Solute Transport;   = No Solution Is Yielded
Data Set 2: Thirty-one 'observed' concentration values
are obtained from equation (5.11) at t=l day and x=0, 5, 10,
200
. . . , 150 meters. The parameter of D is estimated from these 31 
'observed' values for giving various guessed initial value of 
D. Table 6.5 shows the computed results.
Table 6.5 Estimated values of D for Data Set 2
Guessed Initial 
Value of D
Estimated 
Value of D
Number of Times 
to Call ST Model
9.5 10.00001 27
9. 0 10.00000 23
8.0 10.00000 39
7 . 0 10.00001 32
6.0 10.00000 27
5.0 10.00000 28
2 . 0 10.00000 38
1.0 10.00000 42
in•o ------- -------
ST = Solute Transport;   = No Solution is obtained
It is seen from Tables 6.4 and 6.5 that if the observed values 
are exact, the model parameter D can be estimated exactly. 
When the guessed initial value of the parameter D contains 
nearly 100% error from its true value, the parameter 
estimation model can not yield a solution. The closer the 
guessed value to the true value of parameter D, the fewer 
model calls are needed for evaluating the objective function.
In a real observation data set, however, various errors 
may be involved. For this reason, the exact 'observed' values 
generated for data sets 1 and 2 may be artificially mixed with
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some random values. This can be done by assuming that the 
observations contains some normal distributed random values 
whose mean is zero and whose variance varies in magnitude 
relatively to the exact value of parameter D. Again, two types 
of sampling methods are used.
Data Set 3: The 31 exact 'observations' in data set 1 are 
mixed with 31 random values generated from a normal 
distributed random variable whose population mean is zero and 
whose variance varies relatively to the exact value of 
parameter D, i.e., VAR(X)=aD, 0<a<l, where X is the random
variable. To be more specifically, one can generate 31 random 
numbers whose values are in the range [0, 1] by using the IMSL 
subroutines RNUN. These values can be considered as a sample 
of the cumulative probabilities of the normal distributed 
variable X. The corresponding random value for each of the 
cumulative probability can be obtained by using the subroutine 
ANORIN. Then, each of the 31 normal distributed random values 
is multiplied by the square root of aD and added to the 
corresponding 'observed' value in data set 1. With these 31 
mixed values, the parameter D is estimated by the parameter 
optimization model with guessed initial value of D to be fixed 
at 9.5. Table 6.6 shows the estimated parameter values and 
number of calls to the 3-D solute transport model.
Data Set 4: The 31 normal distributed random values
described in generating data set 3 are added correspondingly 
to the 31 'observed' values in data set 2. With this mixed
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Table 6.6 Estimated Values of D for Data Set 3
Proportion 
Coefficient a
Estimated 
Parameter D
Number of 
Model Calls
0.01 10.18903 21
0.05 9.68983 33
0.10 9.06943 27
0.20 7.75353 28
0.30 6.42992 36
0.40 5.11949 40
0. 50 3.91944 34
Table 6.7 Estimated Values of D for Data Set 4
Proportion 
Coefficient a
Estimated 
Parameter D
Number of 
Model Calls
0 . 0 1 10.02940 23
IT)
O
•
o
10.02957 25
0.10 10.02973 25
0.20 11.18471 49
0.30 11.18463 4 7
0.40 9.11932 15
0. 50 8.08603 20
data set, the parameter D is estimated by the parameter 
optimization model with guessed initial value of D=9.5. Table 
6.7 shows the estimated values of D with different values of 
a .  It is seen from Tables 6.6 and 6.7 that the sampling 
method with fixed time (t=l day) is better than the sampling 
method with fixed point (x=10 meters). Further calculations 
show that the larger the sample size, the more accurate an 
estimation can be obtained. For example, when a=0.3 and sample 
size is increased from 31 to 101, the estimated value of D 
changes from 6.42992 to 7.70702 for data set 3, and estimated 
value of D changes from 11.18463 to 9.42190 for data set 4.
Thus sampling method, sample size, and the accuracy of a 
sample are very important factors that affect the model 
parameter estimation.
CHAPTER 7 
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this study, four large comprehensive models have been 
developed, i.e., (1) the three-dimensional steady-state
groundwater flow model, (2) the three-dimensional unsteady- 
state groundwater flow model, (3) the three-dimensional solute 
transport model, and (4) The general parameter estimation 
model.
Some of the important findings and improved formulations 
are summarized here.
(1) Improved numerical formulations, using the Galerkin finite 
element method for modeling both groundwater flow and 
solute transport, have been derived systematically and 
completely. These rather detailed derivations seem not 
having appeared in literature. By this systematic 
formulation, carried out over both the flow domain and 
flow boundaries, a hidden mistake that has occurred in 
many existing textbooks and currently published journal 
papers, in dealing with the advective term in the 3-D 
solute transport problem, was found and corrected. 
Because the formulation error in previous study, modeling 
solute transport by Galerkin finite element method has 
been a difficult task to tackle as compared with modeling 
groundwater flow problems.
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(2) New, simple, and practical formulations for representing
the leaky type boundary conditions have been proposed.
(3) To eliminate or at least reduce various numerical problems
which often occur in modeling unsteady groundwater flow 
and solute transport, a mixed type formulation 
(combination of the Galerkin method and the collocation 
method) for handling the time derivatives was developed 
and verified to be superior to the consistent 
formulation. Although the resulting equation from the 
mixed formulation is the same as that from the 
inconsistent formulation, it provides a clear and 
acceptable theoretical basis for using the resulting 
formula.
(4) To solve the resulting system of ordinary differential
equations from the finite element method, the finite 
integration scheme was developed instead of using the 
usual finite difference scheme. It is apparent that the 
finite integration scheme is more reasonable and accurate 
than the finite difference scheme. Two weight factors, 
instead of one, are used in the finite integration 
scheme.
(5) The pumping well and recharge well are treated differently
for a solute transport problem because the concentration 
of the pumped water is an unknown variable while the 
concentration in the recharged water is normally a known 
quantity.
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(6) The three models for simulating groundwater flow and
solute transport processes are rather general and
flexible, that is, the nine components of the hydraulic 
conductivity tensor can all be non-zero, the aquifer can 
be nonhomogeneous and anisotropic, the number of sources 
and sinks is unlimited, the aquifer geometry can be any 
shape, the boundary conditions can be (1) boundary with 
specified field variable, (2) impervious boundary, (3) 
boundary with specified surface flux, (4) leaky boundary, 
and (5) boundary with specified nodal fluxes.
(7) The three models for simulating groundwater flow and
solute transport process have been verified with a 
variety of analytical and numerical solutions and were 
found to be considerably accurate and reliable.
(8) Sensitivity analysis was also conducted over the
groundwater flow model and the solute transport model. 
Several conclusions can be drawn from the analysis:
(a) The Unsteady groundwater flow model and solute 
transport model are relatively insensitive to the 
time step size.
(b) The smaller the hydraulic gradient, the more
accurate the model results.
(c) The weight factor in the finite difference scheme
should be chosen as 0.5. The currently used
consistent formulation may often incur numerical 
problems, while the mixed formulation with w1=0.5
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normally results in considerably more accurate 
solutions and has little chance of incurring any 
numerical problems unless the Peclet number for a 
transport problem is too large (say large than 50).
(d) The element size ratios (length:width:depth) is 
generally not a control factor for incurring any 
numerical problems.
(9) A new optimization algorithm is developed for finding the
minimum of any user-defined one-dimensional functions. 
The algorithm combines the Golden section search, the 
quadratic interpolation search, and the side search into 
a unified optimal search algorithm. Several test 
functions, analytical or numerical, have been used to 
verify the new algorithm. In all cases, the new algorithm 
was found accurate, safe, fast and efficient.
(10) Based on the newly developed one-dimensional optimal 
search algorithm, a rather general model is developed for 
estimating any number of parameters in any kind of 
existing models, using the conjugate gradient 
optimization algorithm.
(11) The general parameter estimation model has been verified 
for a variety of functions, analytical or numerical, and 
was found to be accurate and safe.
(12) Application of the general parameter estimation model to 
a one-dimensional solute transport problem shows that the 
sampling method, sample size, and accuracy of a sample
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are very important factors that affect the accuracy of 
parameter estimation.
Further studies are needed to apply the three-dimensional 
groundwater flow and solute transport models to real aquifer 
problems.
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APPENDICES
A: Algorithm of the Conjugate Gradient Optimization (CGO)
Suppose the following generic function is to be 
minimized:
where x;, i = 1, 2, n, are n independent variables or
parameters. Let VF be the gradient vector defined as
and let X1 = (Xj1, x2‘, . . . , xnl) be the minimum point found at
the i-th iteration, ex be the error tolerance for X, and e f be 
the error tolerance for F(X). The conjugate gradient optimal 
search algorithm can be described as follows:
Step 1: Choose a starting point X°:
Step 2: Compute the conjugate direction:
Z = F(Xj, x2, (A.l)
|VF (Xi_1) |2
(A.3a)
or
d ‘ = VF (X1) + |VF (X!) I2 + VF (X!)T VF (XM ) dM 
|VF (XM ) I2
(A.3b)
and
d1 = VF(X°) (A.3c)
where
(A.4)
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Step 3: Pick a value t by some one-dimensional search
algorithm such
that F(X' + t d‘) is minimized.
Step 4: Update the current minimum point found:
Xi+1 = X* + t^ d* (A. 5)
Step 5: Check termination criteria:
VF (X) < e,
F(Xi+1) - F (X1) j < €f
Xi+1 -  X l \ < ex
If 
Or 
Or
Then Stop
Otherwise, repeat beginning with Step 2.
Computation showed that equation (A.3b) is slightly better 
than equation (A.3a).
B : SUBROUTINE OGS
FUNCTION QGS(AX,BX,CX,FA,FB,FC,F ,TOLX,TOLF,XMIN)
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c
/ " I
ONE DIMENSIONAL QUADRATIC-GOLDEN-SIDE SEARCH
u
c TINY: USED TO PREVENT A POSSIBLE ZERO-DENOMINATOR
c XMIN,FMIN: MINIMUM VALUES OF X AND F(X) RESPECTIVELY
c AX,BX,CX: 3 POINTS IN THE CURRENT SEARCH INTERVAL
c FA, FB, FC: FUNCTION VALUES OF AX, BX AND CX
c U AND FU: QUADRATIC INTERPOLATED VALUES OF X & F(X)
c D: COEFFICIENT USED BY SIDE SEARCH
c F: USER DEFINED ONE DIMENSIONAL FUNCTION F(X)
c TOLX: TOLERANCE OF ERROR FOR INDEPENDENT VARIABLE X
c TOLF: TOLERANCE OF ERROR FOR F(X)
c GOLD: GOLDEN SEARCH COEFFICIENT
c EPS: SQUARE ROOT OF FLOATING POINT PRECISION
c (FOR SINGLE PRECISION)
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
PARAMETER(D=0. 20,TINY=1.OE-16,GOLD=0.382,EPS=0.0001)
C MAKE SURE CX GREATER THAN AX
IF (AX .GT. CX) THEN 
DUM=AX 
AX=CX 
CX=DUM 
DUM=FA 
FA=FC 
FC=DUM 
END IF
C TEST TERMINATION CRITERIA
5 IF ((ABS(CX-AX).LE.2.0*TOLX).OR.
* (MAX(ABS(FB-FA),ABS(FB-FC)) .LE. TOLF)) THEN 
FMIN=FB
XMIN=BX 
GO TO 50 
ELSE
C QUADRATIC INTERPOLATION FROM POINTS (AX,BX,CX,FA,FB,FC) 
W=(BX-AX)*(FB-FC)
Q=(BX-CX)*(FB-FA)
U=BX-((BX-CX)*Q-(BX-AX)*W)/(2.0*
* SIGN(MAX(ABS(Q-W),TINY),Q-W))
C PREVENT LINEARLY DEPENDENT POINTS OR ZERO-DENOMINATOR
IF ((U.LE.AX) .OR.(U.GE.CX)) THEN 
IF ((BX-AX) .GT. (CX-BX)) THEN 
U=BX-GOLD*(BX-AX)
ELSE
U=BX+GOLD*(CX-BX)
END IF 
END IF
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C PREVENT WRONG TERMINATION DUE TO ROUNDING ERROR 
IF (ABS(U-AX) .LT. EPS) U=AX+EPS 
IF (ABS(U-CX) .LT. EPS) U= CX-EPS 
C PREVENT WRONG TERMINATION DUE TO ROUNDING ERROR 
IF (ABS(U-BX) .LT. EPS) THEN
IF (((CX-BX) .GT. (BX-AX)) .AND. ((CX-BX).GT. 
* 2.0*EPS)) THEN
U=BX+EPS
ELSE IF ((BX-AX) .GT.2.0*EPS) THEN 
U=BX-EPS
ELSE IF ((CX-BX) .GT. (BX-AX)) THEN
U=BX+GOLD*(CX-BX)
ELSE
U=BX-GOLD*(BX-AX)
END IF
END IF 
FU=F(U)
IF (FU-FB) 16,17,18 
18 IF (U.GT.BX) THEN
CX=U
FC=FU
ELSE
AX=U 
FA=FU 
END IF 
GOTO 25
17 IF (U .GT. BX) THEN
CX=U
FC=FU
AX=BX
FA=FB
BX=(AX+CX)/2.0 
FB=F(BX)
ELSE
AX=U
FA=FU
CX=BX
FC=FB
BX=(AX+CX)/2.0 
FB=F(BX)
END IF 
GOTO 5
16 IF (U .LT.BX) THEN
CX=BX
FC=FB
BX=U
FB=FU
ELSE
AX=BX
BX=U
FA=FB
FB=FU
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END IF
C FURTHER ELIMINATE REGIONS BY SIDE SEARCH 
25 IF ((CX-BX) .GT.(BX-AX)) THEN 
X=BX+D*(CX-BX)
FX=F(X)
IF (FX .GE. FB) THEN 
CX=X 
FC=FX
ELSE
AX=BX 
FA=FB 
BX=X 
FB=FX 
END IF
ELSE
X=BX-D*(BX-AX)
FX=F(X)
IF (FX .GE.FB) THEN 
AX=X 
FA=FX
ELSE
CX=BX 
FC=FB 
BX=X 
FB=FX 
END IF
END IF 
GOTO 5 
END IF 
50 QGS=FMIN 
RETURN 
END
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